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Preface 

Great efforts are being made to  rid the world of torture. Ever since its 
foundation the United Nations has taken an active stand in paving the way 
for international legal procedures to abolish torture. In addition, a number 
of international voluntary organisations such as the Red Cross and Save 
the Children have committed themselves to countering torture. Amnesty 
International is involved in extensive work to substantiate individual cases 
of torture. One of its priorities is the moulding of public opinion. 

Another essential contribution to the struggle against torture is the estab
lishment of centres in various countries providing professional medical and 
psychological treatment of torture victims. Internationally, the most noto
rious one probably is at Rigshospitalet in Copenhagen. The Danish centre 
served as a model for the Centre for Tortured Refugees in Stockholm set 
up by the Red Cross in 1985. 

A year before this event I was looked up  by the secretary of a group of 
professionals involved in planning the centre in Stockholm. I was linked to 
the project as a researcher. My task was to assist in evaluating the work 
carried out at the centre for a trial period of two years. I have served at the 
centre in various capacities since 1985. Two reports, separately published, 
account for the evaluative part of my assignment. 

The first year I attended most of the planning sessions and a number of 
meetings dealing with patient treatment. Right at the start I interviewed 
every member of the staff. Interviews were conducted once more after six 
months. Initially the staff consisted of fifteen individuals representing 
various professions. There were general practitioners, nurses, physiothera
pists, psychiatrists, psychologists, and social workers. In addition there was 
an administrator and a secretary. 

During the second trial year my contacts with the centre developed into a 
series of personal conversations on a regular basis, rather instructional in 
nature, with several members of the staff. These sessions turned out in 
different ways. Some members of staff I met a dozen times or more. Others 
I saw three or four times only. Our talks were about treatment, quite 
frequently focusing on individual cases. Usually I had read the case sheets 
and whatever other written material there was in advance. Our discussions 



nearly always ended up in questions about how torture might be  con
ceived, what the patients' symptoms really meant, or how one might under
stand the many paradoxes and apparent contradictions facing the thera
pists in their work. I remember these sessions as a constant search for 
answers. But they led to new questions rather than to answers. I spoke to a 
great many patients as well, although I never interviewed them systemati
cally. Basically, then, the empirical experiences upon which this book 
draws is second hand information - my talks to the staff about their experi
ences, my reading of a number of case sheets, and my casual contacts with 
the  patients. In order not to  interfere with treatment, and for  ethical 
reasons having to do with the insecure future so many refugees face, I have 
refrained from quoting empirical examples in this book. It was questions 
about the nature of torture arising out of the experiences at the centre, my 
conversations with staff members and patients, that were my points of 
departure. But for the close contact with the centre this book could not 
possibly have been written. Most of the questions and ideas dealt with here 
have evolved out of my exchange with the centre, its patients, staff, and 
interpreters. This book is an attempt to  find answers to  some of the ques
tions. 

I must point out, then, that this book is not an empirical enquiry into the 
problems and lives of the patients at the centre. Neither is it a survey of 
the existing psychological literature on torture, brainwashing, and concen
tration camp survival. I should mention too that because my point of 
departure was the experiences at the Red Cross Centre of treating the 
sufferings of its patients this book is biased in a sense. It does not consider 
those who have endured and coped with the ordeals, those to whom the 
torture t o  which they were subjected even is a source of strength and a 
confirmation of identity. The point must be made that the torturers do not 
always succeed or come off victorious. 

A few words must be said about the literature on the subject. Psychologists 
and sociologists like Bettelheim, Frankl, Fromm, and Lifton, among others, 
have written penetrating analyses of concentration camp survival and in-
depth studies of the minds of those who were party to the Nazi genocide, a 
literature which of course is highly relevant to psychological studies of the 
torture sequelae. So is the work by psychiatrists such as Davidson, Eitinger, 
and Krell, to mention but a few important names, about surviving the 
Holocaust, dealing not only with the survivors themselves but their chil
dren born long after the war as well. The classical study by Milgram on 



obedience to authority is of course important to bear in mind, and so are a 
number of more recent works by anthropologists, historians, and sociolo
gists concerning the nature of human evil (i.e. Parkin, 1985). I also feel it 
appropriate to mention the work by the German Jewish psychologist 
Michael Wächter on brainwashing. He  came to Sweden as a refugee just 
before the war. He  was my teacher in the mid-sixties and later on we were 
colleagues at the Department of Education at the University of Stockholm. 
His work was published in Swedish and is unfortunately inaccessible to an 
international public. In recent years there has been an increase in the 
number of articles and papers dealing with torture and its sequelae. Quite 
a few of them are written by Latin-American psychologists and psychia
trists. Some of this important material is published in English. Most of it, 
however, is written in Spanish or Portuguese. A number of professionals at 
the international centre for the rehabilitation of torture victims in Copen
hagen have written extensively about various aspects of treating torture 
victims. 

Important as this bulk of literature is to an understanding of torture, and I 
must admit without hesitation that I have profited greatly from it, my 
general impression is that most of the authors are loyal to  their discipline. 
That is to say, these studies seldom attempt to  tackle the problems of an 
interdisciplinary approach. To my mind it is imperative to bridge the terri
torial chauvinism of the various academic disciplines if we ever are to  
achieve a deeper understanding of the complex reality of torture and its 
individual and societal consequences. In my search for literature I have 
drifted towards general philosophical, sociological, and anthropological 
works. I do not claim to provide the answers to all the questions into which 
I set out to enquire. However, I do believe that this book looks into the 
questions relating to torture from a slightly different angle than is to be 
found in the literature just mentioned. 

I believe there are five crucial themes relating to  the question of what 
political torture is about, and what it does to people who are subjected to 
it. After the first introductory chapter the five remaining ones deal in order 
with pain, violation, will, power, and knowledge. Although my point of 
departure initially was social psychological the questions I have confronted 
are rather more philosophical in nature. My aim is to capture the specific 
symbolism brought to the fore in torture, right at the very joint of individu
al and societal existence. Strictly speaking, the bulk of the literature I refer 
to is not social psychological. Maybe it is all but social psychological. 



The nebulous questions of how experiences of torture affect the internal 
world of mind, how psychological and somatic defences are activated, and 
how treatment should be carried out, are not dealt with here. 

One more thing must be said. It is virtually impossible to write about tor
ture without referring to the atrocities to which the victims of torture are 
subjected. Certain passages might therefore seem most repulsive when 
they turn up unexpectedly. My aim is not to describe in detail the victim's 
humiliation and pain. Rather it is an attempt to understand how torture 
affects human beings and society. In places some deeply shocking accounts 
are woven into general discussions about the deeper meaning of the treat
ment in torture. 

In some places lengthy digressions from the principal topic of torture are 
to be found. In these divagations the meaning of various concepts are 
discussed, and perspectives are presented that hopefully might facilitate an 
understanding of the nature of torture and its sequelae. Whereas the topic 
of torture is central in the first three chapters the last three chapters are 
slightly different. An understanding of how torture affects human beings 
would be incomplete were the conditions of power processes in society 
neglected. This book, then, has a dual objective: to understand torture and 
its consequences through an analysis of certain aspects of society as it is 
revealed to us, and to understand society through an analysis of torture. 
This is the general idea of the book. 

Charles Westin 
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TORTURE 

Introduction 

This book is about torture as an instrument of political oppression. Practi
cally every human being of age must have heard about torture. It is reason
able to assume that they have a rough idea about it, although the heinous 
particulars may not be known in detail. Perhaps our general understanding 
of torture is nourished by images of horror and dread known to us from 
our night-mares, and based less on actual facts about torture. 

There are several obstacles to  a deeper understanding of the essence of 
torture. Three of them are -

The despondent state of world affairs: We do indeed sympathise with the 
victims of torture. But we also feel compassion for the victims of famine, 
for people struck by natural disasters or those suffering from epidemics 
and widespread diseases, and for the victims of war. In our minds, the 
victims of torture are apt to  get overlooked in proportion to all the other 
sufferings mankind endures. How do we allot our compassion, our sympa
thy, and our commitment? 

Evil: If natural catastrophes are disasters beyond human power to prevent, 
then torture for political purposes is the quintessence of evil that human 
beings in full possession of their senses are capable of planning, executing, 
and evaluating. The very evil we associate with torture makes us recoil. 
Quite understandably we avoid putting ourselves in the place of..., imagin
ing ..., or visualising our fellow comrades, friends, next of kin, and, worst of 
all, our children, at the mercy of the torturer. It is so much the easier to 
overlook, shut one's eyes, and forget. This unreflective avoidance face to 
face with the atrocities of torture brings about ignorance. 

Unawareness: The authorities responsible for torture always justify its use 
with reference to government, military, or police demands for vital infor
mation. Justifying torture on these grounds is seldom questioned. The 
belief that torture is justifiable in certain exceptional conditions, in war, or, 
as a last resort of defence, is a wide-spread belief. Nonetheless, it as a 
primitive view, and a delusive one, that the torturing authorities find no 
reason to gainsay. In actual fact, "vital" information of any kind whatsoever 



that justifies the actual infliction of torture does not exist. The aims of 
political torture are and always have been otherwise. 

For the executioners torture is a weapon. It is an instrument employed to 
suppress dissidents, the political opposition, and, quite frequently, ethnic 
and religious minorities. Torture is an instrument en passant, so to say, in 
the execution of power. In the eyes of the executioners the acts of torture 
are trivialised. 

For the victim, however, torture may be characterised as the gross depriva
tion of personal agency. The victim of torture is completely at the mercy of 
his adversaries. Whatever he tries to do or refrain from doing, whatever he 
says or does not say, is turned into non-acts. The condition of completely 
lacking control, and being deprived of personal agency, marks the survi
vor's personality and identity. Some victims do not survive the ordeals of 
torture. 

The contrasts are noteworthy: To the executioner torture is a routine 
instrument among others employed to attain political goals. To the victim 
torture is an experience touching upon the very foundations of individual, 
social, and political existence. 

Torture has to be counteracted by democratic and just measures - by 
enlightening the general public and by the moulding of public opinion. 
Counteracting torture implies political work in the spirit of solidarity and 
democracy. The United Nation's Declaration of the Human Rights calls 
attention to the values that should inspire the campaign against torture on 
each and every arena of political affairs, from the local level to the interna
tional one. The use of torture must be exposed wherever it occurs. The 
torturers, and the authorities supporting them, are to be condemned and 
punished for their crimes, because they are nothing but crimes against 
human kind. Nothing an individual has ever done, no single piece of 
information he might be thought to possess, nothing whatsoever justifies 
the use of torture. Counteracting torture is a moral and political issue, not 
a scientific problem. These are the values upon which my commitment is 
based. 

In combating torture science and research do have important parts to play. 
The sciences of medicine and psychology are employed to substantiate 
injuries resulting from torture. And they are the foundations of nursing, 



treatment, and the rehabilitation of those who have been subjected to 
torture. Anthropological, sociological, and economic research is required 
to elucidate the cultural, societal, and political preconditions of torture. 
Knowledge provided by jurisprudence and philosophy shed light upon 
evaluative and judicial issues, as well as ethical and moral questions, in
volved in the struggle against torture and oppression. 

The kind of research that is required to combat political torture has to be 
interdisciplinary. It must be cross-cultural as well. However, torture in itself 
is not the object to be explained. If anything, it is the consequences of 
torture in the widest possible sense that need to be elucidated. Torture, in 
the sense that I will deal with it in this book, is an instrument of political 
oppression. We do not lack knowledge of the instrument as such. Rather, 
the historical, cultural, social, economic, and strategic foundations of tor
ture need to be explicated time and time again. 

Why do oppressive governments seldom find trouble in recruiting execu
tioners of torture? And why are torturers apparently able to lead normal 
lives outside of the torture chamber? There are numerous questions 
concerning individuals and groups who, as it were, willingly serve as the 
instruments and executioners of oppression. Other questions relate to the 
social, economic, political, and strategic forces in society making the de
struction of humanitarian values possible. The ultimate consequence of 
such a destruction is indistinguishable violence aimed at civilians, terror, 
torture, and murder. What are the societal conditions that give rise to the 
use of terror and destruction as instruments of policy in the hands of the 
authorities? 

Obviously, an analysis of the societal conditions for political oppression in 
a particular state needs to have a historical slant. Social, cultural, and 
ethnic antagonisms, even in the distant past, do have repercussions on the 
power structure in contemporary societies. The Inquisition, slavery, coloni
alism, and the genocide of native people explain to some extent the unjust 
distribution of earth, and the glaring class stratification, so typical of many 
states in which political oppression is most severe. Historical circumstances 
such as these not only persist in the institutions and the social structures 
founded upon them. They survive as well in people's beliefs and concep
tions. In addition, the analysis has to focus on contemporary society, 
economically and strategically. It is a well-known fact that quite a few 
oppressive governments in the East as well as in the West are in office 



purely on conditions laid down by the super powers. 

However, in this book I am not going to deal with analyses such as these. 
My objective is to  suggest a framework which might promote a better 
understanding of the human, social, and political consequences of torture. 

It is remarkably difficult to  write about torture. Every word has to  be  
weighed. The text has to  be  revised continuously. Every new addition 
alters the meaning of what has already been said. These vicissitudes of 
writing are understandable. Torture is an existential totality. The whole 
can not be comprehended until all of its parts are presented. At the same 
time, the parts can not be fully understood without a clear conception of 
the whole. I believe that the difficulties so many victims of torture find in 
speaking about the ordeals they have suffered to some extent is due to the 
very same thing, that is to convey experiences for which ordinary vocabu
lary lacks words. 

The pains of writing have to do with finding appropriate means of expres
sion, pitch, style, and, not in the least, being sufficiently aloof. Language 
has its limits. Certain styles of political expression entice you into writing in 
a committed, but rather cursory fashion, of little avail when it comes to  
getting at the essence of the phenomenon. But neither is a cool pertinence 
desirable. 

Speaking to somebody about the sufferings to which he has been subjected 
means reversing the process of destruction brought about by torture. 
Finding words for the heinous acts means to commence upon the process 
of reconstructing human dignity. Writing about torture is to  shed light 
upon activities not meant to  be  seen. Expressing oneself as clearly as 
possible about torture is a process that is its very opposite. 

Tentative delineations of torture 

According to Amnesty International (1984) political torture is known to 
exist in every third state. Possibly this is a conservative estimation. In a 
report from 1984 Amnesty presents detailed information about torture in 
98 states during the period of January 1980 to July 1983. There is every 
reason to believe that torture is still practised in these states, all of which 
are members of the United Nations. In all likelihood, the Amnesty report 



does not account for each and every nation in which torture, disappear
ances, and other means of terror are employed by the authorities in power. 

Then, what exactly is political torture? How are we to define the concept? 
How should it be delineated? 

In practically every society known to history we find records of human 
cruelty. Struggles, combat, fighting, force, and the retaliation of wrongs are 
part of the interpersonal repertoire of acts and actions. Physical violence in 
individual relations, however, is not torture, although the concept is used 
at times to express unbearable torment, for instance in certain marital 
conflicts. Sadism, child abuse, assault and battery, and extreme interper
sonal cruelty may resemble torture and are indeed often referred to as 
torture. However, the organisation of political torture is a very different 
matter, and, as I have stated, this book will deal with political torture, not 
with interpersonal violence or cruelty. 

In war civilians - individuals and families - endure severe hardships and 
great sufferings, loss of lives and property, disablement and forced trans
fers. The terrible cruelties taking place in war, and the pointless agony so 
many people suffer, however, do not compare to torture. 

Fist-fighting is a conflict and a settlement between individuals acting in 
terms of their personal identities. In the first place they represent them
selves only. Sometimes they act in terms of a social identity, for instance 
representing their family, peer group, or some other clearly delineated 
small group. People involved in fist-fighting are usually known to each 
other. Commonly the parties to the conflict obey certain implicit norms 
and rules as to how the combat is to be fought out, when it may be termi
nated, who may be regarded as the victor, what the consequences are to 
be, and so on. But obviously there are exceptions to the rule. 

War is an acute conflict between states. Like every operation on a collec
tive level individual actors are required. They are coordinated, ruled, and 
led so that the acts of warfare are effected. However, it is not in the capac
ity of an individual being with personal preferences and beliefs that the 
soldier does what he has to do in combat. He does so as a member of a 
unit, as a participant of the armed forces, and, ultimately, in his capacity as 
a citizen and representative of his country. War reduces the variety of 
identities otherwise typifying the individual, in the extreme case to one 



single identity, friend or foe. 

Torture instigated by the authorities is not a dispute between individuals 
even though it might appear to be so. In this case torture ultimately serves 
as an instrument for terrorising civilians. The torturer acts as a representa
tive of the security police, the intelligence service, or the armed forces. In 
other words, the torturer acts as a representative of forces in society in 
command of the state machinery. The torturer has at his disposal the 
entire power upon which the state is based. In the baton beating the soles 
of the victim's feet the full power of government is concentrated. The 
victim has been arrested, detained, interrogated, and tortured. He  is iden
tified as a representative of the "opposition". Assigning this identity to him 
may be  in accordance with actual facts before the arrest. However, the 
thousands upon thousands of people who are arrested and tortured in 
countries all over the world are seldom "dangerous" members of the resist
ance movement. Maybe they merely have voiced some criticism of the 
government, or expressed their sympathy for the resistance. The crucial 
fact is that once an individual is arrested, with or without cause, he  is by 
definition part of the opposition. 

Torture occasions the breakdown of personal identity. Yet, the aim of 
torture is to  break down collective movements. We see psychologically 
mangled individuals. It is harder to comprehend the impairment done to 
the collective movement. The individual's personal identity, his dignity, and 
his strength need to be restored and rehabilitated. But neither the analysis 
of political torture, nor the efforts of rehabilitation should restrict them
selves to  the individual perspective. Analysis and rehabilitation need to  
find ways of strengthening and restoring collective identity, solidarity, 
group affinity, and common resistance. 

Definitions of torture 

The United Nations' definition of torture is as follows: 

"For the purpose of this Declaration, torture means any act by which 
severe pain or suffering, whether physical or mental, is intentionally 
inflicted by or at  the instigation of a public official on a person for 
such purposes as obtaining from him or a third person information or 
confession, punishing him for an act he has committed, or intimidating 



him or other persons. It does not include pain or suffering arising only 
from, inherent in or incidental to, lawful sanctions to the extent con
sistent with the Standard Minimum Rules for the Treatment of Pris
oners. Torture constitutes an aggravated and deliberate form of cruel, 
inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment". (Article 1 of the 
Declaration against Torture, adopted unanimously by the United 
Nations on 9 December 1975). 

This definition points to the physical and mental pain to which a victim of 
torture is subjected. Moreover, it points to the deliberate nature of the act. 
Furthermore, the direct or indirect involvement of state authorities is a 
crucial criterion. It is worth noting that the definition specifically mentions 
deliberately inflicted mental pain as one aspect of torture. How we are to 
understand the meaning of cruel, inhuman, and degrading treatment or 
punishment is not exactly specified, thus allowing for various interpreta
tions. The definition is an instrument for counteracting torture. As a uni
versal norm it may serve as a guiding principle for governments all over the 
world. It delineates acts within the domain of torture from those that do 
not belong there (Amnesty International, 1984). 

Stover & Nightingale (1985) suggest another definition: 

"Torture is the deliberate infliction of pain by one person on another 
in an attempt to break the will of the victim". 

I will not comment upon this definition at the moment, only note that it 
points to the deeper objective of torture, that is to say, to  break the will, 
not only of the victim but of the political opposition as a whole. Ultimately 
torture is about power and political will. 

In conclusion, then, the distinguishing characteristic of political torture, 
differentiating it from other kinds of force and brutality, is that it is prac
tised by an authority within the state, meaning that it is officially sanc
tioned. This criterion is mentioned in practically every definition from 
Ulpian's (on the next page) to the United Nations'. 

In historic times the official nature of torture was implied by its taking 
place in public. In our own times torture is normally carried out clandes
tinely. Nevertheless, it remains a public operation. Thus, we are faced with 
one of the inherent and contradictory peculiarities of torture, its nature of 



secret publicity and public secrecy. The contradiction is apparent in the 
absolute twisting of the  private and the  public aspects of the  victim's 
personal identity. There are no limits as to the victim's personal integrity 
which cannot be  transgressed by the torturer. At  the same time, all the 
public aspects of the victim's identity are erased. He  ceases to exist as an 
officially recognised person. Documents, records, and other kinds of regis
tered information about him, in a sense societal confirmations of his exist
ence and identity, are obliterated. This twisting of the public and the pri
vate spheres, of the secret and the overt, gives rise to symptoms of physical 
and mental injuries, seemingly most contradictory and obscure to  an out
sider. However, we are getting in advance of events. 

Torture in the light of history 

As a means of eliciting the "truth" torture has been known since antiquity. 
It is quite possible that torture was practised in ancient Egypt and Persia. 
However, reliable historical sources from these times do not exist. We do 
know, though, that torture was employed in the ancient Greek city states. 
Aristotle mentions torture (basanos), and so does Aristophanes in his 
comical play The Frogs. There is no doubt whatsoever that torture was 
frequently practised in Rome as a means of securing evidence. The Roman 
jurist Ulpian wrote about quaestio - torture: 

"By quaestio we are to understand the torment and suffering of the 
body in order to elicit the truth. Neither interrogation by itself, nor 
lightly inspired fear correctly pertains to this edict. Since therefore, 
quaestio is t o  b e  understood as force and torment, these are  the  
things that determine its meaning". (Quoted from Peters, 1985). 

According to Peters, upon whose work this section is based, the Hebrews 
never practised torture, nor did the Babylonians, the Indians, the Celts, or 
the Germanic tribes. In these societies ordeals of various kinds did indeed 
take place on various occasions. They were severe and cruel physical tests 
in order t o  determine right from wrong and truth from untruth. The 
outcome of these ordeals was believed to depend upon divine intervention. 
They were religiously and ritually motivated and did not primarily serve 
judicial or political purposes. 

Inevitably we come to  intricate delimitations. Mercilessness in war and 



brutal treatment of prisoners are to be found in every society. Essentially, 
however, torture - quaestio - as a means of interrogation is a phenomenon 
with its roots in European antiquity, in Greece. Peters argues convincingly 
that its origins were in the development of the abstract concept of justice. 
Torture evolved as a method of producing legally conclusive testimonials 
of proof. 

The appearance of torture in Greece was linked to  the rise of the city 
states, and thereby to  the development of civilian legislation. The very 
same historical processes which gave rise to democracy, philosophy, drama, 
gymnastics, and everything else that  we regard as the  foundations of 
Western civilisation, gave rise to torture as well. 

Two circumstances were particularly important in this context, namely the 
distinction between free citizens and slaves on the one hand, and the judi
cial concern about a just and impartial appraisal of evidence on the other. 
Testimony given by free citizens was regarded as legally conclusive, where
as evidence offered by persons belonging to other strata, women, slaves, or 
barbarians, was legally binding only on  the  sole condition that  it was 
brought about by means of torture. 

To the modern world these ideas must seem rather odd. There appears to 
have been an underlying principle. Great importance was attached to 
defending the free citizen's dignity. Citizenship implied that the official 
means of forcing free citizens to do this or that were highly restricted. This 
also applied to the measures he was entitled to take against fellow citizens. 
Testimony given in court by citizens was not and could not be queried. 
Testimony given under oath simply could not be questioned. 

Roman law, influenced by Greek tradition as it was in regard to torture, 
has been of utmost importance to European conceptions of justice right 
down t o  modern times. Within the  Roman empire in antiquity, and 
through the Roman-Catholic Church in mediaeval times, the conception of 
Roman law was extended to most of Central and Western Europe. Roman 
law served as a model of legal practice in many of the great European 
nations. For long spaces of time parts of it were overshadowed by other, 
competing, legal doctrines. Some applications were abandoned and fell 
into oblivion, among them torture. In certain countries, and for long peri
ods of time, different legal systems were in force simultaneously. Then, at 
other times the ideas of Roman law regained recognition, and on some of 



these occasions torture was revived. 

Originally, as with the Greeks, only slaves and traitors were interrogated in 
torture. However, following the downfall of the republic and the estab
lishment of the empire, differences between free citizens and slaves grew 
less important. Quite a few of the emperors succeeding Augustus spared 
no  means to disable real or imagined adversaries in their struggle for 
power and influence. The persecution of the Christians during the reign of 
Nero involved humiliating treatment, torture, and battery, all too often 
resulting in death. In defence of the empire against bordering Celtic, 
Germanic, and Slavic tribes torture was put to use for centuries. Eventual
ly, with the decline of the Western Roman Empire in the fifth century, 
legal restrictions to the use of torture had been eased considerably. Free 
Roman citizens were tortured for offences far less serious than treason. 
The rack is but one of the torture instruments devised by the Romans. 

Out of the political upheavals resulting from the Great Migration, follow
ing upon the decline of the Roman empire, a number of Germanic states 
were founded. To history they are known as the kingdoms of the Franks, 
the Ostrogoths, the Visigoths, the Vandals, and so on. For a great length of 
time Germanic and Roman conceptions of justice were in force side by 
side. Then gradually the use of torture was more or less abandoned upon 
the European scene. There were cruelties, no doubt, but not torture as a 
means of bringing out conclusive testimonies. Torture continued only in 
the Visigothic kingdom on the Iberian peninsula. Possibly this might b e  
one historical explanation of the special status torture has had in Spain 
and Portugal, and subsequently in Latin America. 

One next milestone in the history of torture is bound up with the Inquisi
tion, to say, that is, the papacy's legal branch of investigating the existence 
and spread of heretical faiths. The Inquisition was in office from the 
twelfth century to the sixteenth century. Traditionally historians distinguish 
between the Mediaeval, the Spanish, and the Roman Inquisitions. These 
three inquisitions were concerned with counteracting 1) heretical faiths 
within Christianity, 2) Moorish and Jewish converts, and 3) the advances of 
Protestantism. The latter Roman Inquisition, aimed at countering Protes
tantism, will not be dealt with here. 

The early Mediaeval Inquisition was established to examine the nature of 
various heretical beliefs and to counter their spreading. In the early years 



of the eleventh century the Cathartistic and Waldensian faiths as well as 
and other Manichaean beliefs were wide-spread in the Languedoc, in 
southern France, and northern Italy. The Albigenses, as the believers were 
known, were eventually subjected to the close examination of the Inquisi
tion. The objective was to lead the misguided back to the right Christian 
belief. Its means were examinations and testimonies, interrogations and 
confessions. Originally the heretics were punished, at the most by being 
expelled from the Church. Initially the Inquisition did not employ torture. 

Historians usually place the early roots of the Renaissance in the twelfth 
and thirteenth centuries. The ideals of ancient Greek culture, its philoso
phy, art, and science were revived. The intellectual, scientific, and political 
currents at the time were deeply and permanently influenced. Renewed 
interest in Roman conceptions of justice, manifesting themselves during 
this period, must be regarded as part of the changing intellectual climate 
designated by posterity as the Renaissance. During this period the special 
views on torture held by Roman law once more gained recognition. Subse
quently torture developed into one of the Inquisition's most effective 
instruments to  counteract intractable heresies and secret Manichaean 
beliefs. 

Moreover, during the twelfth century the entire legal system in the leading 
European states was modified and reformed. A legal profession developed, 
a special legal training was devised, and the appraisal of evidence in crimi
nal cases, disputes, and other issues on trial was changed. These legal 
modifications were accommodations to the changing social and economic 
conditions in twelfth century Europe. On the whole they remained unal
tered for more than half a millennium until the French revolution and the 
Napoleonic wars brought an end to this order. I will not dwell upon the 
technicalities of the legal procedure, but let me mention that the inquisito
rial procedure replaced the former accusatorial procedure. The testimony 
of the free citizen under oath was replaced by confession as the most 
important evidence in judicial trials. Instead of the accused's societal posi
tion, or the nature of his crime, stress was placed upon confession. This 
explains why torture was reintroduced during the Renaissance. Further
more, the emphasis on confession within the legal procedure was well in 
accordance with the importance of confession of sin and guilt maintained 
by the Church. Torture was employed as an instrument of eliciting confes
sions, not, as in antiquity, of eliciting testimony. 



Torture in modern times 

An interesting hypothesis about the origins of modern racism has been 
proposed by Popkin (1974). It applies directly to the dissemination of 
torture to the colonies in Africa, Asia, and America. The roots of the type 
of racism particularly salient in the New World may be traced back to the 
special conditions prevalent on the Iberian peninsula in the latter part of 
the fifteenth century, at the time when the Moorish and Jewish cultures 
were finally subdued by the Spanish Inquisition. Jewish and Moorish 
converts were persecuted, and the Inquisition developed "biological crite
ria" as a tool for this purpose, at the time something of a "cultural" innova
tion. It was a question of preventing Jewish and Moorish recapture of 
power. Racism, thus founded upon "biological criteria", was transferred 
quite naturally to the treatment of American Indians and enslaved Afri
cans. Racism implies the distinguishing and degrading treatment of people 
with reference to their phenotypical markers. In racist societies the legal 
obstacles, and perhaps even the moral doubts, of torturing individuals 
belonging to the ruling nation do not apply to individuals belonging to 
subdued minorities. 

The upheavals in Europe during the Napoleonic era brought about 
changes of the legal systems in a number of European states. Torture was 
abolished as a means of interrogating common criminals. However, during 
the latter part of the nineteenth century new ideas, explicitly concerning 
political crimes, began to appear. They were linked to novel conceptions 
about the nature of the state, the distribution of power, social reforms, and 
democracy. Torture was reinstated as a means of interrogating political 
prisoners - anarchists, socialists, and nationalists - who were thought to 
undermine the authority and sovereignty of the state. 

Another important consideration was the fact that several European 
states, having abolished torture at home, did not hesitate to practice tor
ture in their colonial possessions. In a superficial sense colonialism was 
based on power, superior arms, the industrial process of production, and 
speedy and efficient means of transport. In a deeper sense colonialism 
presupposed the conception of distinguishing different peoples and races, 
evaluating them differentially, and the degrading treatment of races con
sidered to be inferior. Interrogating individuals who were believed to be 
primitive and unreliable by means of torture was not considered to be 
inconsistent with an enlightened and humanitarian opinion at home. 



Brutality and cruelty exist in all societies. Ritual ordeals and initiation 
practices are found in a great number of different cultures. It may be 
argued, however, that torture as a means of interrogation in a legal, or 
quasi-legal, procedure is primarily a Western invention. In the world of 
today political torture has been made to serve new purposes, although the 
settings in which it takes place are arranged so as to  resemble a legal 
procedure. The exhausting interrogation and the forced confession are of 
central importance to the act of torture. As a rule, however, the interroga
tion serves no other purpose than t o  subdue the individual. And the 
"confession" serves no other purpose than to degrade him and to implant a 
sense of guilt in his heart. 

In wars of liberation (Kenya, Algeria, Vietnam, Angola) as in the struggles 
against domestic regimes of oppression (Cuba, Nicaragua, Afghanistan), 
guerrilla units have proven extremely difficult to defeat by means of regu
lar warfare, however well equipped the armed forces may have been. The 
American military power in Vietnam, at one stage having more than half a 
million men in combat, did not succeed to subdue the national front of 
liberation. After eight years of war in Afghanistan the Soviet Union made 
the same hardly-earned experience. As long as the guerrilla enjoys popular 
support, it is virtually impossible to defeat by military means. Torture 
serves as one means of inducing terror that special units within the armed 
forces may employ to strike at those lending their support to the guerrilla. 
Terror aimed at rural as well as at urban civilians is believed to deprive the 
guerrilla of its popular support in the form of material, necessities, and 
shelter upon which it depends. 

Torture is believed to be practised by every third member of the United 
Nations in spite of a growing world opinion against its use. The United 
Nations and several other international organisations have condemned 
and outlawed its practice. However, only a few states have tried to cope 
with the torture being carried out in their name. Since the authorities are 
responsible for the torture, only they can bring an end to it. 





PAIN 

Introduction 

Nobody escapes abrasions, a sprained ankle, a sore throat, a toothache, or 
a headache. Neither is it possible to avoid seeing others suffering from the 
same kinds of malaise. The infections, minor ailments, and accidents of 
everyday life are well known to each and everyone. Usually one also knows 
what the causes of these discomforts are - an incautious movement or an 
incipient infection, slipping or maybe a late night out. Anybody cutting 
himself or burning himself has experienced that the unexpected and sur
prising pain, at least for a moment, gives rise to a break in the activity with 
which one was preoccupied only seconds before. The smarting part of the 
body is intensely present in consciousness for a minute or two. When the 
first wave of pain has subdued, often a matter of seconds only, it lets go of 
our total and undivided attention, although the pain still is there for some 
time. Bad toothaches or bad headaches do have other experiential quali
ties, but in the same way they occupy large parts of our attention. 

We can talk about these things and similar experiences and count on being 
understood. It is not quite as simple to communicate about the lingering 
and malignant pain due to severe diseases or serious accidents. In our 
imagination the hard, uncompromising, and continuous pain resembles the 
easier pain. It is only much worse, more prolonged, and more intense. 

In its simplest form pain is felt when one's body has been exposed to 
external stimulations having led to, or about to lead to, injurious effects 
when continued. Pain serves as a psycho-physiological signal. Usually, in 
conjunction with minor accidents, the pain-stricken individual instinctively 
withdraws the exposed parts of his body from whatever is causing the pain, 
even before the full sensation of pain has started to occupy his conscious 
attention. 

Pain is a very obvious and familiar phenomenon to each and everyone, 
and, at the same time, an elusive psycho-physiological, social, and cultural 
mystery to science. One might think of pain solely as the cut in one's fin
ger, or as one's sprained ankle. Those are the places where it hurts. From 
those very points on the body the nerve impulse sets out. The physiology of 
the nerve pathways is well established. The problem of grasping the es-



sence of pain experience is due to the fact that pain represents a special 
kind of consciousness. And the riddle of consciousness is far from being 
solved. It might never be explained. Pain refers to the injured part of the 
body. The fact that intense pain pushes all other thoughts aside, and every
thing with which one is preoccupied at the moment, is something taking 
place in the brain, not out there in the cut in the finger. Intense pain is a 
total state of consciousness. 

Pain and meaning 

In all societies throughout history man's ability to experience pain has been 
made use of for disciplinarian, political, exploitational, and ritual purposes. 
This fact leads us to other kinds of answers to the questions about the 
essence and nature of pain. The experiential qualities that we associate 
with socially inflicted pain are complex. There are many aspects to the acts 
of torture. This book attempts to shed light upon some of them. The most 
notorious and characteristic feature of political torture, however, is that 
individuals, who have been arrested against their will by representatives of 
the authorities in power, are subjected to severe pain in brutal and humili
ating ways. However forcefully I condemn treatment such as this from 
ethical considerations, torture in itself and as a phenomenon may be seen 
as a special case of a wider cultural phenomenon; the deliberate infliction 
of pain upon human beings. 

Let me dwell upon the subject. Deliberately inflicting pain upon oneself or 
upon others is an act endowed with meaning. This very meaning colours 
the ways in which the purely physiological sensations of pain are experi
enced and interpreted. Events of pain having similar physiological courses 
of development may have completely different social meanings, and there
fore they may be experienced most differently. Pain, in one context stand
ing out as a symbol of human dignity and solidarity, may in another context 
and in other circumstances be a sign of the coarsest humiliation and isola
tion. 

Throughout the world physical pain plays an essential part in rites of initia
tion. And it plays a prominent part in the great world religions - the Chris
tian crucifixion, Sufism within Islam, Buddha's insights into the pains of 
poverty, illness, and death. Yoga and other kinds of bodily control within 
various Hindu sects involve tribulations aimed at overcoming pain. The 



common substance at the bottom of rituals, cult ceremonies, and essential 
beliefs such as these is about the mind subjugating the body. The means 
vary from meditation and concentration exercises to various kinds of ascet
icism and self-inflicted pain. 

Deliberately inflicting pain upon oneself has been done throughout history 
and in practically every known society. Asceticism and mortification, as 
well as fasting, abstinence, and continence, are essential elements of prac
tice in many religious beliefs. Extreme continence, chastity, and puritanism 
always imply a certain amount of indirect violence to one's body. In effect, 
attitudes such as these imply pain taken upon oneself. Violence to  one's 
body, I say without batting an eyelid. Willpower of the mind, someone else 
would say. The meaning of the act is to discipline the mind and to attain 
ritual purity. Trials of these kinds to which people expose themselves are 
nearly always associated with a sense of pride and self respect. The aim of 
inflicting pain upon oneself in ways prescribed by the ritual in a particular 
culture or religion is to command respect and esteem in the eyes of oneself 
and of others. It is to prove oneself worthy. 

Violence aimed at oneself may have definite political meanings. In the 
hunger strike it serves as an instrument of combat, the result ultimately 
being death and martyrdom. The person going on hunger strike is aware of 
the risks he is taking. H e  is prepared to  sacrifice his life for the political 
goal for which he is fighting. 

In certain psychiatric conditions gross violence may be aimed at one's body 
without any visible reactions of pain. As in suicide, belonging to the same 
category of acts of violence inflicted upon one's body, the meaning practi
cally always is self punishment and a cry for help. 

When pain is part of a ritual context having a definite meaning for the 
subject, then torment appears to be significant. It may serve as a symbolic 
confirmation of life, belongingness, dignity, independence, and compe
tence. In other words, it may serve as a fundamental determination of 
identity. However, a reservation is justified. Obviously there is the risk of 
accepting and even romanticising acts of excessive cruelty under the guise 
of respecting culture and tradition. 

Inflicting pain upon others has been done in rites of initiation all over the 
world. But pain inflicted upon others occurs in everyday life as well. It is 



done in conditions very different to the elevated and with symbolic signifi
cance saturated ceremonies of ritual. The most widespread kind of pain 
infliction probably is flogging for educational purposes. Furthermore, pain 
is an unavoidable part of various medical treatments. Surgical operations 
have always been carried out for remedial purposes. It is quite a different 
matter, that most operations only quite recently with the advance of the 
modern and scientific medical view of man are justified by rational knowl
edge of how the body acts and reacts. In certain combat sports such as 
boxing pain inflicted upon one's opponent, and, of course, upon oneself, is 
part of the rules of the game. In other sports pain may be inflicted but 
usually unintentionally. 

Thus, we must recognise the existence of socially accepted forms of pain 
infliction upon others. However, values change and flogging of children for 
educational purposes is prohibited in some countries. Perhaps it will not be 
long until boxing is outlawed. Most situations implying the infliction of pain 
are socially unacceptable. Assault and battery is a frequently occurring 
element of interpersonal relations. 

Torture does not compare to violence and maltreatment in general. Tor
turing an individual means to subject him systematically to pain - physical 
and mental - in order to force confessions from him and to elicit informa
tion which the authorities or their representatives require. Torture is exer
cised by persons serving the state; the police, the military, or specially 
selected and trained interrogators. Often torture is performed in certain 
places or in buildings especially set up for the purpose. The alleged pur
pose of torture is to elicit information, but the real purpose is to crush and 
split the political opposition by crushing and splitting individuals. The 
systematic employment of torture is an exercise of power by means of 
terror. In the torture chamber various technical instruments are employed 
to inflict pain upon the victim. In a more profound sense, however, the 
victim's body itself serves as the weapon. One of the diabolic aspects of 
torture is, then, that the tormentor, with very simple instruments or no 
instruments at all, has the power to turn the victim's body against itself. 

Torture is about pain, but it is also about violation, degradation, humilia
tion, uncertainty, waiting, isolation, unpredictability, deprivation, and all 
the numerous ways that exist to break people's minds. Essentially it is 
about the systematic destruction of values, norms, knowledge, justice, 
humanity, and solidarity. Ultimately, then, torture is about the destruction 



of those sacred beliefs that are the makings of culture and civilisation. 

This chapter is about pain in torture, and its psychological and existential 
implications. Our point of departure must be the physiology of pain. From 
this platform we shall proceed to an existential analysis of torture in the 
astounding book by Elaine Scarry, "The Body in Pain". 

The physiological bases of pain 

Sensations of pain arise when bodily tissue is damaged, when functions of 
the  brain change, or as a consequence of biochemical changes in the  
nervous system. Knowledge of all the inherent biochemical mechanisms is 
as yet incomplete. We distinguish momentary pain from chronic pain. 
Momentary pain, usually brought about by damage to bodily tissue, is alle
viated in the process of healing, and, as a rule, it ceases completely when 
the injured tissue is restored to its normal functioning conditions. There 
are emotional and social aspects to  pain. Doctors find that many suffer 
from chronic pain where no damage to bodily tissue or organic dysfunc
tions can be detected. Therapists always need to consider the psychological 
and social conditions of the pain patient's life. 

The nerve cell, or the neuron as it is called, is the building block of the 
transmission pathways of the nervous impulse. It consists of a cell body 
with a number of arms branching out. The dendrites are short arms inter
connecting neurons next to  each other. The axons are long branches 
transmitting the nerve impulse from one part of the nervous system to  
another. 

The transmission of the nerve impulse is a well known process basically 
being electro-chemical in nature. Ions pass through the semipermeable 
membrane (the myeline sheath) enclosing the axon. The permeability of 
the sheath is altered by chemical or electrical stimulation, thus affecting 
the ion distribution on either side of the sheath. The resulting depolarisa-
tion sets off a wave of change sweeping along the axon. Within the axon, 
then, the nerve impulse is transmitted by electrical stimulation. Transmis
sion of the impulse between two cells at the synapse is performed chemi
cally by transmitter substances. 

Information about the somatic state of the body, transmitted by the nerv-



ous system, reaches the thalamus and the cerebral cortex by peripheral 
pathways, the spine, the medulla, and the midbrain. Moreover, impulses 
arising at the bodily periphery may be transmitted along different path
ways. The ways by which they are transmitted affect the experience of 
pain. Pain sensations may be felt as an acute stabbing or an incessant 
aching, a throbbing or a pulsating. Other qualities too are seen in descrip
tions of the sensations of pain, more specifically its locus, its extension, its 
intensity, and its duration. These various experiential qualities depend, 
among other things, upon the speed of impulse transmission and the 
number of activated nerve cells. Rapidly transmitted impulses involving 
relatively few neurons give rise to stabbing and locally confined sensations. 
Impulses transmitted at a slower pace, involving considerably more neu
rons, give rise to throbbing sensations with a far more diffuse localisation. 
As a rule it is remarkably difficult to describe sensations of pain in words. 
Pain is a subjective experience that cannot be shared with others. 

Pain itself depends upon certain specialised functions of the nervous 
system relating to its receptors and pathways. It depends too upon the 
sequencing and summing of the impulses. Chronic pain may arise as a 
result of neurological disorders. It always seems to have a complex psycho
physiological etiology. Prolonged and steady pain may set off psychic and 
somatic defences which may aggravate the sensation even more. An indi
vidual's emotional state is always significant to how pain is experienced. In 
states of acute anxiety pain sensations are intensified considerably. In 
other emotional states pain sensations may be blocked to such a degree 
that gross damage to bodily tissue is hardly sensed at all. Thus, central 
cerebral processes of an emotional nature either facilitate or block infor
mation transmitted to the brain by the central nervous system about the 
somatic state. How this is performed is not yet clearly understood. 

In conclusion, pain as a transmission of information is seldom confined to 
processes involving only certain elements of the nervous system. Complex 
interactions take place between the peripheral, spinal, and central parts of 
the entire system. The task of easing chronic pain requires pharmacologi
cal, physio-therapeutic, as well as psychological means. 

Pain thresholds 

Because pain is a subjective state of consciousness it offers great problems 



to measure the intensity of experienced pain. Two thresholds are recog
nised that relate to the stimulation of sensory receptors. One is the pain 
threshold. When the stimulation of sensory receptors is continuously 
increased in strength, duration, or intensity a point is found which repre
sents the perceived change in the subject from not experiencing any excita
tion whatsoever to feeling a slight, barely noticeable sensation. The other 
threshold pertains to the change from bearable to unbearable pain. This is 
the severe pain threshold. 

In themselves these thresholds are physiologically determined factors. 
Values obtained for the lower threshold have been found to have a fairly 
small range of individual and social variation. Values for the upper thresh
old, however, show considerable individual, social, and cultural variability. 
The interval between these thresholds is defined as the degree of an indi
vidual's tolerance for pain. 

It is an established fact that normally tolerance for pain is lower for women 
than it is for men. And it is lower for emotionally unstable individuals than 
it is for individuals enjoying a stable emotional life. Individuals suffering 
from anxiety or having a depressive disposition have a considerably lower 
tolerance for pain than normal. Studies have shown that office clerks are a 
lot more sensitive to pain than manual labourers. Ethnic variations exist as 
well. Certain diseases raise the tolerance for pain whereas others lower it. 
The same may be said for the effects of drugs upon pain endurance. The 
individual variations are always considerable. 

It is virtually impossible to measure the intensity of pain with a reasonable 
degree of objectivity and accuracy. One method is based on assessments. 
Doctors, nurses, and physiotherapists routinely assess the intensity of 
experienced pain on the basis of patient statements. The problem is that 
culturally moored beliefs about the expected levels of pain in conjunction 
with certain diseases influence these judgments. Considerable errors, then, 
are attached to assessments of this kind. Various attempts are made to  
improve the diagnostic methodology. One system depends on the ability of 
the  pain patient t o  describe his pain in words, not only as a sensory 
phenomenon, but above all its emotional and evaluative qualities. 



Psychological and social aspects 

We do not know whether the capacity to experience pain is innate. Obvi
ously, however, babies withdraw themselves from noxious stimulation. 
During the first years of life infants learn what gives rise to pain and how 
they are to avoid it. They learn to express in words the fact that there is 
pain, although the qualities of the sensation itself remain tacit. In a cogni
tive sense, the sensation of pain may be regarded as a fundamental episte-
mological process. It gives rise to a very primary and crucial categorisation 
of the world into what is pleasurable and what is painful. Pain as an 
epistemological process is an important perspective when it comes to  
comprehending how the special kind of suffering inflicted in torture affects 
its victims. 

Children learn to express pain. They also learn, and this is important, to 
express disagreeable emotional experiences in terms of pain. The individu
al develops a repertoire of "pain behaviour" based on his personal experi
ences, and by witnessing the reactions of others struck by pain. 

To quite a large extent the level of the upper threshold, when bearable 
pain turns into unbearable pain, depends upon the accepted ways in which 
pain may be expressed in public. The cultural variations are considerable. 
As mentioned before, research has shown that pain endurance differs 
amongst various ethnic groups. Intense and prolonged concentration on 
physically demanding and emotionally committing activities can hinder a 
moderate injury from being experienced as particularly painful. Numerous 
examples of this may be seen in the world of sports. Political commitment, 
ideological awareness, personal devotion to the struggle against an oppres
sive regime, and sentiments of solidarity with one's comrades have provid
ed, at least initially, many a detainee with the strength to endure the pain 
inflicted upon him in torture. Experiences such as these are depicted in 
numerous literary works. 

Anxiety and depressiveness resulting from bodily injuries, caused by acci
dents and maladies which are expected to lead to the reduction of a per
son's physical capacity, lowers his tolerance for pain. So does the sense of a 
loss of status, often resulting from serious bodily injuries. Fear of being 
separated from one's next-of-kin, family, and friends, seems to be related 
to the reduced tolerance for pain. On the other hand, studies carried out 
during war show that soldiers who are wounded in combat have a high 



tolerance for pain. One interpretation is that the chances of survival are 
reduced considerably if the wounded soldier gives full expression to  his 
pain during military encounters with the enemy. For civilians suffering 
from the very same injuries, however, the chances of survival are furthered 
by severe sensations of pain which the wounded person can show or give 
voice to. Thus, an assessment of the total situation seems to take place at a 
subconscious level. 

The externalisation of pain in cries, in unarticulated whimpers and moans, 
or in well phrased wording, brings the attention of others to the distressed 
person's predicament. Thus, in its primary and basic form the expressive 
side to pain is functional. This expressiveness, however, is used for calling 
attention to oneself for other reasons as well. Pain may be used conscious
ly, but in all likelihood more often subconsciously, for purposes of manipu
lating and controlling others. Evidently experienced pain is a subjective 
reality to  the suffering person, even when organic injuries or malfunction
ing cannot be established. As a rule, pain of this kind is inaccessible to  
medical or physio-therapeutic treatment. 

Thus, physical pain is a means of communication which may be turned into 
a mechanism of psychic defence. Through pain various emotions and 
moods may be  expressed, feelings of which one is not fully consciously 
aware. Suffering is a way of communicating patterned on profound reli
gious and mythological models. Moreover, discomfort and distress are 
universal experiences of early childhood. Pain as a means of interpersonal 
communication, then, reverberates with primeval collective and individual 
experience. Feelings of guilt and loss may be  expressed through physical 
pain. Grief may be shaped into physical pain. Feelings of emotional confu
sion may be held back by intense sensations of pain. Pain prone individu
als often seem to have pessimistic and depressive dispositions (Bond 1984). 
They bring misfortune to themselves. They punish themselves. The link 
between pain and punishment is seen in the word "penalty". 

The pain prone individual experiences chronic pain of an almost unbear
able intensity though no physical damage to his body may be detected. One 
interpretation suggests that he  is seeking a patient role in which pain 
serves as a confirmation of his identity. Pain prone individuals may be 
using pain to control people in their surroundings, thus making some kind 
of sense out of existence. They continuously seek somatic medical care 
despite the fact that relief is seldom available to them. At the same time 



they reject every suggestion of psychiatric or psychotherapeutic treatment. 
For this category of patients, then, the existential meaning of pain seems to 
be an attempt to evade responsibility for one's life, family, and society. 

Certain psychiatric disorders coincide with malignant disturbances of pain 
sensitivity. Either the tolerance for pain is extremely low. The least touch 
gives rise to unbearable torment. Or the tolerance for pain is so high that 
the individual hardly reacts at all to bodily injury. Research has not yet 
explained how the neurological and emotional systems interact in these 
particular disorders. However, three types of relation between pain, 
emotion, and disease are recognised: Painful physical diseases or injuries 
give rise to emotional changes (somato-psychic problems). Pain occurs in 
physical malfunctioning assumed to be caused and maintained chiefly by 
psychological factors (psychosomatic problems). Pain occurs in mental 
disorders although physiological causes for it are absent (Bond 1984). 

Misgivings about what a chronic disease may bring about (a progressively 
deteriorating disability, increasing pain, or death), and uncertainty about 
what it will mean with regard to dependency upon others is understandably 
a source of anxiety. All too often individuals suffering from chronic pain 
isolate themselves from others and are rejected by others. It is a vicious 
circle. In the long run the expressiveness of pain as social communication 
counteracts its basic function to bring attention to one's predicament. One 
interpretation suggests that the suffering individual's preoccupation with 
his symptoms is a psychic defence turning his thoughts away from the worst 
possible consequences of the disease. 

One relationship between disease, pain, and emotion is existential. Every 
serious disease and every intense sensation of pain are reminders, in effect, 
of the perishability of the body and of the unavoidable end of life. Time 
and time again one finds that the will to survive, a trust in the future, and a 
positive attitude may be the factors that consciously or subconsciously turn 
a critical stage of the disease into recovery. We do know too that depres-
siveness and an existential passivity, so to say, are factors prolonging and 
maintaining a disease. 

Physiological connections also exist between disease, pain, and emotion. 
The limbic system of the brain, the cerebral locus of emotional life, is 
linked to the autonomous nervous system and to the endocrine glands. 
Normally a functional balance exists between these systems. In strong 



emotion, whatever its cause may be  or whatever its existential content is, 
t he  autonomic nervous system is affected.  Strong emotions manifest 
themselves in palpitations of t he  heart ,  profuse sweating, respiratory 
changes, and in heightened activity of the  bowels. The limbic system is 
closely interconnected to  the hypothalamus which controls the degree of 
arousal, the level of blood sugar, the fluid balance, and sexuality. Pain and 
pleasure, emotional life and its somatic expressions, and the degrees of 
arousal thus are closely interlocked by the limbic system and the hypotha
lamus. Pain inflicted in torture, and violation of an individual's integrity 
implied by the act, may be regarded as parallel attacks directed against the 
vital life maintaining functions, in the body represented by blood sugar, 
fluid balance, arousal, pleasure, and perception. 

The easing of chronic pain requires treatment at different levels and by 
employing a combination of various methods. Pharmacological means 
affecting certain parts of the nervous system, psychopharmacological 
drugs, in some cases possibly even surgery, physiotherapy (relaxation and 
slackening of the muscles, breathing exercises, massage and acupuncture), 
and, finally, psychotherapy are the available means of treatment. 

Defence and pain 

In stress and conflict people defend themselves in various ways. As a last 
resort the  body turns t o  certain natural defences against pain of an  ex
treme intensity. Unconsciousness is one defence. The partial loss of feeling 
is another .  Against memories of psychologically painful experiences, 
burdened with feelings of anguish or guilt, one  is protected by various 
psychic defence mechanisms. According to  the psychodynamic theory 
repression is the most fundamental defence. What is threatening or painful 
is eliminated from the conscious mind. 

In torture the victim is subjected to  an extreme physical and mental pain. 
His life is threatened. H e  is overpowered by mortal fear. To  survive these 
massive attacks directed against his being defences come into force. The 
victim is fettered. H e  cannot defend himself physically. Therefore the  
defences apply to  the one region which is inaccessible to  the torturer, the 
victim's mind. In many ways the effects of these defences, dormant in the 
victim long after torture and imprisonment, seem paradoxical and contra
dictory. 



In a series of talks with the physiotherapists at the Centre for Tortured 
Victims in Stockholm it occurred to me that what the physiotherapists 
were confronted with in their patients were different ways, almost literally, 
of pulling oneself together after the rupture of one's identity brought 
about by torture. Physical pain and mental disconnectedness are agencies 
actuated in torture. The long term consequences of torture partly seem to 
be that these agencies are internalised by the victim. 

A number of patients at the Centre lead their lives suffering from intense, 
and, at times, unbearable pain years after the torture to which they were 
subjected. The physiotherapists interpreted this post-traumatic pain as the 
bodily price these victims have had to pay in order to check mental chaos 
and confusion. The corresponding mental expression of this attitude is self 
disdain, lack of self-confidence, and feelings of emptiness. But the over
whelming feelings of anxiety are held back. When their pain momentarily 
was eliminated by various treatment techniques anxiety broke out. 

A characteristic attitude manifested by other patients was mental confu
sion and a chaotic emotional life. Its somatic expression was seen in the 
lack of muscular coordination of the limbs in normal everyday movement. 
The mental counterpart was a lack of concentration. In these cases too 
anxiety was kept back. Treatment, aimed at supporting the patient's mental 
concentration and his muscular coordination, aroused feelings of anguish. 

One plausible hypothesis is that these two attitudes are mutually exhaus
tive. Chronic pain, one defence against anguish, can be checked by mental 
confusion. Mental confusion, another defence against anguish, can be kept 
back by the adhering pain. 

A rigorous physical and mental self-discipline corresponds to a third atti
tude. By means of a most strict self-discipline both pain and confusion are 
avoided. This defence draws upon considerable amounts of mental and 
physical energy. The equilibrium, however, is unstable. 

Possibly these observations, and the hypotheses about them, may be the 
very first makings of a theory about pain, torture, and the defences against 
pain in torture. As a somatic defence pain is located to the muscles at the 
periphery of the nervous system. Lack of coordination, the other principal 
somatic defence, has its locus in the spinal tracts of the system. And finally, 
self discipline, a somatic as well as a psychic defence, is located to the 



cerebrum, the thalamus, and the cerebral cortex. 

Torture demolishes complex physical and mental functions. Its principal 
political purpose is to suppress opposition, to break the political will of the 
community at large, or at least of those parts of the community devoted to 
political change. Breaking collective political will by means of breaking 
individual will is an essential structure of political torture. The third atti
tude mentioned, rigorous self-discipline, deals precisely with the will of 
not permitting oneself to be crushed physically, mentally, or ideologically. 
Although quite a few normal mental functions and aspects of identity are 
injured in torture and by torture, they may be replaced up to  a certain 
point by the recalcitrant will to survive ideologically. 

This, however, is anticipating the following two chapters on violation and 
will. I am convinced that the will is a crucial concept to consider in order to 
understand what torture is about. There are political connotations to the 
concept. At the same time we must recognise the close links between the 
will and essential epistemological processes relating to  pain, the body, 
action, and agency. 

To  the torture victim the pain in his body may be a number of things: a 
signal, fundamental knowledge about the world, a defence mechanism, a 
base and foundation of the will, a trial, self punishment, a principle of 
organisation, a demarcator and a narrower of the world, a prolonger and a 
centraliser of the present, a demolisher of the past and of the future, an 
intensifier of regression, a destroyer of language, masochism, an initiation, 
an extinguisher of action, and an intensifier of guilt. 

To the torturer, conversely, pain in the other may be the execution of a 
punishment, a sadistic enjoyment, a demonstration of power, and an in
strument. It may be an instrument employed to confuse individuals mental
ly, to split and confuse political movements and ethnic minorities, to strike 
terror into subordinates, to instil submission into their minds, and to pin 
the torture victim - physically, mentally, morally, and legally. It is an in
strument of falsifying reality. One person's pain is the  other person's 
career. 



Existential aspects of pain 

Nobody else can share with me the feeling of pain that I am experiencing 
at this very moment. Another person might notice that something is hurt
ing me. My unnatural gait, or the distorted expression of my face, may be 
revealing. The other may apprehend the signals from my body that right 
now my pain is unbearable. I want to avoid showing my pain. I am ashamed 
of it. I have been taught that pain, at least of a reasonably intensity, should 
be suffered. I can tell others about the ache in my belly, in my back, or 
elsewhere in my body. Normally I am believed. However, chances are that 
I am not. When it comes to  locating the focus of my pain I am vague. 
Somewhere here I say pointing to my diaphragm, a bit further to the right I 
believe, but, then again, I am not sure. It is hard finding the words to de
scribe this sensation of pain. Does the feeling resemble a stabbing or a 
throbbing? What exactly is it like? Half my pain may be my fear. 

Every phenomenon of consciousness (the internal world) reaches other 
people (the external world) only by means of symbols and signs that have 
to be interpreted. Certain states of consciousness, and some emotions, may 
be described in vivid language and by well developed symbols. When it is a 
matter of describing pain, however, language is crude. Pain destroys lan
guage. In acute pain language is replaced by moans or screams, and by 
whimpers or cries. 

In the sections immediately following I will take my point of departure in, 
refer to, and, in some minor respects, elaborate upon an analysis of pain in 
torture by Elaine Scarry (1985). Scarry is a professor of English at the 
University of Pennsylvania. Her chapter on torture is part of a treatise 
about the construction and deconstruction of civilisation. 

What does a linguist have to say about torture? The essential idea in 
Scarry's study is that physical pain destroys language. A number of sugges
tive associations and themes are developed out of this idea. The torture 
victim's (temporary) loss of his language, and, as a result, of his world, 
corresponds to the torturer's linguistic superiority and occupation of the 
other person's world. Scarry's point is that one person's pain is the basis of 
an other person's power, and she unfolds some of the stages of this dialec
tic. 

It is a thought provoking idea, although it is not altogether clear what she 



actually means. When Scarry speaks about a devastated language she does 
not refer to  language attrition or language death in a linguistic sense. 
Neither does she refer to aphasia. What Scarry in fact is pointing to  is an 
existential phenomenon. The interrogator in political torture assigns quite 
new, ineffable, and unexpected meanings to ordinary words in common 
language. This distortion of language in the mouth of the torturer calls 
forth a distance to the world outside where words mean what they mean, 
and where common consent exists about their meanings. When familiar 
words of one's language no longer denote what they are supposed to  
denote one is seized by a profound existential doubt. This is one way of 
interpreting Scarry's ideas about the devastated language. In her book 
there are numerous suggestive phrasings inviting to  further speculative 
interpretations. 

Some concepts of which Scarry makes frequent use are ambiguous. At 
least some of the relationships between pain and power brought to  the 
fore are founded in ambiguous meanings of concepts. This may seem 
alarming. In fact, Scarry has been criticised on account of her speculations, 
her lack of empirical foundation, and her conceptual obscurities. Her crit
ics point to the lack of any discussion whatsoever of how her ideas are to 
be tested in some reasonable way, and whether they are actually founded 
in empirical experience. 

To  counter torture we need facts about torture, that is to say, substantiat
ed evidence of its injurious effects that will stand to a legal trial. From a 
purely legal point of view there is little use for questionable speculations 
and hollow theories. In this respect the systematic work of substantiating 
torture injuries carried out by Amnesty International, and the accounts of 
these irrefutable facts, carries more weight when it comes to influencing 
public opinion, governments, and international committees than Scarry's 
theoretical work. 

The reason why I nevertheless will devote a number of pages to Scarry's 
ideas is that very little is actually known about the long term consequences 
of torture. Purely somatic injuries can be  treated by reliable therapies 
within the public health services. These injuries, however, are seldom the 
main problem. Patients seek help for various kinds of chronic pain that 
appear to  be related to  various psychological disorders. Evidence from 
treating torture victims seems to  point towards the fact that the long term 
consequences of torture are serious disturbances of the very intricate 



balance between the body and the mind, between soma and psyche. 

Psychodynamic as well as physiological theories of various brands account 
for the resulting effects of severe trauma and extreme stress. Undoubtedly 
these theories shed some light upon the consequences of torture. Torture 
is, of course, a severe trauma and a kind of extreme stress, but it is some
thing else as well. One crucial aspect of political torture, distinguishing it 
from practically every other kind of serious trauma, is the fact that the 
infliction of pain and the acts of cruelty are deliberate. They are devised 
and carried into effect by individuals giving themselves out to  be normal, 
ordinary, decent citizens. Moreover, they have the full though usually 
discrete support of the authorities in power. Their activities are "legiti
mate". These circumstances give the trauma a very special existential 
meaning. This is what Scarry bears in mind and follows up. 

To  me Scarry's ideas are a source of inspiration. In spite of some obscuri
ties ideas of this kind are needed. They put the paradoxes and enigmas of 
torture in perspective. The thoughts presented in the following sections of 
this chapter are Scarry's, not mine. What follows is, then, a more or less 
verbatim summary of her ideas. They tie up with the rest of this book. 

Pain, language, and power 

In one respect Scarry's analysis deals with the difficulty of giving linguistic 
expression to the contents of pain. In another sense it concerns the politi
cal consequences of this very fact. The most private, and to other people 
the most inaccessible sensations, are related to the most public and obvi
ous of societal relations - political power. The personal, subjective, and 
internal experience of physical pain is the point of departure for the fol
lowing interpretation. Pain implies certainty for the one suffering from it 
and doubt for the one observing it. In this sense pain is that which is nei
ther possible to  verify nor to  falsify. Whatever effects pain brings about, 
pain in itself is, and will forever remain, my pain only. Nobody else can 
ever share it with me or take it in my place. This very inaccessibility to  
others prolongs pain. And, according to Scarry, this comes of pain's resist
ance to language. A bold interpretation indeed. 

Not only does physical pain resist language, it destroys it. At first there is 
silence. After that the  pre-linguistic modes of enunciation are brought 



forth - sighs, moans, and screams, so familiar to us. Psychologists sympa
thetic to the psychodynamic school of thought would say that these modes 
of expressing intense pain are related to  the psychic state in which pain 
puts you, namely regression. Scarry's approach, however, is not psychody
namic. Rather it is existential. In some passages she refers to Sartre. 

Consciousness is consciousness of something. This is the essential notion of 
intentionality. Consciousness is directed towards the world. It receives and 
incorporates the world and creates it. Pain, however, differs from (practi
cally) all other states of awareness by not being nourished by perceptual 
objects of the world outside. In pain consciousness turns back on itself. 
Pain lacks content. As Scarry puts it, pain is neither of anything nor  for 
anything. Pain just is. This lack of reference to the external world makes 
pain resist linguistic forms of communication. 

The over-explicitness of his own pain, and the doubt necessarily belonging 
to the other, aggravates the pain stricken individual's sufferings. Intense 
physical pain, so obviously present, reduces time and space to  the very 
here and now precisely encompassing his body. The transparency and 
invisibility of pain to others is an existential irony. 

Scarry points out that physical pain seldom is the object of literary art. In a 
way this is remarkable bearing in mind how frequently other kinds of suf
fering are represented in literature and art. Obviously, it is no simple 
matter to  represent mental pain or mental suffering either. But unlike 
physical pain, mental pain does have content and reference to the world. 
The contents of grief, guilt, and anxiety may be phrased in language. 

This very essence of pain implies that it is closely related to power. Why is 
it that one can be  right next to  the pain stricken individual and yet not 
notice his pain? The very unawareness of another person's pain implies 
that I myself might be the one administering the pain. Milgram's (1974) 
series of experiments proved that not only did the subjects implicitly and 
uncritically let themselves be directed by the "authority" to torment others 
unknown to them by subjecting them to lethal electric shocks. The experi
ments demonstrated people's insensitivity, their unawareness, and their 
lack of empathy in the pain of others. The subjects took part in these 
experiments believing that the shocks they administered were real, which 
in actual reality was not the case. 



Torture is claimed to be a matter of acquiring information and intelligence. 
This erroneous view is due to  the difficulty of grasping and rendering the 
essential cognitive content of physical pain and bodily injury. An outsider 
may form an opinion about someone's pain by the objective injury to  
bodily tissue. In descriptions of physical pain the words frequently focus on 
the objects or the instruments - the weapons according to Scarry - respon
sible for the pain. But "neutral" words such as blunt violence, severe contu
sions, stabbing wounds, bullet wounds, and so on, disarm the pain and 
conceal it. The difficulties of communicating pain t o  others brings out 
feelings of powerlessness and humiliation. Because the pain of others so 
easily is disregarded this very fact turns into power over them. 

Physical pain is not the penetrating instrument or the bodily injury. By 
referring to an instrument or to  a wound the experience of pain may be 
grasped by others, at least to a certain extent. This way the experiences of 
pain may be conveyed to an outsider. The instrument penetrates the body 
and causes pain, but, it brings out the pain and makes it visible as well. 

Pain and the distortion of reality 

A widespread but uncritical belief exists that the need for "vital" informa
tion in the  extreme case actually constitutes sufficient grounds for the  
employment of torture. This is an assumption that the torturer has no  
reason to contradict. Moral doubts may be suppressed. The act of inflicting 
severe pain upon fellow human beings is justified on the grounds that the 
information in demand is of vital importance. Of course, this is hypocrisy, 
and just one more element in the breaking down of resistance. Questions 
apparently meaning such a lot to the torturer really mean nothing to the 
victim. 

There is yet another interpretation of the relationship between interroga
tion and the physical atrocities in torture. Subjecting the detainee to pain
ful and humiliating treatment is the reason for the interrogation. Scarry's 
point is that interrogation is part of torture, not torture part of interroga
tion. Step by step interrogation in torture resembles the very reverse to the 
process in which language evolves and develops. In torture language is 
deconstructed. 

Torture includes the physical act of inflicting pain as well as the linguistic 



act of interrogating. Its very nature is the distortion of reality. Precisely 
every conceivable aspect of the situation can be applied as pain-inflicting 
instruments. Torture implies depriving the victim of his linguistic means of 
expression. Inflicting pain is an extraordinarily efficient means to  achieve 
this objective. Pain seldom permits itself being expressed in words. More
over, the interrogation in torture is a parody of genuine linguistic commu
nication. Whatever the victims says or reports he is powerless to affect the 
situation or influence his tormentor. So, reality is distorted because it is 
impossible to escape, avoid, or prevent the penetration of pain-inflicting 
instruments. Reality is distorted because it is impossible to  answer mean
ingless questions posed by interrogators speaking with malicious and false 
tongues. 

In rites of initiation physical pain is a potent symbol of death. Death im
plies that vital organs of the body cease to  function. Soon the vital life 
maintaining processes are irretrievably lost. Death means that conscious
ness is put out and emptied, vanishing into nothing. Intense and profound 
physical pain implies that parts of the body (temporarily) no longer func
tion normally. It means that the contents of consciousness - thoughts and 
feelings about everything one cherishes - are extinguished, at least momen
tarily. Physical pain does indeed resemble death. Being deliberately sub
jected to severe physical pain is in a sense, then, a mock execution in itself. 

If the best comes to the best, the world will learn about the torture victim's 
suffering, that is to say, if he survives. The number of deaths in torture and 
the executions immediately afterwards will never be known. We do know 
for certain though that many do not survive torture. Even in this respect 
torture parallells death. 

Aging implies that somatic processes increasingly become the object of 
one's attention. The world contracts in the very final stages of life to  a 
space not more than a few feet around the body. In this sense individual 
life ends in a world hardly larger than the world in which it once started. In 
physical pain the world contracts in much the same way. Huddling up, 
hiding oneself, pulling the blanket over one's head are expressions of this 
tendency to shrink the world. Intense physical pain eliminates mental pain, 
at least temporarily. It does so because it subordinates and eliminates all 
contents of thought, even those that are psychologically painful. 

Intense physical pain is an attack directed against individual identity. 



Whether the experience is that the world contracts to  the immediate 
surroundings of one's body, or that the body expands to  fill the entire 
world, these sensations alter and distort the foundations of identity. When, 
phenomenally speaking, the world shrinks or the body expands, language is 
curtailed, if not plainly forced out of its place. Language is the link be
tween consciousness and the world. Language acquisition is simultaneously 
an acquisition of the world. In this sense, torture and its long term destruc
tive effects may be regarded as the reversal of the normal developmental 
processes during the constructive stages of life. 

The interrogation 

The torturer interrogates, the victim responds - by answering or not an
swering. Both ways of responding are answers but neither is accepted. 
Whatever the victim says, however he answers, torture continues. Eventu
ally it is called off, for some victims definitely, for others only temporarily. 
The victim can never determine on what grounds it is discontinued. Nei
ther does he know whether, and if so, when, it will be resumed. Uncertain
ty and unpredictability are characteristics of torture. Obviously, some 
people are bound to die from the after-effects of torture. They are not 
supposed to die in the torture chamber itself. That might be inconvenient 
to the torturing authorities because it would contradict the fiction that the 
purpose of interrogation is to elicit information. Those who are destined to 
die are executed after torture. However, some, perhaps even many, vic
tims are supposed to survive. Some are released and expected to tell the 
world about what they have been through. The torture victim never knows 
what his fate will be. Fear is born and maintained. Deprived of his lan
guage and separated from his world, the torture victim finds himself unable 
to account for his experiences. Friends and sympathisers believe him of 
course, but they hardly understand him. Some victims have evident physi
cal wounds occasioned by the ordeals of torture. The authorities take only 
a negligible risk by releasing them. Prisoners may even b e  allowed to  
"escape" from imprisonment and "flee" to other countries. Many of them 
are marked for life, which, of course, is precisely the aim of torture. 

Whatever the victim answers when being interrogated, the answer is con
ceived of as a "confession". Even total silence is regarded as a "confession". 
The next step in this metamorphosis of words and concepts is that the 
"confession" is seen as a "betrayal". Whatever the victim answers he is 



accused of betrayal. The meanings of the concepts are twisted and re
versed. The torturer, who in actual fact is responsible for the torture, 
denies having any responsibility at all by referring to the importance of the 
information required. At the risk of facing the accusation of being a trai
tor, and, perhaps, out of fear of actually being one, the victim assumes 
responsibility for the torture to which he is subjected. 

The victim's experience of the contracting world equals the torturer's 
claims for new ground. Questions and answers turn into a demonstration 
of worlds, identities, and power. Throughout the course of the torture 
session, the torturer reveals not only his insensitivity to  the pain of others. 
He  makes it quite clear that he himself is not in the least pained. His lack 
of pain implies that he has access to the world. Whatever his thoughts are, 
whatever he  feels or does, his actions refer to and are aimed at the very 
world he is subjugating. Conversely, the overshadowing presence of pain in 
the victim implies that thoughts, feelings, and acts are withdrawn from the 
world, in the indispensable defence of physical and mental integrity. Thus, 
one person's pain is transformed into the other person's power. 

Physical pain brings about an extinction and elimination of the world. Signs 
and symptoms, which in other circumstances than torture indicate pain and 
distress, instead appear to discredit the victim. Others tend to look upon 
the confession as an act of betrayal, a turn of events that the torturer has 
taken into consideration. The victim hardly expects to receive understand
ing and empathy from the world from which torture has separated him. 
Like the survivors of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, he is quite frequently treat
ed with suspicion, at times even bordering to contempt. This is yet another 
step of the same process in which one person's physical pain is transformed 
into the other one's power. 

The more intense the victim's pain is, the greater the power claimed by the 
torturer. The more sensitive the victim is, the more numerous are the 
instruments at the torturer's disposal. 

The "confession" confirms the fact that the contents of conscious thought 
are eliminated, and that the world surrounding the victim has contracted. 
Time and time again the torturer affirms his superior force by his weapons 
and words. Often he alludes to familiar things and events of everyday life 
which are brought into torture. At one and the same time the torture 
chamber is an expansion of the body and a contraction of the world. Any 



object at hand may be employed as a weapon. 

Torture parodies and ridicules two of the corner-stones of civilisation -
justice and medicine. Interrogation in torture is made to resemble a legal 
trial. However, the causes and the effects as we know them in a legal 
context are completely reversed in the procedures of torture. In a legal 
trial evidence is examined for the purpose of arriving at an impartial ver
dict and a just punishment. In torture, on the other hand, punishment is 
employed to generate evidence. Similarly torture is a parody of medicine. 
Torture does not relieve patients of physical pain. It increases pain. Tor
ture does not make the causes of pain known. It conceals them (so as to 
remove evidence of torture). Medicine and justice as societal institutions 
are deconstructed. It is hardly surprising, Scarry maintains, that torture 
ridicules these institutions. They may be thought of as the institutional 
counterparts of the two principal bodies of civilisation, the individual 
human body, and the collective societal body, the state. 

The torturer designates his techniques in terms of words belonging to the 
commonplaces of everyday life. Intensely painful bodily contractions are 
named by words usually having quite different and frequently pleasant 
connotations in the world out there. A negation is brought about. So, in 
the mouth of the torturer even language turns into an instrument of 
deconstructing civilisation and humanity. 

The inflicted pain is supposed to injure, and the interrogation is supposed 
to instil the idea of a betrayal. Now the supplementary relationship of 
these concepts applies as well, Scarry argues. Interrogation is already an 
injury, and pain is already a betrayal. The victim is effectively prevented 
from controlling the situation. At the same time, however, the torturer 
points out that the victim is able to change his predicament by accounting 
for what he knows. 

Self-contempt and self-betrayal in the psychological domain correspond to 
intense pain in the wordless and contentless domain of physical sensations. 
Self-betrayal is potentially present in intense pain even before any "betray
al" has been forced out by interrogation. Self-contempt, latent in all pain, is 
brought out in the "betrayal". Torture makes use of precisely every normal 
source of strength and well being to force and break the body. Torture 
splits the body from the mind. The aim of torture is to make the body 
explicitly present by destroying it, and to make the mind virtually absent by 



devastating language and eliminating the contents of thought. 

Torture, pain, and penetration 

Every human being enjoys a volume of space extending outwards from the 
body. In political and social oppression personal space is always dimin
ished. In torture it is completely eradicated. Using his weapons the torturer 
penetrates into the body of the victim, transgressing the very last boundary 
of personal space. Force is required t o  cross borders. A lot of force is 
required to  transgress the very last boundary in to  the principal regions of 
private life. One person's pain presupposes the power of the other, and 
vice versa. 

Unbearable pain forces itself upon consciousness as an overwhelming 
presence. It is more forcibly real than any other experience. And yet pain is 
almost unnoticeable t o  others. The content of pain is negation. Pain is an 
immediate and sensory rendering of the fact that I am opposed to some
thing, and that this something is opposed to  me. The penetration of alien 
objects into my body gives rise to  pain. In consciousness this corresponds 
to  the penetration of alien mental content. Pain seizes me but is alien to  
me. It is something I immediately have to  free myself from. 

This internal mental experience is accompanied in torture by an external 
political counterpart. Right next t o  my body a self-appointed "enemy" is 
present. H e  is the incarnation of my hatred. H e  ceases to  have personal 
characteristics. Like pain, the torturer is reduced to being a "not-I". 

Penetration of body and mind in torture implies that  the internal and 
private aspects of identity are pulled out and made public. They are dese
crated and massacred. The public aspects of one's identity, ideologically 
and morally, culturally and politically, are pressed back into the body by 
the penetrating weapons. They are crushed and lost because the worlds 
they refer t o  dissolve and disappear. What is private becomes public, and 
what is public becomes private. 

Concluding remarks 

The only state of consciousness resembling the specific kind of awareness 



linked to physical pain is imagination. The remarkable thing about physical 
pain as a state of consciousness is that it lacks an object. Imagination is 
remarkable in the sense that it is entirely its own object. Physical pain is an 
intentional state lacking intentional object. Imagination is an intentional 
object lacking an experienced intentional state. Between the extremes of 
physical pain and imagination every possible state of consciousness may be 
found. From an intentional point of view, pain and imagination are the 
missing counterparts of one another. On the other hand, in a sexual sense 
they are closely akin. Physical torture obviously revolves around sexual 
matters. Therefore it is wrong to speak of sexual torture as one kind of 
torture alongside others. All torture is sexual. 

Scarry's analysis concentrates on physical pain, interrogation, and power, 
and on their counterparts - consciousness, language, and the world. This 
perspective is indeed most essential to an understanding of torture. 
However, torture is not only about physical pain. Quite a few victims of 
torture maintain that physical pain is not the most unbearable part of 
torture. Far worse is the sense of powerlessness, of not being able to inter
vene when friends, relatives, or even one's children are tortured under 
one's very eyes. Harder to bear than physical pain, some people say, is the 
humiliation. All victims of torture maintain that mock executions and other 
means of mental torture are much harder to endure than physical pain. 

Scarry does not elaborate upon questions about how victims of torture 
defend themselves. We need to fathom these defences in order to under
stand the sequelae of torture. The long term effects of torture, the chronic 
pain frequently appearing years after the actual torture sessions, are relat
ed to the extreme mental defences required to cope with the extremes of 
torture. How does torture affect one's identity? How does torture affect 
one's will? How does torture affect one's somatic image? These are some 
questions Scarry does not consider. These remarks do not conceal the fact, 
however, that she really does get on to crucial existential questions. 

Another point is that Scarry centres upon what takes place in the torture 
chamber. Thus she is not concerned with what takes place prior to torture 
- in society and in the victim's personal life history. And she does not deal 
with what takes place after torture - in the victim's life and in society. 
Scarry examines torture in terms of a relationship between two individuals. 
Torture is indeed about relations between the torturer and the victim. 
However, by positing torture in this way its political nature may easily be 



overlooked. First and foremost, torture - political torture - is about rela
tions between the authorities and individual human beings who represent, 
or who have been made out to represent, the opposition that the authori
ties in power want to maim. 

In Scarry's analysis the role of language in torture is essential. Obviously, 
she has verbal language in mind. However, the devastated language she 
discusses refers equally to the destruction of body language, a point we will 
have more to say about presently. 





VIOLATION 

Introduction 

Torture means to  subject an individual to severe physical and mental pain 
in order to break him, to elicit testimony or evidence from him, to implant 
fear in the minds of people. These general ideas are ancient. Some meth
ods that were developed in antiquity are still in use. Subjecting the victim 
to severe physical pain is a predominant element of torture even to this 
day. However, in contemporary times the technology of torture has de
veloped considerably. Unlike many of the earlier methods, the modern 
ones are devised so as not to  leave any detectable or measurable marks 
upon bodily tissue. Being subjected to treatment in which electric current 
is led through the body, being choked by the forced submersion of one's 
head in water or by having a tight plastic bag covering one's mouth and 
nostrils, being strung up by one's arms and legs, or being prevented from 
changing the position of one's body for long periods of time, are extremely 
painful experiences indeed, though not necessarily bringing about damage 
to bodily tissue. 

Increasingly, modern methods of torture are devised to break the individu
al mentally. This is done by humiliating him and profaning him, by depriv
ing him of sensory stimulation and by isolating him. It is done by subjecting 
him to mock executions and by making him witness the torture of others -
quite frequently persons closely akin. The mental pain inflicted by these 
methods is very great indeed. 

The mind and the body cannot, and should not, be regarded as separate 
entities. They are facets of the same whole - the human being. Electrical 
torture is at the same time the infliction of a severe, or even more, of an 
unbearable physical pain, and a profound violation of personal integrity. 
The pain one experiences sets off a physiological course of events affecting 
the peripheral as well as the central nervous system. Psychologically the 
individual reacts to the violating treatment with a number of emotions -
insufficiency, fear, despair, shame, aggression, guilt, and anxiety. Likewise, 
at  this level of analysis, there is a course of events that will take place. 
Against the devastating feeling of anguish, and against the overwhelming 
feeling of powerlessness psychological defences are mobilised. In turn they 
give rise to  mental attitudes having repercussions on self-conceptions and 



identity, as well as on bodily carriage. 

Analogously, the victim reacts somatically to mental torture such as mock 
executions in terms of muscular tension, diffuse aches, chronic states of 
pain, and problems of coordinating muscular functioning. Individually the 
reactions manifest themselves in a number of different ways. 

An overall perspective is necessary. But what does it imply? How does one 
bridge the dualism of the body and the mind, so profoundly impressing our 
manner of thought, and again founding the subdivision of disciplines and 
professional fields. Two courses of analysis exist, both of which have to be 
entered; setting out from the body and moving towards the mind, and 
thereafter, moving from the mind back towards the body again. In the 
previous chapter we took the  physiological foundations of pain as our 
point of departure for deliberations about the psychological consequences 
and existential meanings of pain induced in torture. The corresponding 
analysis here implies to  depart from the violation of individual integrity, 
always inherent in torture, and then to find out how this affects the body. 
This chapter is an attempt to pursue the  latter course of thought. The 
problem is, though, that there is no equally well established foundation to 
set out from as the physiology of pain. 

One theme treated in this chapter is an attempt to outline meanings of the 
concept of violation. However, these proceedings inevitably lead to discus
sions of identity. Thus, identity is a second theme dealt with in this chapter. 
It is a basic concept to which the analysis refers. 

A lot has been written about identity and new important books are pub
lished almost every day. It is virtually impossible to  survey the variety of 
approaches to  be found in the literature, the various points of departure, 
the perspectives referred to, and the many theories stated. In this literature 
the concept of identity is discussed analytically. Identity is dissected into a 
variety of subdivisions and constituent parts. Various aspects of the con
cept are distinguished. Various perspectives of analysis are presented. This 
is done over and over again in the publications. Less frequently, in com
parison, are the parts recombined into models representing identity as a 
dynamic process. 

The reason, I believe, is that most of these studies employ identity as an 
explanatory concept. Questions concerning various facets of individual and 



societal life may be answered by identity theories. They explain various 
phenomena which we observe and take an interest in. But the very fact 
that the concept itself and the processes it refers to need to be elucidated 
is easily disregarded. A third theme of the chapter, then, is an attempt to 
piece together the parts of identity. 

The hypothesis suggested here is that violation in torture may be thought 
of as a gross infraction to the victim's identity in all its respects. 

Violation as an offence 

Elaine Scarry interprets the existential meaning of pain in torture as the 
deconstruction of language. Her proposal provides us with our point of 
departure for this chapter. The meaning of words in everyday language is 
the given which is followed up. Then, what does the word violation mean? 
What connotations does it have? What ideas does it arouse? 

One sense of the concept to violate is to offend, or rather, the offence in its 
widest application refers to violations of any law, whatever their nature or 
kind. There are other meanings too, and more threatening ones. I will deal 
with them presently during the course of this chapter. However, let us 
begin with violation in terms of an offence. Hopefully, this analysis will 
illustrate my method. 

What is the meaning of an offence? By consulting dictionaries I will ring in 
the facets and phenomena denoted by the concepts of violation and of
fence, and then further on by other synonyms and analogous words. 

We have a series of meanings. To violate the integrity of another person, in 
one sense at least, is to offend him. To offend someone is to outrage and 
embitter him. What does it mean to outrage somebody? Well, it can be to 
displease him by hurting his feelings. And it can be to ignore or disregard 
his sense of what is proper. 

Here we find one link here to the concept of identity. A person's convic
tions about what is proper and decent concern essential parts of his self-
conception. But there is more to it. Beliefs about what is proper are social
ly rooted. In the sociological literature these beliefs are known as norms. 
Norms relating to  behaviour are the very basic foundations of human 



interaction in society. They are crucial aspects of the elusive phenomenon 
of culture. Vast cultural and societal perspectives, then, loom there as 
backgrounds to the common-place event of hurting somebody's feelings. 

So, to offend somebody is to outrage or embitter him. Let me pursue this 
course a bit farther. 

One thing is to provoke anger in the other. His anger may well be a justi
fied and sound reaction to the situation or to the event in which his dignity 
is challenged. Normally anger is a passing emotion. At the best the differ
ences between the parties are settled. The controversy is brought to an 
end. The prospects of reaching an agreement or a mutual understanding 
need not be directly unfavourable. 

Embittering somebody by offending him, however, is a completely different 
matter. Frequently this feeling of bitterness is prolonged. It indicates that 
the differences are not yet settled. In a sense, bitterness is an encapsulated 
wrath. In the long run, holding an embittered attitude towards life is 
detrimental to self-confidence and self-esteem. As we know self-confi
dence is an essential emotional component of subjective identity. 

Are there additional meanings to follow up? Outraging, insulting, disho
nouring, and humiliating the other are concepts having meanings touching 
upon the offence. Outraging a person, in one sense, suggests physical acts 
employing force, or, possibly, violence. However, normally the word signi
fies a coarse insult. One outrages a person by insulting him past endurance. 
To outrage him may be to treat him irreverently by an unjust attack upon 
his self-respect and dignity. It may be an attack upon his sense of right
eousness and honour, or upon his basic values and deep convictions, 
simply by striking at his political identity in the wide sense, and, when it 
comes to political prisoners, their membership in oppositional political 
factions or trade-union movements. 

Insulting a person means to offend him deliberately. It means to humiliate 
or dishonour him by wilfully disregarding the codes of behaviour expressed 
in civility and courteousness. An insult rouses deep feelings of aggravation. 
Various meanings of humiliation are suggested by the analogous words 
degradation, chagrin, condescension, and debasement, which all shed light 
upon still other connotations of the offence. 



At this point I will discontinue this catalogue of connotations associated 
with the concept of offence. When the third or fourth concept in the series 
is explained by the first one in the set then the circle is completed. I have 
reached that point now. Otherwise the tracks gradually lead on to other 
occurrences and phenomena. 

Where does this analysis lead to? One common denominator of all the 
aspects of violation, covered by the meaning of offence, is that of confron
tations taking place face to face. Typically an offence occurs in direct 
interaction. It points to a situation of interplay, and consequently to the 
significance of interaction to identity. In the spirit of dialectics this state of 
affairs occasions us to ponder upon acts of indirect violation. 

How do we characterise that situation? Well, violation does not occur in 
direct interaction, represented as it is in the grammatical mode of the 
second person. Instead the subject of the violating act is someone referred 
to in the mode of the third person. The act of violation, the destination of 
which is a third person, is communicated via the second person. In diction
aries we find several synonyms and analogous words corresponding to this 
pattern: to slander, calumniate, vilify, defame, cast suspicion on, compro
mise, revile, blacken, disgrace, belittle, depreciate, disparage, and discredit. 
Merely the number of synonyms and more or less analogous words, and 
there are more, indicates how significant defaming others seems to be in 
interpersonal interaction. 

Singling out the first person from the third person, especially so in the 
plural, we and they, is suggestive of processes that we recognise as the very 
foundations of group formation. It is not coincidental that the words listed 
above have negative values attached to them. Out-groups are furnished 
with negative attributes more often than they are endowed with positive 
ones. This has to  do with the circumstances in which relations between 
groups are established, elaborated, and altered. It pertains to fundamental 
principles of categorisation in which multiplicities of individuals are inte
grated into groups that develop and consolidate, and then, ultimately, 
cease to  exist and disappear. These processes, touching upon the very 
depths of social identity, pass through the grammatical categories of the 
first, second, and third person. Once again we revert to the theme of iden
tity. 

At this instance an objection is due. Obviously it is misplaced to denote 



violations to individual integrity in torture in terms of the word offence. 
Violations in torture are more severe. One might put them down as violent 
infringements of personal space. I have chosen the example because it 
illustrates my procedure. However, this is not to say that offensive treat
ment lacks weight in torture. 

Constant offences, persecution, and humiliating treatment are matters of 
routine in the destructive handling to which political prisoners are subject
ed, inside and outside of the torture chamber. By the relatively small 
means that are required to bring about violations of a person's integrity by 
offending him, his self-confidence is put to the test. The wrath he initially 
must feel he is forced to  control. Feelings of aggressiveness have t o  be  
suppressed if he is to avoid even more punishment. 

Furthermore, when it comes to violations in torture the victim is forced to 
hear infamous statements about his family and kin, about his intimate 
friends and comrades. The purpose of defaming them, throwing suspicion 
upon them, and compromising them is to  sow doubt, to bring about mis
trust, to split loyalties, and to undermine morale. Mistrusting one's friends 
triggers feelings of guilt. 

In this section we have already seen a number of links to various aspects of 
the identity concept; self-concept, self-confidence, norms, values, and 
beliefs, all of which bear upon political identity. We have touched upon 
social interaction, and the processes in which social aspects of identity 
relate to group formation. 

The violating offence, in its various meanings, undermines all these aspects 
of identity. However, first and foremost the violating offence is an attack 
upon that part of man's identity pertaining to his sense of moral dignity. 

The identify concept: the need of a metaphor 

Throughout history philosophers have tried to  explain and understand 
human action. These explanatory attempts all presuppose the notion of an 
actor. The mind, consciousness, personality, the Ego, and the Self are 
concepts appearing in the literature ever since the philosophers of antiqui
ty-



In this context identity is a relatively modern concept. It is found in Wil
liam James' monumental study from 1890, "The Principles of Psychology". 
In recent times it has been popularised mainly by the work of Erik H .  
Erikson on identity development in adolescence. One of the meanings 
Erikson puts into the concept is the individual's sense of being one and the 
same in spite of the many internal and external changes brought upon him 
during the course of his life. Erikson's studies were published in the fifties. 
Ever since the  volume of literature on identity has expanded almost 
exponentially. 

Few concepts in the behavioural and social sciences have proven to  be as 
fruitful as identity. The concept enables us to  subsume and coordinate a 
large number of apparently different phenomena studied by widely dispa
rate disciplines and fields of scholarship. Identity deals with a range of 
matters from indepth psychological studies of child development to social 
anthropological studies of various cultures and societies. The price for this 
conceptual span, however, is a certain vagueness and a lack of theoretical 
precision. Are the proponents of different disciplines and traditions really 
referring to  the same thing? They do not quite seem to  conceive of the 
concept in the same way. At all events, they emphasise divergent aspects of 
it. 

One of the complications is that several related, or in some cases, parallel 
concepts, are sometimes ranged in the same category as identity. At other 
times they are contrasted to it. This goes for concepts such as self-esteem, 
self-conceptions, roles, categories, and stereotypes. Identity does relate to 
self-conceptions, and it does bear upon roles. Moreover, it does concern 
fundamental principles of categorisation dealing with how I conceive of 
myself and how I conceive of others, how they conceive of me and how I 
receive their conceptions of the one I am. 

My conception of others, as well as their conceptions of me, are simplifica
tions. They must be simplifications. These conceptions are referred to as 
stereotypes. Frequently they are considered to be reprehensible. A stereo
typic conception, however, is of the very same nature as a concept. It 
serves similar purposes. It is an internal representation, summarising, 
without going into detail, what is typical and characteristic of the other, as 
I see him from my point of view. Furthermore, my view of my own identity 
may be regarded as an auto-stereotype. When stereotypical conceptions 
are coupled to negative evaluations, and to negative differential or degrad-



ing treatment, problems of discrimination arise. In itself, though, the ster
eotypic simplification is neither negative nor malevolent. 

The concept of identity deals with the foundations of individual and 
personal distinctiveness. It deals with the foundations of group formation 
and group cohesion, and consequently with collective organisations such as 
parties, social classes, ethnic aggregations, and nations. 

In surveys of the many-faceted identity concept one principal division is 
between the subjective and objective, between the internally defined and 
the externally defined, between the personal and the social, between Ego 
and Alter, between the psychological and the social psychological concept 
of identity (Lange & Westin, 1981). Inevitably I will touch upon these 
aspects. The configuration taken on by a conceptual analysis, and the 
perspectives that are applied, depend upon the principal aims of the study. 
My assumption is that violations suffered in torture affect the victim's 
identity. But I need other perspectives and approaches than the ones to be 
found in most surveys of the literature. 

Some aspects of identity were brought to the fore in the preceding section. 
How does the serious violation in torture affect the individual victim's 
identity? In order to answer that question we need an image of what iden
tity accomplishes and how it operates. We need to assemble its various 
parts. Identity is a process I contend. If the acts of violation to which a 
victim of torture is subjected impairs his identity, then these violations will 
have reverberations long after the acts themselves took place. We need a 
metaphor which may provide us with an inkling of what identity is about 
and what it does. 

The metaphor I intend to suggest, though only in terms of a crude outline, 
is that identity compares to a system of rules. Identity may be conceived of 
as an instance in which consciousness generates propositions telling me 
(and others as well) who I am, who I perceive the other one to be, what I 
perceive him to believe about me, what he thinks I believe about his 
conception of me, what I believe he believes I believe ... paraphrasing 
Ronald Laing. 

A metaphor is a simile, an image, not a realistic description. In this particu
lar case I will regard identity as a system of rules having cultural extension. 
The prospects are slight that this metaphor will convey novel ideas about 



identity. Most of what I have to  say has been stated many times before. A 
successful metaphor, however, may suggest a different framework, and 
partly, maybe, a novel context. The metaphor is an aid. What we do know 
already may be seen in another light. Neglected, or at  the best, unknown 
aspects may be  brought into light by established principles and systems. 
They may be organised, sorted, and classified. Relations not seen before 
may be made explicit. When previously unknown aspects are stated, when 
they are described and analysed in their own right, then the metaphor has 
served its purpose. 

Violation as a breach of agreements 

One meaning of the word violation refers t o  the breach of directions and 
rules. These may be  founded in promises, agreements, contracts, treaties, 
or in current law. They may be  founded also in what conscience com
mands. 

In torture international agreements are consistently broken, agreements 
put down in the United Nations' Declaration of the Human Rights, the 
Geneva conventions, the Helsinki treaty, and other documents of a similar 
kind concerning the relations of the state to individuals and families, ethnic 
and religious minorities, the political opposition, and prisoners of war. 
Furthermore, one of the many instruments of torture is breaking personal 
promises, agreements, and contracts made between the detainee and 
representatives of the authorities who arrested him. 

T o  bring about these breaches t he  interrogation is arranged so as t o  
resemble negotiations in which agreements are made and contracts settled. 
In the classic torture situation, if I may say so, the interrogator might 
promise privileges, maybe even release, in return for certain performances. 
These performances may be about providing information. Quite frequent
ly, however, the requirements in question are absurd or physically impossi
ble to accomplish. The objective is to  bring about deceit and breaches of 
one's promises. 

One crucial aspect of man's identity bears upon basic trust - in himself and 
in others. Mutual agreements are  necessary requirements for normal 
everyday life at home and at work. Were this not so everyday life would be  
even more chaotic than it at  times may seem, and, ultimately, societal life 



would collapse. In one sense, then, basic trust concerns the belief that we all 
are responsible for the agreements we make. 

Some other words have meanings comparable to that of agreement. A 
promise is an undertaking of psychological depth. A promise is binding in a 
personal sense. Security lies in the honour of the person giving the prom
ise. A contract, on the other hand, is less personal. It is an agreement in 
which security is tied to legal sanctions which may be  enforced when the 
conditions are not met with. Breaches of agreements, be they promises or 
contracts, occurring at random and without apparent reason are most 
demoralising. Uncertainty and indecision may be the earliest reactions. In 
a short lapse of time, however, this initial indecision may turn into suspi
cion and isolation. 

As a matter of course the torturer does not fulfil his part of an "agree
ment". H e  explains his departure as a direct consequence of the victim's 
breach of the "agreement". The torturer is the one having the power to  
define the situation. Unilaterally he determines that the conditions are not 
met with. H e  decides whether the required performance is sufficient or 
not. In the early stages of the interrogation the detainee resists. He  is 
unwilling to, or cannot, provide information that might bring harm to 
others. Consequently torture continues. Many a time the required per
formance is impossible to  accomplish for logical, physical, or linguistic 
reasons. So torture is resumed. 

One aspect of mental torture, then, is to violate ethical and moral codes of 
conduct which are universally accepted within a culture or a religion. 

The common denominator of these violating breaches is that they pertain 
to  acts that are contrary to basic human principles of interpersonal rela
tions. They concern the flagrant disregard of norms and principles respect
ed by every religion, and which are expressed, furthermore, in the United 
Nations' Declaration of the Human Rights. This very disregard in the 
exercise of power is a mocking challenge to ethical and moral principles. 

In this respect, then, violation relates to  man's sense of basic trust. In this 
respect violations have repercussions on all those aspects of man's identity 
relating to interaction. Interrogation in torture is a caricature of presenta
tions, definitions, and negotiations of identity. 



Violation as defilement 

One specific meaning that needs to  be  considered in this context is viola
tion as defilement. To  defile somebody suggests acts of profanation and 
desecration. A number of synonyms outline the general meaning of the 
concept. To  violate in this sense means to  dishonour, disgrace, stain, be
foul, sully, and defame. 

Some of these alternatives are used normally only in the metaphoric sense. 
In torture, however, the defamation, sullying, staining, and befouling actu
ally attain a concrete meaning. Torture does in effect attack man's basic 
sense of cleanliness and purity. The torturer's conceptions of the victim's 
political, cultural, and social "impurity" is manifested most explicitly by 
denying him the right t o  personal hygiene. In cramped cells people are  
forced to lie in their own excrements. 

One instrument employed in torture is the forced submersion of the vic
tim's head in water in order to  cause choking. Frequently the water used 
for this particular purpose is polluted by human secretions and excretions. 

Man's conceptions about purity and impurity are yet another important 
determinant of identity. These conceptions pertain t o  very private and 
down-to-earth aspects of his somatic self-image. Personal as they are these 
determinations of identity also merge into the public and abstract spheres 
of social life. In a down-to-earth sense cleanliness and purity have to  do 
with the orifices of the body. These bodily apertures pose certain problems 
of keeping the boundaries intact. It is by n o  means remarkable, then, that 
practically every culture develops extensive and abstract rituals of purifica
tion. 

These rituals deal with the functions of taking in, that is t o  say, with the 
preparation and eating of food. Furthermore, they deal with the functions 
of secretion and excretion, that  is t o  say, of intestinal contents, urine, 
sweat, and phlegm. They deal with menstruation, sexuality, and child-birth. 
Powerful taboos are  associated with these functions. Frequently these 
taboos have very explicit meanings. Women are considered impure during 
menstruation. The infant child is impure until it is purified in baptism or in 
other rituals symbolising admittance to society. In Western cultures rules 
of cleanliness are important too, although they are more implicit in nature. 



Rape and attacks directed against the sexual organs by means of electricity 
or pain producing implements are most humiliating experiences. Women 
who have been raped report about the  problems of feeling clean. The 
loving and voluntary sexual act in agreement between two individuals is 
mutually transcending. However, is it involuntary on behalf of one of the 
parties, or does it not answer to  an explicit or implicit agreement, then it is 
an instance of encroachment. Sexual encroachment in torture is an  attack 
upon man's deepest sense of purity and cleanliness as well as being an  
attack upon the mutuality of sexuality as the somatic equivalent of prom
ises and agreements. 

The sexual organs are some of the body's most sensitive regions, neurolog-
ically and psychologically. Attacks upon the  sexual organs is an assault 
upon pleasure, desire, life, and the future. The sexual onset, the most defil
ing of treatments, is an attack directed against man's honour, and ultimate
ly, upon his somatic identity. 

One of the objectives of torture is to  defame. In a deeper sense impurity 
may b e  understood in terms of social disorder. The impure individual is 
rejected from the  moral order of society. T o  defile man in torture is t o  
place him outside of the moral order. In individual experience this impurity 
which is forced upon him corresponds to  feelings of disgust. Purity and 
impurity are very immediate, concrete, and perspicuous matters. At  the 
same time these categories are of a profound symbolic importance. Beliefs 
about purity and impurity are exploited by the torturer. The methods of 
torture as such serve, in a perverted sense, as indicators of fundamental 
human values and needs. 

Identials: the material of identity 

This section is a first attempt to  systematise what the violations in torture 
do to identity. 

An individual proves his identity in many ways. People with strong political 
convictions find it quite natural to  join political associations and to  become 
members of political parties or  trade unions. In states where the freedom 
of organisation is restricted forbidden resistance movements may be  the 
only political alternative t o  convinced opponents of the regime. In many 
states people are tortured because they belong to  or  sympathise with re-



sistance movements, forbidden political parties, or outlawed trade unions. 
In working for the organisation's objectives they frequently risk their lives. 
Those who enjoy political freedom in democratic nations may find it hard 
to appreciate the immense importance of political identity to those who 
are involved in the struggle against an oppressive regime. They more or 
less expect to  be  arrested and tortured for the sake of their conviction. 
They have taken this very fact into consideration. It may even serve as a 
confirmation of their political identity. 

Political identity, manifested as membership in political organisations, is an 
example of an intentionally attained idential. The concept of idential, 
proposed by the Dutch psychiatrist David de Levita (1965), alludes to all 
those particulars in an individual that may be an identity to him or for him. 
One might put it that the identials are the stuff or material of identity. 
Besides the intentionally attained identials I will discuss intentionally 
acquired and unintentionally acquired identials. 

The concept of the intentionally attained idential pertains to membership 
in groups, collectives, and organisations of various kinds. In particular it 
refers to those cases in which membership is bound to  selections or per
formances of some kind. One most typical example of this idential is pro
fession, normally requiring a period of learning, practice, exams, or tests. 
The concept of intentionally attained identials also refers membership in 
formal or informal groups, associations, and collectives. It refers to  
membership in open and democratic organisations as well as in clandestine 
movements forced to work underground - out of necessity in a dictator
ship, or with the studied purpose of emphasising membership exclusive-
ness. These identials pertain to  the whole chart of recreational clubs, 
interest organisations, trade unions, political parties, and religious commu
nities or sects. Membership in many of these organisations or associations 
is gained merely by paying the membership fee. In others membership may 
be established by admittance trials or initiation rituals. 

Formal and well established organisations, arisen in response to  needs, 
wants, and demands in society, come to mind. Usually, in these cases, the 
conditions of membership are formalised and publicly known. Organisa
tions such as these, long-lived as they are, may serve important purposes in 
society, though membership in itself may not be particularly significant to 
the individual. Other groups, having a much more casual membership 
attachment, may flash up as temporary whims of fashion and vanish as 



quickly as they appeared, without leaving any appreciable marks on socie
ty. From the point of view of subjective identity, however, membership in 
these groups may be most important. The formation of groups, associa
tions, and organisations of all these kinds and brands go to make the infra-
structural conditions of societal life. Through the networks provided by 
them ideas and beliefs, values and norms are mediated. In these groups 
people are influenced, and in turn they influence others. Membership 
means confirmation and out of confirmation self-esteem, self-confidence, 
and a sense of positive identity may arise. 

T o  individuals who are  involved in challenging an oppressive regime 
membership of the resistance means all this. More importantly, however, 
membership means unity, mutual trust, and discipline - within the organisa
tion often a matter of life and death. Many victims of torture testify that 
the  violations suffered during the early stages of torture may serve as 
confirmations of their political identity. However, sooner or later a point is 
reached when resistance is broken. In some cases that point may be death. 
In others it may occur earlier. Torture undermines morale. It sows doubt 
and desperation. Some victims denounce their previous political activity in 
a confession of lips. Thus, violation in torture lays the foundation of a kind 
of double perspective. What was a self-evident stand previously turns into 
a dubious one. Uncertainty turns into certainty. 

Political torture today serves as an instrument of terror aimed at subjugat
ing an oppositional community. In general, those who are subjected to  
torture have very little, or nothing at all, to relate of strategic, political, or 
military importance. However, now and then some individuals do actually 
possess "vital" information. One might conceive of this as the classic torture 
situation, and here I might refer back t o  the section on violation as a 
breach of agreements. The special interplay between the interrogator and 
his victim which may unfold at times includes elements of transaction and 
negotiation. It is a cruel, merciless, and implacable interplay affecting the 
tortured individual's identity at heart. 

This very special "interplay" relates t o  another of de  Levita's concepts, 
namely what is designated here as intentionally acquired identials. Inten
tionally acquired identials are usually bound to roles constituting the very 
structure of interaction. These roles are supplementary. One of the roles in 
a constellation simultaneously presupposes and determines the other one. 
Familiar examples are husband and wife, teacher and pupil, parent and 



child, superior and subordinate. Were death sentences not passed, there 
would be no need for a hangman. The role of a torturer presupposes the 
existence of victims. 

In normal everyday life the supplementary elements of roles may be most 
subtle. I have in mind the intricate aspects of how interaction is fashioned, 
how mutual expectations are construed and developed. It is about elbow-
room, liberties and constraints, considerations and indifference. One 
person's dominance presupposes, but, at the same time, enforces the 
other's subordination, and vice versa. The superiority of one brings about 
the inferiority of the other. The power in the hands of the torturer corre
sponds to  the physical powerlessness of the victim. The victim's moral 
superiority has its counterpart in the moral bankruptcy of the torturer. 
These roles result from the subtle play of transactions and tacit agree
ments. 

Throughout the course of his life man develops social skills in relating to 
others, speaking to them, and handling novel social situations. He  learns to 
observe and react to the subtle signals exchanged in human interaction. 
The specific interactional context in torture, however, implies an absurd 
communication. If it persists it undermines personal confidence and self-
assertion. Subjective identity always depends upon the direct or indirect 
confirmation of others. The violations in torture are about the consistent 
denial of the victim's identity. Isolating political prisoners for long periods 
of time, occasionally interrupted by the violating and absurd, unpredictable 
and elusive "interaction" in torture, lays the foundation of a mental and 
social isolation upon release. 

The insulting treatment in torture is a violation of man's basic conceptions 
of cleanliness and purity. It is a violation of his sexuality and an attack 
upon his basic somatic identity. According to the adopted terminology, 
man's body may regarded as an unintentionally acquired idential. 

The unintentionally acquired identials pertain to sex and gender, date of 
birth, ethnicity, and skin colour. Sometimes religion and social class count 
in this category as well. Even names may be regarded as unintentionally 
acquired identials. These are the given categories with which an individual 
is furnished at birth, a class of categories he can do very little to change. 
These categories are crucial with regard to  self-definitions and definitions 
of others. When people think of themselves in terms of identity usually 



categories of this kind come to mind. 

Names may be classified, then, as unintentionally acquired identials. An 
individual's name is a cultural category given to him in infancy. It symbo
lises his unique and continuous identity. It is a cultural category too, usual
ly conveying information about the bearer's kinship, and frequently, also, 
about his ethnicity and religious affiliation. One most humiliating treat
ment is to deprive people of their names, in other words, of their identity. 

Man's age, the colour of his skin, and his sex, in certain cases his ethnicity 
as well, are inscribed in his body. In effect, the body is what is absolutely 
given. To some extent bodies may be shaped and fashioned. Man can build 
the muscles of his body, and he can slim. H e  can tattoo his skin and file his 
teeth. H e  can string the feet of infant girls so as to  prevent the normal 
growth of their feet. In some cultures the lips and the lobes of the ears are 
stretched by means of wooden plates. In numerous ways bodily appear
ances are modified. However, one thing is absolutely certain. Man can 
never escape from his body. H e  can not change the colour of his skin. 
Neither does he  have the power to alter his real age, or change his true 
sex. The length of his body, the colour of his skin, and, on the whole, 
everything relating to his bodily constitution may serve, and quite often 
does serve, as basic elements of identification. 

Man's body, however, is infinitely more than the colour of his skin and 
hair. Basically, his body is the vessel of subjectivity and individuality. Not 
only do his carriage, gait, gestures, movements, and facial expressions 
manifest his personal identity, but deeply rooted cultural attitudes as well. 

Identials, then, refer to  a series of structural properties and roles. They 
refer to what is essential, and to what is beneath or behind the presented 
or apparent being. They pertain to the substantive, not to say the substan
tial aspects of being. 

How does this relate to the notion of identity as a system of rules? What 
kind of rules are we referring to? 

In a metaphorical sense identity may be  conceived of as a "grammar". 
Social psychologists have pointed to  the affinity of identity to  language, 
and to its dependence upon language. This is evident in theories about the 
principles of categorisation. The metaphor is not chosen arbitrarily. 



Violation as an injustice 

To  violate a person may be to  do injustice to  him. We come up against a 
number of meanings. To do somebody injustice is to injure him, to oppress, 
persecute, torment, and pain him. Another line of associations leads on to  
a series of words which in some cases may be  thought of as similar to  the 
verb to harm, namely to  wrong, abuse, hurt, shock, and scandalise. Several 
senses of violation, then, are captured by the term injustice. One cluster of 
meanings focus upon unjust treatment. Another cluster of meanings focus 
upon the attribution of evil motives. 

To do injustice in the sense of wronging, hurting, and abusing someone has 
to  do with the attribution of evil, malevolent, harmful, or morbid motives 
to  him. It means t o  define him counter t o  his own personal views. The 
torturer's power to  enforce his definition upon an individual, in terms of 
what he  has done or not done, is almost unlimited. Torture is an instru
ment of making people confess things of which they are innocent. It is an 
instrument inducing them t o  deny their deepest convictions. It is an  in
strument capable of making them betray their own kin. 

It is understating the fact that torture does injustice to  people. Violating 
their human rights is done in a number of ways. It may be  occasioned on 
various grounds. The act of injustice may arise in the heat of an argument. 
In principle, however, it is a carefully calculated and planned deed. Tor
ture is to oppress, persecute, torment, and pain the other. It is a deliberate 
injustice done to  them, aimed at  tormenting them by means of carefully 
calculated effects. It is the very deliberateness and cunningness of the 
methods that distinguishes torture from maltreatment in general. 

The oppressed, persecuted, and tormented are  individuals involved in 
combating an oppressive regime, fighting for political autonomy for their 
people, or in one way or the other organising or assisting people of small 
means t o  make political demands. Increasingly, however, the victims of 
torture a re  recruited among people only expressing their sympathy for 
such aims. One objective of torture is t o  oppress large collectives. Its 
methods are  aimed a t  pressing the mechanisms of oppression into the  
victim's body and mind. Torture is a process of stigmatising and of igno
minious branding. Not only is the victim of torture injured in his, what shall 
I say, civilian identity. A new social identity is imposed upon him, the iden
tity of a torture victim. 



Thus, doing injustice to people in torture is to injure them. Once more we 
arrive at the interplay between the torturer and his victim. Sometimes the 
setting is arranged so as to resemble a judicial procedure. The point, then, 
is not that sadistic forces are let loose in torture. The interrogator can 
carry himself in a calm and outdistanced manner throughout the proce
dure. Rather, injustice manifests itself in the fact that the torturer recog
nises the legal procedure in words but renounces it in acts. In effect, the 
torturer violates every conception of justice, but maintains the fiction that 
what is taking place is the administration of justice. Ultimately, torture is 
about the demolition of convictions that society is founded upon coopera
tion, conflict resolution, common interests, and democratic participation. It 
is a matter of implanting the doctrine that might is right. 

In both of these senses, then, we are dealing with an attack upon individual 
social identity, in other words, upon the development of self-conceptions 
founded in social interaction. It is an attack upon the contents of identity, 
upon social categories so important to  self-conceptions - gender and eth
nicity, religion and political ideology, profession and social class. 

The surface structure: identity interactions and power 

A grammar may be defined as a set of rules outlining the construction of 
linguistically correct clauses and sentences. Grammar details the conditions 
in which the elements of language are related to each other, their declina
tion, their order, and so on. Accordingly, the metaphor of identity as a 
"grammar" represents the notion that it may be  viewed in terms of clauses 
which structure its elements in some particular order. The structural and 
processual aspects of identity must be interconnected in some way. 

In this section I will expound upon the  metaphor by introducing the  
concept of surface structure. Its counterpart, the deep structure, will be 
discussed later on. All the external manifestations of identity in speech and 
in acts are part of the surface structure. Adornment of the body, clothing, 
and other ways of displaying group membership and individuality are 
aspects of the surface structure. These elements, then, are metaphoric 
correspondences to  produced linguistic acts. Hence, the surface structure 
pertains to all those aspects of identity which are visible, audible, notice
able, and sensed. Language takes place in communication between speak
ers. A corresponding process applies to identity, sometimes accounted for 



in terms of impression management, identity administration, and identity 
negotiations. 

One significant part of social interaction concerns the image that one 
allows others to hold of oneself. Normally this mutual process of interac
tion is mingled with subtle, partly subconscious manipulations. Not only 
does it imply impression management and self presentations from the 
parties involved - emphasising information supporting one's identity claims, 
and understating other aspects. At the same time, each party tries to settle 
who the adversary is. If I am able to persuade the other to  assume a role, 
in some appropriate way supplementary t o  the image of myself I am 
conveying, then chances are that he will accept my image of myself. 

These processes do not occur blindly or implicitly. There is order and there 
are rules. However, the participants are not always capable of stating them 
correctly. 

Normal rules of interaction do seem to permit the attribution of certain 
types of traits to  oneself, whereas other traits may only be  suggested by 
others. People do not say just whatever occurs to them about themselves 
or about others. That is why the insult is insulting. It is a breach of the rule. 
It appears to be permissible to speak about oneself, but not about others, 
in terms of the past and the future. I may speak about my own background 
and my previous experiences, as well as about my intentions, without 
causing offence. However, if somebody else tells me who I am in these 
respects, it would be somewhat of an offensive intrusion into my privacy. 
One inquires about others' experiences and intentions. One does not 
announce them. On the other hand, I am not the one to judge the present-
oriented features of my character. This would seem presumptuous and 
should be left to others. Were this not the case, there would be no point in 
the compliment. 

What is permissible and what is not in presentations of self varies in differ
ent cultures, social classes, and age groups. Although many rules apply 
equally to men and women alike, quite a few do actually differ. 

In all interaction one imparts certain aspects of one's identity at the same 
time withholding others. This goes for the unique individual traits which 
distinguish me from everyone else, as well as for traits and attributes, 
memberships and affiliations that I share with many others. The concept of 



social identity is ambiguous and is employed by authors with a variety of 
different meanings. In this context social identity will be defined as the way 
in which an individual is identified by himself and by others in terms of 
broad, generally accepted social categories such as gender, age, profession, 
social class, ethnicity, nationality, political conviction, and religious faith. 

In a noteworthy article Schmitt (1972) examines how social identities are 
handled in interaction. She claims that social interaction never involves all 
of the various social identities of the participants. Each specific interac
tional situation develops focusing upon some particular social identity. To 
the participants it is a question of choosing an appropriate identity match
ing the interactional setting. However, other social identities are more or 
less salient, affecting interaction in relation to their degree of salience. 
Interactions in which the bulk of these other identities are only permitted 
to play a marginal role are designated as situations of identity segregation. 
When social identities are freely permitted to affect the interaction we 
have identity integration. One determining factor in interaction, then, is 
the degree of information about one's identity one is expected to and will
ing to present. Total identity segregation and total identity integration may 
be seen as polar opposites along the dimension of identity distance. 

According to this theory three different patterns of interaction may be  
specified: 1) Identity distance between the actors is insignificant - as in 
family life. 2) Identity distance is momentous - as when complete strangers 
meet. 3) Identity distance is unequally distributed in the situation - one 
party provides a lot of identity information whereas the other party with
holds information. Imbalance in the amount of identity information of
fered by the parties usually relates to cases where power over the situation 
is unequally distributed. Largely power over another is related t o  the 
control and regulation of identity information. 

Power, then, is a crucial aspect of social interaction. When the interacting 
parties negotiate their identities, power, whatever it is based upon, implies 
that the parties do not enjoy equal opportunities to assert their identities 
or to  contribute to  the definition of the situation. Power to  affect the 
interactional situation may be  founded in a variety of sources - prestige, 
status, attractiveness, knowledge, and physical superiority. Normally, the 
opportunities to affect interaction are fairly equally distributed among the 
parties. When, for some reason, this is not the case the situation may be 
conceived of as a just matching of strength or as a legitimate advantage to 



one of the parties. Usually this imbalance is not sufficiently great for the 
interaction to  lose its nature of negotiation, or to  turn it into a unilateral 
exercise of power. In the interactions of everyday life it is hard to  deter
mine which conditions are accepted as legitimate and unproblematical to  
the  inferior party, and which ones a re  experienced as illegitimate en
croachments. In social interaction man's identity is put t o  the  test. It is 
either confirmed or questioned. In relation to  others his self-conceptions 
develop and change. 

Torture may be  seen as an  identity interaction in which power over the  
setting is totally controlled by one party. Here identity distance represents 
the most unequal distribution of power conceivable. Essentially the tortur
e r  is completely anonymous. In some societies t h e  hangman's face  is 
concealed behind a mask or a hood. The victim's identity, on the other 
hand, is split open, pulled out, exposed, and desecrated. 

Violation in the sense of wounding and impairing 

The aim of torture is to wound. Victims are marked for life as a warning to 
others. These wounds are psychological. Identity is injured and self confi
dence is undermined. Many victims are  burdened with ever mounting 
feelings of guilt and constant feelings of shame. Many suffer from anxiety 
and night-mares. Modern torture employs a wide range of psychological 
methods to  mark its victims. Typically the victim is affected by being de
prived of his strength and denied his dignity. H e  is marked by psychological 
wounds that do  not necessarily show until years later. 

One sense of violating individual integrity, then, is to wound the other. To 
wound somebody means to  injure him, to  do him harm. The party respon
sible for wounding the other goes about it deliberately and in full aware
ness of how the wound is to  be brought about so as to maximise the effects. 
To wound a person is to inflict pain, suffering, and loss upon him. 

Some other words to consider in this context are to  ruin and to disfigure. 
These words imply the infliction of a wound that  destroys, deforms, or 
mutilates. Ruin is possible the  stronger word. It means to  devastate. It 
suggests the effect of something that not only causes the deterioration of 
strength, force, or value, but also the cause of the inevitable destruction. 
Possibly the violations to  individual integrity in torture and the inflicted 



pain could be referred to as the devastation of individual identity. 

In this sense of the word, violation, as it applies to torture represents an 
attack directed against the victim's sense of agency, that is to  say, the 
unmistakable experience in normal circumstances of being in command of 
oneself. It is an attack upon the victim's self-determination and upon his 
way of being. In the long run, the deliberate subjection to repeated physi
cal and mental assault, being deprived of the means to defend himself, will 
undermine the victim's sense of bodily control, and, in a wider respect, his 
sense of being the focal point of meaningful action. In short, violation to 
personal integrity in terms of wounding and impairing undermines the 
victim's sense of competence. 

To  be wounded is to  suffer overwhelming pain. Violation, as we have 
referred to it here, means being placed right next to death. Torture implies 
a discontinuity in l ife.  I t  is a b reach  in t h e  cont inuous flow of 
personal existence. 

The deep structure: driving forces and boundaries 

Beneath the surface manifestations of identity, returning once more to the 
metaphor, we find certain basic principles that all must be understood in 
terms of survival agencies. We are dealing with principles that are under
stood as the driving forces of human action. Many suggestions exist as to 
what exactly these driving forces of the identity process might be. Some 
believe that man's need of a positive self conception is one of these basic 
forces. Other related needs, such as recognition and self-respect, are 
mentioned too. In addition, the need of social belongingness and affinity to 
others is thought to be one of these basic needs and driving forces. 

I will briefly consider what is designated as the need of feeling distinctive 
or unique. It is a complex principle, for at the same we find a striving to  
resemble and imitate the ways of others. Thus, the principle relates to the 
foundations of identification as well as to  those of differentiation. In rela
tion to one's group - family, kin, clan, or whatever group of which an indi
vidual is an indisputable member - he does have, and must have, an indi
vidual distinctiveness. A person's unique individuality, then, emerges 
against a background of resemblance that he does in fact have to  others. 
The other side of the coin, resemblance to his group, whatever this resem-



blance may consist in, emerges in turn against a background of dissimilarity 
in relation to other groups. So in the context of group comparisons, one's 
own group is endowed with distinctiveness. The need for distinctiveness, 
which may be understood as a determination of similarities and dissimilari
ties, is a driving force of identification and differentiation, fundamental as 
they are to the ways in which we conceive of the individual. One might put 
it like this. The positive experience of being unique and distinctive rests 
secure in the knowledge that there is similarity as well. Distinctiveness does 
not challenge similarity, rather it presupposes it. 

This is the normal state. What happens to  identity when the bonds to  
family and kin are broken by enforced isolation? What happens when one 
is seized by doubt? The answer is fairly obvious. When collective aspects of 
identity are impoverished, the individual ones are weakened too. Torture 
victims' experiences are never easy to share. How does one speak about 
unbearable pain and unendurable humiliation so that others will under
stand? Feelings of shame, guilt, and anxiety intervene. The torture victim 
isolates his experiences. Consequently he  is isolated from others who 
cannot really comprehend what he has been through. These difficulties of 
communication take place long after he has been released. So, in this way 
the effects of torture persist. These effects are reproduced long after the 
treatment has ceased. The specific distinctiveness conferred upon the 
torture victim is not based upon the confirmation of similarity. It derives 
from dissimilarity. It is a stigmatisation. 

One most obvious example of identity rules at the level of the deep struc
ture is sexuality as a biological drive and psychosocial force. Male and 
female identity bear upon the deep core of self-conceptions. In sexuality 
the most profound mutual tenderness may be expressed. And yet, in sex
uality the most bare power relations between individuals and between the 
sexes may be revealed too. Sexuality is associated with desire and, at the 
same time, with pain. It touches upon the most down-to-earth and con
crete of experiences. In it the millions upon millions of years of evolution 
reverberate. Moreover, it touches upon the most secret and well guarded 
domains of imagination, actually the fountain-head of creativity. In more 
than one sense, then, sexuality is transcending. It reflects rules pertaining 
to the very boundaries of identity to the external world. 

Sexuality can be  the finest expression of individual integrity, and, as a 
consequence thereof, it may be  employed for  the  coarsest atrocities 



committed against fellow human beings. Not only is sexuality a biological 
drive and a psychological source of strength. It is a social force closely 
associated to man's conceptions of holiness. It is not by coincidence, then, 
that rites of initiation found in many cultures are directly, or indirectly, 
linked to sexual symbolism. In short, sexuality relates to the integrity of the 
individual and to the integration of society. 

An individual human being always occupies physical space in his capacity 
as a material body, if I may say so, wherever he  might be in his thoughts. 
This physical space is always larger than the volume of air forced out by his 
material body. We refer to it as personal space. In different stages of life, 
in different social classes and cultures, the extension of this close space 
varies. In various situations and in relations to different people personal 
space can be  contracted or expanded. Not only does personal space 
symbolise, indeed it is, personal integrity. Defence of personal space per
tains to principles belonging to identity's deep structure. 

Violation as intrusion and transgression 

Finally, to  violate personal integrity means to intrude and transgress. We 
find a series of more or less synonymous words; to  intrude, transgress, 
trespass, encroach, infringe, breach etc. However, I will dwell upon the 
concepts of intrusion and transgression. They shed light upon the essential 
nature of the injury. 

To  intrude means to  encroach upon another's property or his rights, t o  
misuse his benevolence, to transgress prescribed boundaries. One meaning 
refers to  transgressions into or encroachments upon another's rights. In 
this sense intrusion means an encroachment that is unwarranted or inde
fensible, unjustifiable or objectionable. Encroachment points to the gradu
al or stealthy entrance upon another's territory. Or it may refer to  the 
assumption of another's rights or possessions. We find a related meaning 
in the intrusion as an entrenchment. In this case the main point, then, is 
not so much the illegality of the intrusion as the sense of grabbing or dig
ging in to what belongs to  another. An even stronger sense is intrusion as 
an invasion, that is to say a definite entrance into the territory or the rights 
of another, done with hostile intent. 

Victims of torture are members of the political opposition themselves, or 



maybe they sympathise with it without actually being personally involved. 
In some countries the opposition is recruited mainly from oppressed ethnic 
or territorial minorities. The geographic extension of Kurdistan, for in
stance, includes parts of Turkey, Syria, Iraq, and Iran. The presence of 
these states upon Kurdish territory is perceived by the Kurdish people as 
an occupation and an intrusion of their right to  national sovereignty. 
Warfare, staged by the Turkish army in Kurdish parts, is regarded as an 
invasion and a siege of Kurdish territory. There are numerous examples of 
similar invasions. The Ethiopian state is at war with the Eritrean liberation 
movement, the Indian military forces laid siege to the holy Sikh temple in 
Amritsar, and in a massive military effort the Soviet armed forces occupied 
central parts of Afghanistan. There is not the slightest doubt as t o  the 
identities of the invaded territory and the invading power. 

Elsewhere the opposition is not combating a foreign power of occupation 
but a domestic oppressive regime. Primarily the opposition is not an ethnic 
or territorial minority but the political resistance movement. Its objectives 
may be  social reforms, land reforms, economic redistribution, human 
rights, and democracy. It is opposed to the dictatorial regime, the power of 
which is not the will of the people but the force based on the superior arms 
of the military and the police. 

Then, what territory was the Pinochet-regime encroaching upon? The 
Chilean soil was not invaded, but rather the bodies of the torture victims. 
Literally speaking, torture is an encroachment upon and an invasion of 
peoples' flesh and blood. This invasion is concrete and physical, symbolic 
and mental. 

In the first stage the physical invasion is a transgression of personal space. 
The first step is simple. It is to deprive the detainee of his clothing. The 
next step involves penetrating bodily orifices, the mouth, the vagina, the 
anus. This invasion is perpetrated by forcing objects of various kinds into 
these apertures. The objects employed might be anything from cathodes to 
broken bottles. In one sense the bodily regions under attack by the torturer 
may be regarded as indicators of sensitivity. 

At a later stage the encroachments may be directed against parts of the 
body lacking orifices or hollows. In torture these regions are exposed to 
burning cigarette butts, branding irons, or, again, electric current. The 
boundary layers of the body, the skin, is punctured and partly destroyed. 



Individuals suffering obvious lesions and scars to their skin as a result of 
torture are not always released. The scars from burning cigarettes are 
evidence of torture. Sometimes these victims, nevertheless, are set free. 
Their very presence contributes to spreading knowledge of the rule of 
terror. However, the nature of terror implies that some are not supposed 
to be released. One is never to  know what fate is in store. What actually 
happens to those who are not released we do not know for certain. But 
evidence of massive liquidations are discovered at  times. Thousands of 
people in Argentina disappeared during the years the junta was in power. 
Hundreds of mutilated, maimed, and stabbed bodies were found floating 
down the river bordering to  Uruguay. Massive experiences of this kind 
were made during the Stalin era in Eastern Europe, during the Nazi rule of 
terror, in Uganda during the rule of Idi Amin, and in Pol Pot's Campu-
chea. We are entitled to assume that the invasion does not stop at the acts 
of penetrating the bodily orifices, or injuring the surface layers of the skin. 
Those who are doomed to  die are subjected to knives penetrating their 
arms, legs, and trunk. Bodies are mutilated. They are penetrated by bullets. 

Encroachments of bodily boundaries - at first being detained, then being 
deprived of one's clothing, and finally being subjected to the penetration 
of orifices and skin - touch upon identity and integrity in a total sense. The 
fact that others forcefully possess my body because of their physical supe
riority means that they have taken possession of my presentation to  the 
world and my area of contact with it. Because they possess my body, my 
identity is essentially in their power. What I can do on a mental level is to 
alienate myself from my body, that is to retreat further back in to  my own 
territory. I set the  boundaries further in t o  make them inaccessible. In 
effect, I use the tactics of the burned soil, that is to destroy the links to my 
body. 

The identity process 

It is now time to  piece together the elements of the identity grammar. 
What follows is merely a sketch. The metaphor cannot be pursued at any 
greater length. It does not hold good in all respects. 

The human body, the unintentionally acquired idential par excellence, 
pertains to the structural aspects of identity. Intentionally acquired and 
intentionally attained identials are mentioned in this chapter as well. They 



denote the roles and affiliations which in a wide sense structure identity in 
interaction. These identials are the stuff, material, and substantive ele
ments of identity. In other words, we may refer to them as the "substan
tives" or "nouns" of identity. They constitute identity's various kinds and 
categories. They pertain to its contents. Torture consistently attacks these 
substantive elements. 

Moreover, we may distinguish "adjectives" and "pronouns" of identity. The 
adjectives relate to  the contents of identity too, but in a descriptive, and, 
above all, in an evaluative sense. A positive self conception, a sound self-
confidence, a secure identity, along with their polar opposites, are some of 
the adjectives familiar to us. Pronouns of identity play an essential part in 
many theories. Just think of the immense importance of concepts such as 
the Ego and the Id to  the psychodynamic school of thought. Think of 
everything that is written about the reflexive self. And think again of the 
subtle but essential distinction between I and me suggested by George 
Herbert Mead. 

In this section I will discuss what might be called the "verbs" of identity, 
that is to say, the processing aspects of identity. 

Every individual human being shows unmistakable physical traits in his 
facial features, bodily structure, and voice, which distinguish him from all 
others, and make him into the unique being he is. The human body devel
ops and ages. It changes with time. Yet the individual "gestalt" remains. 
The unique configuration of typical traits transcends changes due to the 
aging processes. The very same thing applies to identity. The unique con
figuration of self determinations enjoys a continuity withstanding the 
ravages of time. I am one and the same from birth until death. I am the 
one I am, the one I was, and the one I am going to be. But at the very same 
time the life long process of aging implies that identity develops, changes, 
and is restructured. I am not  a child any more, but as yet, I have not 
reached old age. 

The verbs of identity pertain to these processing aspects of identity. State
ments about somebody's identity, whether they be self-definitions or defi
nitions imposed by others, may make use of practically any verb. What I 
suggest, however, is that literal statements of identity in ordinary language 
may be rephrased in clauses using one of the three crucial identity verbs; to 
be, to have, or to do. 



The first verb - to be - applies to existential temporal relations. It subsumes 
the totality of memories of the past and intentions directed towards the 
future. The verb to have pertains to processes of externalising and interna
lising identities in interactions with the social and material worlds. The 
verb to do concerns the relations of movement. It is the category of action, 
and, above all, of the body. Continuity and change throughout the course 
of man's life, tensions between the internal and external fixed points of 
identity in interaction, and the transcending and creative bodily actions are 
the very foundations of existence and identity. Time, space, and movement 
are the basic dimensions of identity. 

What does the verb to have imply in this context? Superficially it suggests 
owning, possessing, and claiming. In a deeper sense it is the category relat
ed to the subsistence and continuity of life. Thus, to have represents every
thing that is necessary for life to have its course. It represents the external-
isation of identity in objects and things with which one surrounds oneself, 
in short, everything that might be termed socio-matter. A number of things 
with which I surround myself are invested with meaning especially signifi
cant to my identity. But I invest my identity in people close to  me as well -
my family, kin, friends, colleagues, and antagonists. In this respect, a recip
rocal, sometimes even a symbiotic, system of identity confirmations 
evolves. I will confine myself to the simpler aspects, that is to say, the in
vestments of identity in objects and things with which I surround myself. 

People disclose their identities in their clothing. In fact, clothes are part of 
man's external identity. Garments express the bearer's individuality and his 
unique traits, as well as his collective affiliations. Clothing reflects a per
son's cultural habitat, his sex and age, and his place in time. 

In much the same way adornments of the body may be regarded as materi
alisations and externalisations of identity. Tattoos, for instance, may be  
conceived of as a "clothing" imprinted upon the very body itself. In itself 
the tattoo is nothing but a colouring agent induced in the skin. In itself it 
lacks significance. But then we never perceive a tattoo in isolation. We see 
an individual who is tattooed. 

One significant aspect of identity externalisation applies to one's domicile. 
One's home is saturated with identity meaning. Its ingrained everyday 
objects, used and employed, or serving as decorations and fronts, represent 
root-fibres to the semi-conscious aspects of human existence. Above all, 



one's dwellings confer stability and continuity to existence. In my neigh
bourhood I myself, and members of my family, belong to various formal 
and informal social networks. We recognise the importance of bonds of 
friendship and general neighbourhood relations. In local society we are 
linked to  the church, some to  political parties, organisations, and other 
offshots from the infrastructure of society at large. Furthermore recogni
tions and casual contacts, continuously confirmed in mutual greetings, fuel 
our identity externalisation. 

Life in the environment of home is, of course, most essential to  personal 
identity. Even the purely physical surroundings - the well-known buildings, 
the familiar streets, and the close scenery - are firm points of fundamental 
importance when it comes to getting one's bearings and finding one's way 
through existence. All these details give meaning to the concept of homeli
ness. They are fixed bases in existence serving as backgrounds for memo
ries and recapitulations of personal biography. Thus, one's home and its 
immediate surroundings are bases for individual activity. 

These external points of identity fixation - in clothing, in one's home, and 
even in environments at a further distance from bodily existence - materia
lise tradition and renewal, continuity across the generations as well as 
individually distinctive traits. They express identity, but turn back on it as 
well. Clothes make the man. Man interacts with his material and social 
environment. H e  shapes it, but is fashioned by it in turn. H e  conquers the 
world at the same time as he is absorbed by it. In these complex processes 
society and culture are reproduced. Thus, the process inevitably brings 
about recurrent interactions with others, constantly with family members 
and occasionally with those who only by chance enter the outskirts of one's 
personal domains of existence. Mutual definitions of one another are 
tested. Identities are negotiated in self presentations and in impression 
management, in interpretations and in attributions. 

What does all this mean in the torture setting. The victim is detained and 
imprisoned. He is deprived of the physical and social environment carrying 
his signature. In torture he is deprived of the last protective coat between 
his body and the torturer's implements, weapons, and gazes, his clothing. 
The bare desolation of the torture victim, seriously impairing identity's 
means to externalise itself, rebounds on the internalising processes. When 
the fixed external points are wrenched away, the internal ones are weak
ened as a consequence. To  be  naked is t o  surrender oneself. In love 



nakedness is a giving of confidence. Being deprived of one's clothing by 
force and against one's will is an act, in the world of the torturer, revolving 
around the symbolism of exposure. Since the resistance movement will not 
permit itself to be exposed, then, at least, the detainee can be exposed. So, 
if clothes are a mask, then enforced nakedness is an unmasking. 

There is another point to make. One consequence of being detained, 
tortured, and imprisoned as a member of the resistance is that flight and 
thereafter an existence in exile emerge as compelling preconditions for 
survival. As a rule, life in exile involves great mental strains. The resistance 
movement of which the victim has paid an exceedingly high price to be 
part fades away. Externalising one's identity in the cause, in the political 
life of one's native country, in the companionship of opposition are drasti
cally reduced in exile. Enforced flight and exile turn into the extended arm 
of torture. 

In normal circumstances of life man has an approximate and intuitive idea 
about the span of remaining time allotted to him - granted that accidents 
or other unforeseen events do not extinguish his life suddenly without 
warning. Being subjected to torture implies that the presence of death 
suddenly, and without any real forewarning, overwhelms the mind. It 
means that normal anticipation, long-term plans, and preparations for 
actions that have not yet been realised, essentially the result of the one I 
am and the one I have been, in a short lapse of time are thwarted. Almost 
inevitably the intuitive feeling of the extension of one's future is reduced 
from tens of years to a matter of days and hours, or in the very worst 
stages, to minutes and seconds. The future is cut off. Pain, isolation, and 
the torturer's complete indifference, contribute to the fact that the victim's 
grasp of his past is harrowed. Memories fade away. Everything turns black. 

The order of time, and the individual's identity throughout the course of 
time, is rooted in the very same basic premise, namely that causal chains 
are not closed. This means that an event cannot directly or by way of 
mediating events be the cause of itself. This very structure of causality, 
then, is a basic premise for individual identity as well. A person cannot 
meet himself at an earlier or later stage of existence. Encountering oneself 
can only be done in consciousness, in the confrontation of the images of 
memory. 

Experiences of life, added on every day, are stored in memory and increase 



in importance. Continuously they create new opportunities for identity. 
Some memories fade out being replaced by new ones. Others maintain 
their luminosity throughout the years. In this context, to be represents the 
fact that experiences lived through during the course of life are the con
stant subject of interpretations and reinterpretations - consciously and 
subconsciously. Personal biography is constantly rewritten, so t o  say. 
Previous experiences and truths are awarded new meanings in light of 
more recent events. What one experiences at these later points in time are 
what they are mainly because the earlier experiences were comprehended 
the way the were when they occurred. 

The verb to be represents the process in which the changing experiences of 
life, in small matters as well as in large ones, are pieced together into 
wholes. It may be resembled to an ever expanding mosaic, growing by the 
addition of new elements while still preserving its overall image. My most 
immediate experience is a flowing of time from the fountain of the present 
into the past and into the future. The present is always right here. In con
sciousness, the past is a past made present in memory, the future a future 
made present in anticipation. Phenomenologically, the present is not just 
this split second lost and gone for ever, the moment I think of it as "just 
now". The present is the totality of an act, as conceived by consciousness. 
The past retained and the future anticipated are incorporated by percep
tion and reflection with the  idea of what actually is present. In other 
words, the present is an island of time, quite clear in its central region, 
blurred at the edges as one act gradually transforms into another. 

Individuals who are tortured, it appears, have a problematic and compli
cated relationship to time. One of the aims of treatment is to bring about 
the conditions for a better relationship to one's own temporality. Ultimate
ly the aim must be to reconstruct the past and to bring about a confidence 
in the future. A troublesome relationship to time, such as finding problems 
to remember and place important events of experience in time, indicates 
that identity and self-conceptions are lacerated. In the reconstruction of 
personal biography essential, but anguished, experiences are missing, 
because they are repressed more or less completely from conscious 
thought. Paradoxical as it may seem, the victim's troublesome relationship 
to time may actually be due to the fact that he has survived. Mock execu
tions, a frequent means of mental torture, is known to be one of the most 
traumatic experiences of all. 



Faced with imminent death every human being prepares himself. Obvious
ly, the act of preparation varies. One universal theme, evidently an existen
tial necessity, is the recapitulation of one's life, in other words, the final 
survey and sorting of the material of experience. To all appearances this 
flashback may be  condensed to  a matter of minutes or  possibly even to  
seconds. In other circumstances it is a process considerably more extended 
in time - weeks, months, or maybe even years. Another existential theme of 
preparation in the face of death is parting with one's body, dissolving the 
tight bonds between the body and the mind. Liberation of the soul from 
the perishable body is a theme in innumerable myths and religious beliefs. 
One existential theme, preoccupying young people facing imminent death, 
seems to be the symbolic anticipation and condensation in imagination of 
t he  normal, and otherwise expected remaining experiences of life. 
When death sets in the young person nevertheless has lead and fulfilled his 
duties of life. In his own mind he will not die prematurely. 

Faced with imminent execution the prisoner prepares himself. But death 
does not set in. Instead he finds himself in a kind of existential vacuum, in 
which the bonds to  life, to  the past, to  the future, and to his body, are 
severed in a symbolic sense. Having no  "future", having no "past, and 
having no "body", the victim of the mock execution finds himself in a posi
tion where his acts lack reference as well as meaning. Here we approach 
the third verb mentioned in the introduction of this section. 

What is the significance for identity of the verb to do? To do is the catego
ry of action and creativity. Life is a process in time during which man 
moves out towards the world and incorporates it. Identity is a life-long 
activity and a creative process. It concerns small scale actions as well as 
large scale ones, short-termed actions as well as long-termed ones. Actions 
affect, and in turn are affected by, reflection, planning, and considerations 
of means and objectives. Action is transcending. 

Man proves his identity in action. The reason for this is that what once is 
done cannot be undone, however much one regrets one's venture. This is 
so because action involves the body. One might think that the body serves 
as an instrument for action. That, however, is an erroneous conclusion. 
Actions frequently presuppose movements and activity, but action is never 
pure activity or pure movement. Action is the integrated expression of 
intention and judgment. To  refrain from actively intervening when an 
intervention is called for, whatever the reason may be, is an act as well. 



Opportunities differ for people to affect their life situation at large. The 
weight of social structures, political power relations, and economic re
sources affect people's means most differently. Things that for some social 
strata, groups, or individuals may be  resources and opportunities are 
obstacles and constraints to others. For those who have access to resources 
and who can cope with their life conditions, it does seem germane to  
regard identity as an agency and a capacity to act. For others the condi
tions of life may imply powerlessness, the incapacity to act, and patiency, 
whether these conditions depend upon external constrictions to the free
dom of action or result from a lack of self-confidence. 

Torture is an extreme experience in which man's agency and freedom of 
movement are restricted to the greatest possible extent. The victim is at the 
mercy of the other. H e  is effectively prevented from defending himself 
through action. His defences, sooner or later necessarily coming into force 
in order for him not to succumb, are psychological. They are the only ones 
inaccessible to the torturer. To steel oneself means symbolically to equip 
oneself with an armour of muscular tensions encompassing the internal 
and vulnerable regions of the body. Gradually, as this defence is broken 
down by the unparalleled strains of torture the defences are moved further 
in. This may imply to divorce oneself psychologically from one's body. One 
of the devastating long-term effects of torture is ambivalence in action, to 
say, that is, to will one thing and at the same time willing the opposite, to 
commence upon a goal directed action but immediately backing out of it. 

The aim of torture is to pacify and break down the agency of those who 
are  everything but  pacified. The aim is t o  break the  individual will in 
people for whom political will is a necessary constituent of individual and 
collective survival in dignity. Here we approach the subject theme ad
dressed in the following chapter - the preconditions and purposes of will. 

The identity processes, as described by the verbs to have, to be, and to do, 
represent transformations from the deep structure of drives and needs to 
the surface structure of identity matter and identity stuff. Torture is an 
attack directed against all levels of identity - the identials and interactional 
conditions of the surface structure, the drives and delineations of the deep 
structure, and the processes which transform the deep down conditions to 
the surface where they become salient, apprehensible, and evident. 



The obliterated grammar 

This chapter is an  attempt to  show how violations to  personal integrity in 
torture thoroughly and efficiently tatter and tear essential aspects of man's 
self conceptions and identity. Scarry maintains that physical pain decon
structs language. This is so because the experience of intense pain - pain as 
a state of consciousness - will not let itself be phrased in terms of language. 
Even the pains to which each and everyone is exposed in the minor casual
ties of everyday life lead to  an immediate sensation of bodily presence. The 
outcome of being subjected t o  intense and deliberately inflicted pain for 
destructive purposes in a situation of total powerlessness is that the victim 
is violently thrust back to more primitive levels of functioning. 

The experience of violation, however, is accessible for descriptions in 
language. Dictionaries abound with examples of meanings and synonyms. 
One  interpretation, immediately suggesting itself, is that violating the 
integrity of one another is something that people not only frequently do, 
but, furthermore, it is something they talk about. Violations of integrity 
can solely b e  interactional. Violations of personal integrity can only b e  
brought about by others. Violation is intentional and deliberate. It can be  
performed in numerous ways, but it is always accompanied by language. 
Thus, language is open to  the description of violation. People do indeed 
subject each other to physical pain, and in this sense pain is an interaction
al phenomenon too. Primarily, however, pain belongs to the internal world 
of consciousness. 

Violation of integrity in torture is all-encompassing. It surpasses any other 
kind of demeaning, degrading, or  humiliating treatment. It is an  attack 
upon exactly everything relating to  civilisation, human kindness, compas
sion, solidarity, and love. There is not one humanitarian value or symbol 
that  it refrains from employing t o  insult, offend, or  defame the  torture 
victim. Not only are  the  acts of violation the  deliberate destruction of 
individual adult identity. These acts undermine the identity process as a 
whole, that is t o  say, the "grammar" of piecing together the experiences of 
life t o  self-conceptions and self-definitions. The extreme violations of 
integrity in torture are aimed at  impairing the individual's sense of being 
the locus of his experiences and acts. Regretfully torturers all too often 
succeed, although we should be  reminded that they do sometimes fail in 
their quest. Some victims are  able t o  mobilise extraordinary sources of 
strength to  resist and endure. The violations of integrity in torture serve to  



break down the personal overall image of an individual, having a past and 
a future, having a network of social relations, having the power to  act and 
defend whatever he believes in and is dear to him. One might put it, then, 
that violations in torture fragment identity. 

The links between process and content are broken. The attacks directed 
against the individual's intentionally acquired identials have repercussions 
on the processes which deal with his "having". The attacks upon the indi
vidual's intentionally attained identials injure the processes which deal with 
his "doing". And the attacks directed against man's unintentionally ac
quired identials undermine the processes related to  "being". And vice 
versa. 

In order not to succumb t o  the extreme stress and pain in torture one 
ultimate defence is resorted to. That is t o  dissociate the mind (or soul) 
from the body. This is, if you like, the veritable deconstruction of the iden
tity of psyche and soma. One long-term effect of torture is chronic pain, 
and frequently, diffuse aches: head-aches, pains in one's feet, shoulders, 
back, neck, and other parts of the body. These pains, seldom being found
ed in discernible lesions to bodily tissue, may be interpreted as "reminders" 
of the body's existence. Post-traumatic pain of this kind may be interpreted 
as an expression of the frail links remaining between the body and the 
mind. Pain functions as the interconnecting agent. 

These post-traumatic pains, however, may also b e  interpreted as the  
embodied experience of violations to integrity. Severe acts of violation 
fragment the victim's identity. Sexual abuse, filth, forced confessions of 
acts of which one is innocent, brainwashing focusing upon the idea of 
betrayal, being forced to make impossible choices, being impressed with 
the idea that the assault, torture, and rape of kin depends upon answers 
already given, or just about to be given, inevitably creates immense feelings 
of guilt and self accusations. It makes little difference that objectively I lack 
the power to affect the situation. It is part of the torturer's plan to implant 
the belief in me that had I answered otherwise, or acted differently, the 
outcome would have been another one. 

These acts of violation represent an attack upon the victim's soul, identity, 
and mind. The functional defences to which I have access in normal condi
tions of life are usually quite insufficient in torture. Bettelheim accounts 
for how prisoners in Nazi concentration camps resorted to defences on a 



very primitive level of functioning. He  details the defence known as "iden
tification with the aggressor". The most far-reaching of these defences is to 
turn oneself into nothing. Being nobody I no longer can be intimidated. In 
other words, this mode of existence corresponds to total apathy, merely an 
inch from death. Malnutrition, assault, and diseases in the Nazi concentra
tion camps occasioned very high death tolls among those inmates who 
were not sent directly to the gas chambers. A considerable number of 
deaths, however, must also be  attributed to  the total apathy among so 
many of the inmates. 

Still testimonies are given by people who against all odds survived the 
terrors of the concentration camps. Deep down, in the very core of their 
souls, they must have had some small spark of a will to live. In these indi
viduals apathy was not all-encompassing, just almost so. It might be that in 
the most critical of situations they managed to mobilise their very last re
serves, judge the situation correctly, and, with a good share of luck, they 
survived. 

Repeated severe violations to an individual's integrity, understood in terms 
of a tearing apart  of the  identity grammar, may produce almost total 
apathy. Apathy of this kind is not the subject of descriptions in language. 
Part of the apathetic feeling itself is an unwillingness, or rather, a resigna
tion to communicate with others. We see this apathy in signals from the 
body. It is not by pure chance, then, that chronic pain so many victims of 
torture suffer from years after the trauma is located to  certain recurrent 
regions of the body. 

Pain in the feet is obviously the outcome of prolonged and frequent beat
ings of the soles of the victim's feet, a treatment sometimes designated as 
"falanga". These pains, however, may also be  regarded as an indication of 
violated integrity. The soles of the feet represent the body's area of contact 
with the ground, symbolically suggesting the fact of being grounded in 
reality, something that is denied the torture victim. Symbolically, the inabil
ity to walk implies problems of making decisions about matters in everyday 
life. Pains in the neck are, of course, caused by muscular tensions. But they 
have symbolic meanings as well. A person who feels pride in himself keeps 
his head high. Stooped heads are the image of subservience and oppres
sion. Heads, bowed down or turned away, may also express feelings of 
shame. Pains in the back, from which so many suffer today, have a number 
of neurological and physiological causes. However, the stooping back is 



also a symbol of heavy burdens, sufferings, and fear. In the world of sym
bols, a straight back represents boldness, courage, and straightforwardness. 
The dispirited person, the fragmented identity, is expressed by the body in 
a hunched up carriage. Feelings of guilt are embodied in the glassy stare or 
by the averted eyes. Resolution suggests itself in somatic stability - a firm 
hand-shake, a determined gait, and distinct facial expressions. Problems of 
coordinating bodily movements suggest a lack of integration in the mental 
sphere. A bodily spinelessness, indistinct facial expressions, and gloomy 
eyes symbolically represent a fragmented identity, one of the aftermaths of 
the profound and prolonged violations in torture. 

Enjoying a sense of self-respect and competence, being in control of one's 
life and being able to  integrate life experiences, along with their polar 
opposites, may be seen in, and on, the human body. 





WILL 

Introduction 

In our discussion of how the severe acts of violation in torture affect 
people, and how identity is brought to harm, comments upon one essential 
concept are missing, namely the concept of integrity. It serves as a primi
tive, a foundation upon which the analysis is brought back. A person's 
integrity is closely linked to his identity. However, it is erroneous to claim 
that identity is integrity, and vice versa. Rather, integrity is an essential 
aspect of identity. Violating an individual's integrity means to disregard his 
identity. In normal circumstances, the opposite, to confirm his identity 
means to respect his integrity. However, integrity does not have any con
tent comparable to the identials of identity. Neither is integrity a matter of 
processes in time or space. Integrity is not something you can have more or 
less of. It is like human dignity. According to the United Nations' Declara
tion of the Human Rights each and every human being is born with the 
very same definite dignity. It is a different matter that respect for human 
dignity - and integrity - is not observed in some states and societies. 

Etymologically the term integrity stems from the Latin word integritas, 
derived from integer, its meaning being whole, undamaged, untouched. 
Other words, derived from the same stem, are integrate, integrating, and 
integration, having various specific meanings in disciplines such as mathe
matics, economy, sociology, and psychology. The general meaning of the 
word integration suggests coordination and incorporation. 

The concept of integration applies to several branches of psychology. One 
definition suggests that "integration is an organic or mental process in 
which a structure or a context is shaped out of details previously being 
separate. It may relate to an act of perception or a to process in personali
ty development. The opposite is disintegration, decomposition" (Egidius 
1978). In clinical psychology one may run into phrases such as "an integrat
ed personality", even a "well integrated personality". These concepts do not 
directly relate to the term integrity, apart from the fact, possibly, that an 
individual who is functioning well in a psychological sense, in other words 
having an integrated personality, may find it easier to assert or defend his 
integrity than one who suffers from psychological or emotional problems. 



Erik H. Erikson makes use of the concept of integrity, in his theory Ego-
integrity, to  designate the final stage of man's identity development. Its 
polar contrast is despair. According to  Erikson's theory, Ego-integrity 
represents man's final acceptance of the fact that his life turned out to be 
what it is. The concept denotes a general overview attained in old age of 
life's diverse experiences. Once this stage of identity development is 
reached death no longer is feared. On the other hand, fear of the inevita
ble end means suffering from an existential despair. Remaining time is too 
brief to  commence upon new existential projects. In a sense Erikson's 
concept of Ego-integrity is akin to the term integration found in clinical 
psychology. Integration designates the ultimate synthesis and coordination 
of the materials of experience. Erikson's ideas are worth considering, but 
this sense of the concept is not the one I am seeking. 

I believe human integrity first of all is a relational concept. Integrity is 
expressed and manifested in relation to others, be they individuals, groups, 
collectives, institutions, organisations, states, or supranational associations. 
In the last resort it is a moral and legal concept related to conceptions of 
man's inherent and indisputable dignity. According to  the democratic 
creed human dignity applies equally to each and every one regardless of 
age, sex, race, colour, religion, ethnicity, or social position. Ultimately, 
legislation in democratic societies has to be founded upon this notion. 

In a basic sense every culture and every society needs to regulate the forms 
of human interaction. Essential norms in all cultures and societies serve 
this purpose. Individuals departing from these norms have to anticipate 
formal or informal sanctions of various kinds. Disapproval, repudiation, 
discrimination, and loss of status are examples of informal sanctions which 
may be very painful indeed. Every society also codifies certain essential 
norms in law - holy law. 

"You shall have no other Gods before me. You shall not make for yourself 
an idol. You shall not misuse the name of the Lord, your God. Remember 
the Sabbath day by keeping it holy. Honour your father and your mother. 
You shall not murder. You shall not commit adultery. You shall not steal. 
You shall not give false testimony against your neighbour. You shall not 
covet your neighbour's house. You shall not covet your neighbour's wife, 
or  his manservant or  maidservant, his ox or donkey, or anything that  
belongs to your neighbour". 



The first four commandments establish the relationship of the individual to 
God. The remaining ones rule peoples' relationships to one another. The 
first four define the authority and the significance of the law. Breaches of 
the latter six commandments are equally grave offences as breaches of the 
first four. The Ten Commandments is but one example of an essential law 
serving to protect man's integrity, as one might put it today. 

We should note, in passing, that the concept of integration is furnished 
with a number of meanings in sociology. The most frequent usage is to 
designate the fact that various social strata (social classes, ethnic groups, 
and minorities) live in society at  large in a working relationship to  each 
other. The concept implies that they are accepted and treated equally as 
others. The polar opposite of sociological integration in this sense is segre
gation. Distantly this concept is related to the meanings I am seeking. In 
some circumstances, far-reaching sociological segregation may be regarded 
as opposed to the idea of respecting the integrity of each and all. However, 
sociological integration does not necessarily imply the affirmation of integ
rity. 

Integrity 

In everyday language we find several closely related semantic meanings of 
the term integrity. Let us examine them. 

1. The first meaning is integrity as inviolability. Integrity is that which 
cannot be or may not be violated. We find the same idea, then, as suggest
ed in the previous chapter, that is to  say, understanding violation as an 
attack upon man's identity, the  foundation of which is integrity. Our 
approach, however, is from the opposite direction, so to  say. In other 
words, torture may be viewed as a violation of the inviolable. Indeed, this 
phrasing is a measure of the gravity of the encroachment, but it does not 
bring us any closer to an understanding of what human integrity might be. 

2. Other meanings are found by listing a series of synonyms and analogous 
concepts. A number of words are placed on an equal footing with honesty; 
sincerity, uprightness, open-heartedness, frankness, openness, candour, 
susceptibility, straightforwardness, trustworthiness, reliability, credibility, 
and truthfulness. According to  my feeling for language integrity is not 
identical to honesty, sincerity, uprightness, etc. We might put it that one 



who is endowed with integrity does not act dishonestly, insincerely, etc. 
Accordingly, honesty, and all the other related attitudes, may serve as 
indicators of an individual's integrity. I think most people would agree with 
the proposition that we hardly attribute any deeper sense of moral integri
ty to one who acts dishonestly out of deliberation and sordid gain. 

There are other synonyms. Sometimes integrity implies carefulness or 
perfection. In some contexts it may suggest conscientiousness or deliber-
ateness. Additional meanings within this large category of connotations are 
purity, simplicity, virtue, goodness, decency, and modesty. In short, they 
refer to man's attitude to the tasks, demands, and conditions of life. In this 
sense, integrity is compatible with simplicity and modesty, even humble
ness, I might add. My thoughts go to Mahatma Gandhi. I am inclined to 
regard integrity in this moral sense as inconsistent with hypocrisy, preten
tiousness, showing off, and boastfulness. The common denominator of all 
these aspects of integrity is, then, that they pertain to  the fact of being 
honest to oneself and in relation to others. 

3. Quite a different angle to the concept is provided by the synonyms relat
ed to the notion of guiltlessness, a theme with variations expressed among 
other things by the  words blamelessness, unimpeachability, and irre-
proachability. In a general sense these words refer to how the individual is 
regarded by others. In this sense, then, an individual's integrity is reflected 
to a certain extent in how he is seen by others. Let me put it that what he is 
in the eyes of others is important to his integrity. Others confirm or deny 
his integrity. This group of meanings may be summarised by the concepts 
of respect, honour, and credit. Being treated disrespectfully, being de
prived of one's honour and credit, means to  have one's integrity chal
lenged. 

4. Dictionaries suggest a number of scattered concepts and words which 
may relate t o  integrity in some cases, or, at  least, to  some of its most 
obvious synonyms. Solidarity, cooperation, concordance, union, unifica
tion, uniting, and linking together are words which suggest, if anything, 
integrity as a product and an outcome of integrative processes. Other 
connotations concern integrity in relation to justice and legitimacy. Yet 
another meaning, though rather distant, is the case in which integrity is 
placed on an equal footing with identification. I have not found any expla
nation for this association, but the importance of integrity to identity is, of 
course, our point of departure for this very discussion. Further meanings, 



deriving from the word integration, are integrity as incorporation, assimila
tion, embodiment, incarnation, personification, and, interestingly enough, 
bodily casing. Here  man's integrity - that  which is inviolable - is most 
obviously represented by, or still better, incarnated by his bodily casing. 

5. Close at hand is the meaning of integrity which expresses the notion of 
wholeness. Some synonyms and closely related words are completeness, 
indivisibility, unification, completion, conclusion, and perfection. When a 
person's identity is attacked in torture, or by some other kind of violating 
maltreatment, the conceptions of wholeness, unification, and indivisibility 
are brought to  mind. A psychological dissociation of the body from the 
mind seems to be one of the sequelae of torture. In this sense, then, integ
rity may be characterised as the absence of such a split. In some respects 
this qualification is closely related to the idea of the well-integrated per
sonality mentioned previously. In the case of torture, however, integrity 
may pertain to a profounder meaning of wholeness and indivisibility, that 
is, to the indivisibility of the body and the mind. 

6. A sixth sense is suggested by the following words: soundness, impertura-
bleness, uninjured, and intact. Here integrity is a matter of preservation, in 
other words, of something remaining intact. The existential meaning, then, 
may be stated as follows. Being subjected to deleterious effects (counter to 
one's will) is to experience an attack upon one's integrity. 

7. Finally there are a number of words, in my opinion indicating the essen
tial moral, psychological, and existential meaning of integrity. The words 
capturing this particular sense are: incorruptibility, implacability, inde
pendence, and unconditional and unrestricted power. There is something 
incorruptible and implacable t o  human integrity. Human integrity is 
unconditional, in effect, unyielding. Basically these words refer to  man's 
existential independence. Particularly the latter suggestion is of interest in 
this context - integrity in the sense of unrestricted power. Unrestricted 
power over what? The only reasonable interpretation is that it pertains to 
an individual human being's unrestricted power over his own thoughts, his 
own self-conceptions, and his own body. 

These synonyms shed light upon different ways of understanding integrity. 
They outline various conditions. Each and every one of these meanings 
does indeed tell us something essential about the concept of integrity. Yet 
none of them seem to catch its actual essence. One crucial piece is missing. 



My contention is that at the very core of the concept of moral and psycho
logical integrity we find the  will. A n  individual is never voluntarily t he  
subject of violation. If the violations one is subjected to  is something invol
untary, this is so because the  other side of the  coin - human integrity - is 
something that in a profound sense involves man's voluntary powers. 

A n  individual acting honestly does so  because that  is his wish. Further
more, a n  individual may b e  deprived of his honour and dignity by being 
attributed motives, reasons, and volitions that he  does not have, o r  does 
not  want t o  admit having. The  wholeness, unification, indivisibility, and 
completeness of integrity is a mat ter  of will too.  M a n  emerges in his 
wholeness, unification, indivisibility, and completeness in voluntary action. 
The  volitional aspect of integrity is even more evident when it comes t o  
matters of independence and unconditional and unrestricted power. 

The train of ideas linking the previous chapter t o  this one is then: violation 
- >  identity - >  integrity - >  will. The  remainder of this chapter will focus 
upon will in relation to  torture. 

Preliminary notes 

One point of departure for this volume was the  notion that torture deals 
with human willpower. Torture is the systematic breaking of an individual's 
will, or as Stover & Nightingale (1985) put it: 

"Torture is the  deliberate infliction of pain by one  person on  another 
in an  attempt t o  break the will of the victim." 

During the course of this chapter a number of concepts and preconditions 
will b e  introduced. Since my endeavour is t o  outline a general approach 
certain repetitions and reiterations are inevitable. We  encounter a certain 
concept in various contexts and in relation t o  other concepts. Each section 
centres upon one concept. Hopefully, the totality will become evident. 

A lot has been written within philosophical psychology about  the will as a 
power of the  mind, but  on  the  whole very little is written within the  inde
pendent  discipline of psychology. In  psychology t he  concept of will was 
replaced by "motivation" some seventy years ago. The reasons for this I can 
not go into here. According t o  my feeling for language, however, will is not 



comparable to motivation. Will suggests profounder existential themes. For 
instance, one may well speak of a person's last will, but not of his last 
motivation. 

Confidence and willpower are essential for success in the world of sports. 
Every athlete knows that. In the context of sports will is something more 
than motivation. "Pure willpower" represents a person's total mobilisation 
of his physical and mental resources in order to  win the contest he  has 
entered, to break the record he has set his mind upon, or to reach the goal 
he  has concentrated upon. Being motivated to do well may spur one's 
efforts, but the word does not capture the additional exertion of effort 
which is required to surpass oneself. Surpassing oneself requires an ex
traordinary mental concentration and intentness, a mental and physical 
readiness, and finally, an explosive release of power. This is one way of 
describing the efforts of will. One of the connotations of will, then, implies 
the fact of surpassing oneself, surpassing others, or surpassing something. 
In a sense, the last will and testament, too, suggest surpassing or transcend
ing the extinguishing of one's authority implied by death. 

We find political connotations to the concept of will which hardly apply to 
motivation. Political writers of the most different persuasions, such as 
Gordon Liddy (one of the Watergate men), Friedrich Nietzsche, and Olof 
Palme, all treat matters dealing with the relations of will to  power and 
politics. Torture need not be  resorted to  in order to  affect, change, or 
break an individual's motivation. To break a person's will politically, ideo
logically, and existentially, however, torture is known as a means of old. 

A final, and maybe drastic, example is this one. You say: "Thy will be  
done". It would be absurd to say: "Thy motivation be done". Why? 

Like motivation will is a matter of human drives. However, in addition, will 
is a matter of influence, power, force, and a mobilisation of resources. In 
this sense will is a far more extensive concept than motivation. On the 
other hand, the goals aimed at in will are more demarcated and exact than 
the wider and more diffuse aims of motivation. I can well imagine that the 
more lucid and resolute delineation of goals enables one to concentrate 
the power and awareness so typical of will but not of motivation. 

Webster's Dictionary defines will as the power or act of making or effect
ing a choice or decision. The concept applies, furthermore, to the complex 



of rational and irrational, conscious and unconscious forces within a 
person that is the agent of this power. And it bears upon the process by 
which one makes his choice, resolves it into an intention, and puts that 
intention into effect. This definition is not easy to grasp. Everybody knows 
intuitively what will is about, but it is difficult to put it in words. Perhaps 
this is so because the basic expression of will is the wordless act. 

A major treatise by the British philosopher Brian O'Shaughnessy entitled 
"The Will - A Dual Aspect Theory" (1980) has been a source of inspiration 
in sorting out ideas about torture and the consequences of torture. It is 
impossible to account accurately for his book in this context, or even to 
summarise details of his discussion. O'Shaughnessy's ideas about the rela
tions of will to perception, and knowledge to action, are most pertinent to 
the subject matter of this volume. In relation to  his lucid argument, my 
rendering is most fragmentary and selective indeed, and, accordingly, it is 
unfair. I will not reproduce his penetrating analysis but exploit selected 
ideas for my own purposes. 

O'Shaughnessy's interest in the concept of will is epistemologic. One focus 
of his book is upon the special epistemological relationship man has to his 
body and its motility in action. Questions concerning the relationship of 
the body to the mind are examined thoroughly. However, the author's 
approach departs from the natural science perspectives prevalent in physi
ology, medicine, and some branches of psychology. In these disciplines the 
points of departure are unambiguous facts about the body and its function
ing, and from there on one proceeds towards the psychological phenome
na. O'Shaughnessy accepts this approach. However, we may just as well 
depart from what we actually know about psychological phenomena, and 
from there on make our way towards bodily phenomena. Combining these 
approaches, the conditions of a fruitful dual view are brought about. I have 
found this approach most profitable. 

Action and freedom 

Action is a cardinal psychological concept. Everybody knows what an act 
is. Being such an integral part of man's existence one seldom ponders upon 
it. Man is constantly involved in acts evolving out of preceding ones, trans
forming and succeeding one another, containing each other and leading 
on. Life is a fabric of interwoven acts. But what is the essence of the act? 



For three quarters of a century extensive psychological research has 
preoccupied itself by studying the behaviour of man and animals, individu
ally and socially. Strange as it may seem, the  joint efforts of all this re
search hardly makes us the wiser as to the essence of the act. In my opin
ion it is essential to distinguish between action and behaviour. An act is 
dynamic, self-initiated, and goal-directed. It always takes place in a social 
and cultural context. Every act refers, directly or indirectly, to  another 
person. Every act tallies with an answer, however insignificant it may be. 
Though the word behaviour denotes a similar active orientation in every
day language, the theoretical term behaviour refers to a considerably more 
passive outlook, or even to  the absence of an outlook at all, as when you 
are dealing with conditioned reflexes, operant conditioning, or whatever. 

Normally the act is characterised by goal-direction, rationality, awareness, 
responsibility, and agency. Obviously we do find acts that are characterised 
by aimlessness, irrationality, unawareness, and irresponsibility as well. 
Goal-direction versus aimlessness, rationality versus irrationality, and so 
on, are crucial dimensions typifying the act, but not behaviour. When I act, 
I am aware of the fact that I myself am the agent. The sequence of acts, 
and acts within acts, structures life and time, and is an essential part of my 
identity. These distinctions are worth considering when it comes to grasp
ing the specific nature of the act. But yet they do not capture its essence. 

Action pertains to matters of freedom, creation, and emergence, whereas 
behaviour, at least according to mainstream behaviourism, is a matter of 
influence, repetition, and conformity to  law. To  my mind, freedom of 
action is about the principal impossibility of predicting how an individual is 
going to act. Obviously predictions may come true, especially if you know 
the person in question. But this is not what is at stake. If he learns what the 
prediction professes about his future acts, he may chose to act in accord
ance with the prediction and thus confirm it. But he may just as well decide 
to act quite contrarily and thus falsify the prediction. It makes no differ
ence if you take this condition into consideration in the prediction as long 
as the one it concerns is informed about the preconditions. Now I have run 
into the prodigious question of the freedom of will, which I am in no posi
tion t o  analyse. My personal view is that  the will is f ree ,  and that  the  
human and social future are open-ended. This conviction of mine is not 
founded in careful analysis of the arguments pro and con. Rather it should 
be regarded as an unestablished presupposition and assumption about the 
nature of man and society. 



The most crucial essence of the act is freedom. And knowledge is the 
confirmation of freedom. But where, one might ask, is the act actually 
located? Is it a physical or a psychological phenomenon? 

The act may be located to the border regions of the body and the mind. In 
the act psychic elements are brought out to  the physical world. The act 
serves as one vital link between consciousness and the world out there. It is 
a bridge between the mental and the physical. The act is the exit, so to say, 
of the mind. Now, if the act may be thought of as being free, it follows that 
the mind cannot be reduced to matters of biochemical processes or exter
nal stimulation. The act is initiated and driven by the voluntary faculty of 
mind which must be thought of as being free too. 

What does this have to do with torture? 

According to  the ideas of existentialism, as they are rendered by Sartre 
among others, a person cannot be  deprived of his freedom t o  form an 
opinion of his circumstances, even when he is unfree in a physical sense. 
Ultimately his thoughts are always free. These ideas do appeal to  me. 
However, we must ask ourselves whether situations exist in which man is 
deprived even of this ultimate qualification of what it means to be human -
the freedom to his thoughts, emotions, and will? Is this what torture does 
when every established limit of personal space, integrity, and innermost 
self-conceptions are  violated? Not only do the torturer 's implements 
penetrate the skin and the bodily orifices. More importantly, the torturer 
has the power to turn the victim's body into a weapon against itself. 

In torture conditions are brought about that are the very opposite of 
freedom. More than the bonds, anguish restricts freedom. 

It may be like this. When the future disintegrates freedom ceases to exist. 
And the  future  is eroded in anxiety, whatever its causes may be. The 
analogue is that when the future no longer exists (in reality or in imagina
tion) man is seized by anxiety. 

In torture the future ceases to  exist, psychologically speaking. Even the 
past ceases to exist. The torture victim has every reason to fear for his life. 
The present of the torture session, intensified by severe pain and inevitable 
anxiety, is concentrated and expanded. Torture crushes the victim's sense 
of time. Mortal fear floods his mind. 



In all anxiety the mind contracts in a kind of frozen cramp. Anxiety is the 
experienced threat to one's life. It is a threat that cannot be comprehend
ed. At best, one is able to prepare oneself for and counter those threats 
that may be located in familiar external environments and conditions. 
Threats, seemingly springing from the unknown, paralyse one's inclination 
to act. The feeling of powerlessness is aggravated by the fact of having to 
rely entirely upon oneself. Increasing fear in the face of an unknown, and 
for that very reason, a non-existent future means that projects are aban
doned and intentions are lost. Anxiety strikes at the will by attacking inten
tions. 

Thus, at a psychological level, the annihilated future deprives the individu
al of his agency, his capacity to act, and his freedom. 

Here I am at the risk of contradicting myself, returning to the discussion of 
action and freedom. My contention is that the act is free, that the will is 
free, and, ultimately, that man is free. And yet I suggest that torture might 
be  one instance in which the freedom of action and will no longer are 
valid. The resolution seems to be that we are dealing with different motifs. 
Psychological freedom, by which I mean man's conception of himself as an 
acting agent, is inevitably broken in torture. The victim of torture may turn 
into his own prisoner by internalising the mechanisms of oppression. But 
man's principal freedom, in the philosophical sense, is not eradicated by 
torture as such. 

At some point in time the victim of torture has to cry out, just as a person 
holding his breath has to yield sooner or later. The overwhelming pressure 
in torture does not deprive the individual of his capacity to perform an act 
of will. Rather, it deprives him of the possibility not to perform an act of 
will. 

The way in: sense-organs, information, and the world 

If the act is an externalisation of the psychic world, the sensation is an 
internalisation of the physical world. In sensation the physical world is 
brought into the psychic realm. Sensory experience is made possible by the 
perceptual faculty. According to this theory, will as well as perception are 
conceived of as essential and primordial agents of survival. The "out-going" 
act and the "in-going" sensation hold a unique position in the boundary 



regions between the internal and the external worlds. 

Our sensory organs provide us with divergent informational qualities. With 
regard to the body's relation to the mind they differ in depth and signifi
cance. Here are some general, not to say trivial, deliberations about sight, 
hearing, feeling, and the kinetic sense. 

Sight is often regarded as the model par excellence of perception's entry 
into the mind. Moreover, sight, look, and the eyes serve many a time as 
metaphors of consciousness. In man, sight is a sense profuse in informa
tion, and, accordingly, a rather dominating one. Hearing is a sense with a 
large capacity for information too, however not to quite the same extent as 
sight. Of course, t o  man the  vital importance of hearing is related to  
spoken language. There is no  doubt whatsoever that  hearing may b e  
regarded as the most pregnant social sense of all. Sight and hearing are 
comparable inasmuch as both mainly provide us with information about 
events at some distance from the body. Consequently, sight and hearing 
are involved with planning to a larger extent than other senses. Sight is the 
one sense providing us with information about the surrounding world more 
or less in its entirety. 

One's intuitive and accustomed sense of the body's size and shape, its 
patterns of movement and coordination, its pulse and rhythm, depends 
merely to  an insignificant degree upon information provided for by sight 
and hearing. One's somatic knowledge depends basically upon the tactile 
and kinetic senses. If visual sensations may be regarded as an internalisa-
tion of the surrounding world, then tactile sensations must necessarily be 
thought of as an internalisation of one's body. In touch the mind reaches 
out  across the  body and fashions the  somatic image. Man is capable 
of living devoid of sight and he  is capable of living devoid of hearing. No 
creature, however, can possibly subsist wanting the tactile sense. In other 
words, our tactile sense is fundamentally essential to our knowledge of the 
body. Pain may be conceived of as a special case of the tactile sense serv
ing specific purposes. 

Physiological pain is the sharp increase of tactile stimulation. In certain 
conditions, the concentration of stimulation exceeds the limits of what is 
bearable. The tactile sense, and, as a rule, the normal everyday sensations 
of pain man is exposed to, refers to  the boundary layers of the body. In 
touch, and sometimes in the momentary sensations of pain coming from 



the boundary layers of the body, one's somatic image is formed. 

Normally the workings of the tactile sense pass unnoticed. Touch does not 
necessarily involve "positional consciousness". By positional consciousness 
I mean focused consciousness, or, to put it differently, consciousness as 
preoccupied by its contents of thought here and now. As a rule, this mode 
of consciousness is only incidentally affected by the fact that I am touching. 
But if I make the effort  t o  feel that  I am in fact involved in touching 
something, then this sense lays claim to positional consciousness. On the 
other hand, pain immediately occupies positional consciousness. Usually I 
do not have to  make the conscious effort to  notice whether something 
hurts. This intrusion into positional consciousness is a crucial quality, dis
tinguishing pain from other sensory experiences. Pain, originating in the 
interior regions of one's body out of bounds for the tactile sense, is, in 
principle then, the only way in which interior organs of the body make 
their presence known to consciousness. 

In a fundamental way, then, the tactile and kinetic senses are involved in 
my bodily awareness. The kinetic sense imparts me with information about 
the position and movements of my body. Thus it also informs me about 
spatial qualities of the room, and, concomitantly with the tactile sense, 
about the shape of things. A structural resemblance exists between the 
shape of an object and the movements performed, usually by my hand, to  
examine by feeling this very shape. By feeling an object in touch my body 
simultaneously feels itself. Other senses lack this duality. 

Every sense has a sexual side t o  it. Obviously the tactile sense holds an 
exceptional position. Every touch of skin upon skin does have, or may 
easily acquire, sexual implications. As I have stated already, torture always 
seems to have an underlying sexual side to it. This is a calculated means to 
violate and humiliate an individual in the very depths of his identity. 

The arsenal of torture instruments is practically always employed t o  
manipulate the perceptual senses. Pain infliction is the prototype of tor
ture. The rack is an instrument having a long history. Modern methods 
more or less consistently employ sensory deprivation. The victim is blind
folded, he is bound, and thrown into isolation. However, manipulation of 
the senses is accomplished by excessive stimulation too, by exposing the 
prisoner to constant light, noises, screams, or music he cannot evade. The 
drop of water striking the shackled prisoner in persistent regularity is one 



of many subtle methods of torture known to history. Torture is to encroach 
upon all of man's senses. The tactile sense, however, in its crucial sem
blance of pain is probably the most exposed one. Its vulnerability and 
exposure in torture is closely related to the violations of masculinity and 
femininity to which victims are subjected. 

It is an established fact that manipulations of sensory information affect 
the perceptual faculty, the modes of consciousness, and the degrees of 
arousal. These manipulations may result in illusions, hallucinations, and 
disturbances of one's sense of reality. Somatic images are distorted. The 
body may be sensed to be grotesquely enlarged and the mind drastically 
diminished. It may be the other way around too. The body is experienced 
as being considerably diminished, whereas the mind is felt to be flowing 
over its edges. These experiences of the body and the mind, known to most 
people at some time or the other, may be about memories recalled from 
times before one's somatic image and sense of the body's relative "size" 
were firmly established in onto-genetic development. 

Action and sensory experience presuppose each other. A relationship to 
the world provided for by perception is a necessary prerequisite for action. 
To take in sensory impressions, however, I must be able to act. In simple 
and uncomplicated situations we see how action and perception are bound 
together. In our understanding of complex situations, however, they tend 
to drift apart and operate, to all appearances, independently of each other. 
In order to understand how torture affects human beings we need to re
establish in theory the close interconnection between sensory impressions 
and acts, perception and will. 

By attacking the perceptual faculty the torturer undermines the volitional 
one. 

The way out: will again 

According to a celebrated philosophical idea, the mind may be represented 
by three "natural" categories - thought, passion, and will. In psychology this 
division survives in the terms of cognition, emotion, and conation. Intend
ing and striving, wishing and desiring are some manifestations of the will. 

If perception may be seen to represent the way in to the internal world of 



consciousness, then will represents its way out.  The  will is directed out
wards towards goals in the  external world, towards the  future, towards a 
world that is not yet mine. It  is intentional, in the  limited sense of being 
purposive and goal-directed. In addition, however, the will is intentional in 
t he  wider sense of being  directed towards something. T o  will is t o  will 
something, in accordance with the celebrated proposition of phenomenol
ogy on  t he  essence of consciousness, its intentionality. Being conscious 
necessarily implies being conscious of something. 

Will is a state of mind occupying positional consciousness. When I will 
something, I am clearly aware of the  fact that I am willing this something. 
Of course, some will feel inclined to  object t o  this proposal. Man is obvi
ously driven by obscure motives, emotions, and needs, rarely, if ever, arriv
ing in conscious thought. I am not questioning the existence nor the signifi
cance of the subconscious regions of the mind, its repressed emotions and 
needs, o r  its forbidden thoughts. Nevertheless, it seems reasonable t o  
reserve the  concept of will for those goal-directed inclinations framed in 
conscious intentions. Drives, needs, and motives belonging t o  the subcon
scious realms of the  mind, undoubtedly shaping human behaviour too, 
should be  called something else, why not subconscious motives or reasons. 

The  role of the  body, and more explicitly, of t he  sense organs, when it 
comes to  the way in to  the internal world, is not unfamiliar t o  us. But what 
about the reverse process? The  way out from the internal world of con
sciousness t o  the external world of not-me somehow must involve my body. 
The will, so it seems, must affect the body, or  at least some integral parts of 
it. However, we need t o  b e  cautious. Delineating these concepts is indeed 
an  intricate matter. 

One notion is that the body, through its actions, performs the intentions of 
the  will. A t  first sight this idea might seem reasonable. We  see a kind of 
simile t o  the  receptor functions of the  sensory organs. A t  closer scrutiny, 
however, the  idea does not hold good in one particular respect. A sharp 
distinction is made between the body and the mind. As the  saying goes, I 
feel with my hands and see with my eyes. But yet, it is not my eyes that see. 
I am the one who sees. My eyes must be  intact for me  t o  see, that is true. 
They must function. Analogously, it is not my arms, hands, or legs that act. 
It is not my body that acts but  me. I am the one who wills. 

Human action is no t  dependent  upon the  functioning of any particular 



bodily organ (muscles, extremities - not even the efferent nervous system) 
as perception necessarily must depend upon sensory organs. In action my 
entire existential and psychophysiological system is activated and moved. 
In all events, the way out is not a simple reversal of the way in. The para
dox of it is that the will indisputably can be directed towards the body or to 
specific parts of it. 

Thus, the will is directed towards two essentially different phenomena -
goals and objects belonging to the external world on the one hand, and my 
body on the other hand. Here we find a duality resembling the duality 
typical of the tactile sense. I am my body, and my body is me, but at the 
same time my body may be employed as my instrument. 

The will is in immediate touch with the body in a manner that does not 
apply to its contact with the world out there. However, it is not in touch 
with every part of my body. It does not reach in and encompass various 
internal organs such as the liver or the spleen. To some extent this may be 
due to the fact that the tactile sense does not encompass these organs. The 
regions of my body which may be the immediate objects of my will must be 
part of my intuitive somatic image. The inside of my body is not represent
ed in this image. Once more we find this profound relationship of percep
tion to will. 

Man experiences an abundance of sensory impressions, but only a small 
portion of them are actually taken in. A process of sorting and selecting 
takes place subconsciously. Normally, what remains are impressions of 
things to which we have some kind of active relationship. The importance 
of dynamic action to perception can not be underrated. The movements of 
the body are the preconditions for the shifts of perspective which make 
depth perception possible. The movements of the body, taking another 
example, are preconditions for the kinetic and tactile perception of space. 
Another way of putting this idea is that qualities of the world out there 
are manifested, outlined, and revealed as a result of our actions. 

The will can be directed only towards that which is known. We cannot will 
something that we do not know. Some kind of knowledge, however rudi
mentary, is a precondition of will. 

The will is a link to  the future. It is an anticipation, a movement in time, 
internalised in consciousness. Kierkegaard said that we live onwards but 



understand backwards. This onward direction of the will is another way of 
putting the fact that it deals with the way out. 

Man's opportunities to affect his life situation vary. I will not deliberate 
upon the obstacles and the constraints to be found in everyday life which 
restrict human agency. Physical obstacles and sets of constraining social 
rules always exist. In effect, man's agency may be defined as his ability to  
cope with these given social frameworks, or to oppose them, to challenge 
them, and to bring about changes when required. 

There are instances, however, when man does experience a loss of agency. 
Anguish, in the very depth of depression, brings about a loss of agency, 
temporarily at  least, owing to  the fact that this loss is experienced to  be 
real. Involuntary turns and shifts of one's life situation, due to  societal 
changes, illness, family problems, and the like, may well be experienced as 
a loss of agency. Existence is then pacified. 

In torture man is deprived of his agency by the chains and bonds that fetter 
him, by mortal fear and anguish, by unpredictable acts of violation. Being 
fettered physically and mentally the victim of torture is prevented from 
immediate, direct, and consequent action. Acts of resistance may be direct
ly lethal. Non-action is the course to which the victim has to resort. 

Yet, it is not the torturer's physical superiority in itself that is detrimental 
to the victim's agency. Rather, agency is impaired by hints from the tortur
er implying that the victim can save his skin by betraying another, by de
serting his comrades, by denying himself, and by abandoning his ideology. 

The torturer presents treachery and betrayal as lines of action, unthinkable 
alternatives in normal circumstances. But the assurances of release from 
further torment are not true. Both parties are aware of that. The structure 
of torture implies that things are not what they are claimed to be. In tor
ture there is a pretence in which acts are not acts and promises are betray
als. 

Processes of knowledge 

Action and sensory impression are entangled in the somatic and the psy
chic realms. Will and perception are preconditions for and simultaneously 



products of the body as well as of the mind. In one sense the body and the 
mind are the anti-theses to each other. That is how they are regarded in 
the Western tradition of ideas, and that is how we are brought to  think 
about them through our concepts and verbal categories. Contrary to this 
dualistic conception we find reductionist approaches. A shallow material
ism reduces the mind to biochemical processes in the brain. Classical ideal
ism, absent since long in contemporary philosophical debate, reduces the 
physical world, and accordingly somatic phenomena, to shadows of the 
world of ideas. (However, currently the so called anthropic principle is 
discussed in cosmology. It represents a point of view radically departing 
from the recognised achievements of materialism). 

I do not square with the reductionist approaches. The body and the mind 
are  one. They represent a whole. They exist as different qualities and 
aspects of the very same indivisible whole. The mind can not exist apart 
from the body, and the body can not exist devoid of the mind. Mind ani
mates the body, and the body incorporates the mind. Body and mind, 
external and internal, totality and parts, man and his environment - practi
cally every issue here relates to  the paradoxical problems so frequently 
grappled with in rehabilitating victims of torture. The interrelationship of 
the body to the mind is epistemological. 

Knowledge of the external world is related to perception. Impressions of 
the world, and ideas about it, are based in experiences conveyed by per
ception. We all realise the essential importance of perception to the forma
tion of knowledge. The crucial importance of the will in relation to the 
epistemological processes is all the more evident when it comes to  the 
basic, not to say the original, questions of knowledge. 

The most fundamental knowledge of all to which the individual has access 
is his personal knowledge of his body, that is to say, his intuitive image of 
the body and his sense of the bodily boundaries. Knowledge of this kind 
may be fragmentary, incomplete, and undeveloped, but once it is there, it 
has an indisputable self-evident certainty not resembling the convictions of 
any other kind of knowledge. 

An awareness of, or if one prefers, a feeling for the spatial extension of 
one's body makes an awareness possible of the space occupied by material 
objects. Cognizance of the spatial extension of things depends upon our 
ability to walk around them, and to look at them from different angles and 



in various perspectives. The  sense of my body's relationship to  the  object 
in question is a necessary element of my knowledge about the  object. At  
the  same time, however, this knowledge gives rise t o  an  epistemological 
relationship to  my own body. 

A number of conditions must b e  satisfied if we are to  see. I can not elabo
rate upon them all here. One  essential aspect of seeing, however, is that a 
conscious o r  subconscious choice of orientation must take place. And  
necessarily, this or ientat ion in itself is integrated with action a n d  t h e  
movements of the body. Every spatially oriented perception is dependent 
upon the body. 

The epistemological interrelationship of the mind to the body is about the 
internal relationship of man as a spiritual being and man as a material 
object. My body is indeed a material object. If I lose my balance I fall. 
When I sit down in the  bath-tub my body forces out a volume of water 
corresponding exactly t o  the volume of my submerged body, just as it is 
supposed t o  d o  according Archimedes' famous principle. When I am 
running a t  high speed a braking distance is required t o  bring down the  
gained momentum to  zero. The body obeys the same physical laws as other 
material objects. 

Yet,  as  a material object my body is very special. My body, referring t o  
Merleau-Ponty's subtle observation, is the  only "object" around which it is 
impossible for me to  stroll even in theory. My body is the only object I can 
not turn my back against, and that I cannot leave, except in death. Purely 
for these reasons my knowledge of my body must be  essentially different in 
nature than  my knowledge of objects in the  world out  there.  However, 
knowledge about events in t he  outside world outlines my knowledge of 
bodily phenomena, and vice versa. 

In what way, then, does the  will relate t o  one's immediate knowledge of 
the body? 

The  part of the body a t  which the will is aimed is immediately present in 
positional consciousness. It  is present, no t  because t he  will in a general 
sense is directed, but because the will is directed towards something one 
perceives. "Epistemological contact" arises when I perceive my body and 
the state of my body. Will and perception are intertwined in this process. 



In order for the will to  resolve itself into an  intention that can b e  put into 
an  act in which my somatic being performs, epistemological contact must 
arise between myself and my body. One premise for the  performance of 
will is, then, the internal epistemological contact in the willing person. 

What is the foundation of epistemological contact? Might pain possibly be 
a candidate? Pain does not exist if no-one is there to  experience the  pain. 
In  itself pain is simple, formless, closed, and independent of other  phe
nomena. T o  learn about pain means t o  learn that  pain does not  exist 
without a bearer, that my pain cannot b e  possessed by anyone else, that 
pain has a particular intensity of which I am distressingly aware, that it is 
undesired, that it brings about uneasiness, and that it is usually located in a 
certain part of my body of which I am all too well aware. 

However, what is given is not "pure" pain. What is given is the feeling (of 
which pain is an  extreme intensification) in a certain par t  of the  body 
having a certain position in relation t o  the  external surroundings. In this 
sense body and space a re  a whole and presuppose each other.  What is 
given is not pain, but pain in a part of the  body. In other words, pain puts 
me in an epistemological contact with my body. 

Pain is a mental phenomenon, but as such it is non-intentional. The origins 
of pain as a phenomenon are  t o  be  found in the distant evolutionary past. 
It is quite conceivable that the evolutionary development of pain sometime 
in the distant past was related to  the development of consciousness. 

Let me summarise. Through pain we acquire essential knowledge about 
t h e  body and  its delineations in a p rofound  a n d  fundamenta l  sense. 
Normally pain is displeasure, to  say, that is, the opposite of well-being and 
pleasure. In sexuality pleasure and displeasure, well-being and pain a re  
associated. The  distinctions between pleasure and displeasure a re  ob
scured, reversed, and distorted. In masochism pain itself acquires pleas
urable qualities. In its close ties to  the pleasures and displeasures of sexual
ity pain gives rise t o  yet a profound dimension of man's self-conception. 
But that is not all. Moderately intense and brief sensations of pain activate 
man. Pain is directly associated t o  man's agency and to  his self-conception. 

Let me put it in terms of man's psychosocial identity. The subjective and 
self-defined facets of man's identity have deep roots in his sense of agency, 
locus of control, competence, dignity, and existential projects. The identity 



process relates to the continuous dynamics embracing all aspects taking 
place between Ego and Alter. It is about the  continuous defining and 
redefining, evaluating and re-evaluating of oneself against the background 
of past and present experiences, ideals, wishes, dreams, and intentions 
directed towards the future, while incorporating and rejecting definitions 
and evaluations suggested or  ascribed by others. Literally, this entire 
process takes place in each and every domain of individual and social life. 

In a still deeper sense, however, self-conceptions and identity pertain to 
the distinct conception of one's body. Inevitably, the Ego is a bodily bound, 
not to say a purely somatic phenomenon. The most primitive self-concep-
tion is purely physical. It is mouth, nose, eyes, ears, genital organs, anus, 
hands, and feet. Upon this foundation in the body, the motor and percep
tual faculties develop into essential parts of the Ego - something the inter
nal regions of the body never will be. 

One's somatic image develops in two different ways. One development 
takes place in childhood, the other one in adolescence. In childhood the 
somatic image is developed by assimilating already existing parts of the 
body over which the will, but not yet consciousness, resides. Consciousness 
absorbs "unknown" somatic regions. In adolescence it is a matter of an 
already fully integrated bodily entity incorporating new existential dimen
sions. Consciousness captures new aspects of the body's possibilities. In the 
first case the somatic image is completed. In the second case it is enlarged. 

Pain and humiliation in torture are attacks upon one's basic bodily image 
in all of its aspects of motility, perception, consciousness, sexuality, inclina
tions to act, will, self-conceptions, and identity. 

Defence 

Metaphorically O'Shaughnessy describes a journey into the very core of 
the mind. It is an image that appeals to me. Layer after layer are pealed off 
during the course of this journey away from the animated body into the 
very core regions of the mind. Constantly we notice the traces of the insol
uble bonds between the body and the mind. Those bonds are still there 
even when the body as such fades out of sight and we approach the inner
most regions of the mind. However, it is not possible to distinguish a purely 
psychic core completely independent of the body. The mind does not exist 



devoid of a body. Rather, the mind is possessed by the body. I believe this 
is an essential methodological assumption on the part of the torturer and 
the torturing authorities. 

Torture is an attack directed against the insoluble bonds between the body 
and the mind. It is the infliction of physical pain as well as the violation to 
integrity. By means of physical force and psychological cunningness the 
victim is deprived of his means to  defend himself in outgoing action. 
Against extreme pain in torture, against the humiliation and anguish the 
only means to  defend oneself is by blocking the ways in to consciousness 
and the mind. 

In a purely physiological sense parts of the sensory system and the percep
tual apparatus are turned off. Psychologically the significance of what has 
been done can b e  distorted and transformed t o  its very opposite. Or  
otherwise, the memories of the torture sessions may be repressed. One 
extreme defence against the pain and violations of torture is to dissociate 
the body from the mind. Presumably this defence operates subconsciously. 
Blocked entries to  the mind, however, impair the exits at the same time. 
The will is paralysed and undermined. This is precisely what torture 
accomplishes, impairing the very depths of the intricate bonds between the 
body and the mind. 

A will locked up in the mind is an impotent will. The bonds between the 
body and the mind, normally maintained by the continuous dialectics of 
impressions and acts, perception and will, contract and wither away. The 
whole range of qualities belonging to this association is reduced. What is 
left is chronic pain, making its presence felt due to the drastically reduced 
tolerance for pain. In this pain, constantly present, the existence of the 
body makes itself reminded. The intuitive knowledge and feeling we do 
have, and must have, of our body in perception and action is broken. The 
injured will expresses itself in ambivalence, that is, to commence upon an 
act without being able to complete it. 

As a power of the mind the will is directed towards the future. Extreme 
pain, humiliation, agony, and mock executions point to  a non-existent 
future. The very future towards which one's life and political undertakings 
previously were directed ceases to exist. The critical moments of torture 
are condensations of time. Links to  the past and projects aimed at the 
future are cut off. Torture condenses the present, preserves and perma-



nents pain, pain which seems inexplicable when it appears later on in life 
because it seems to lack physiological causes. 

This condensation of time in torture implies that change is eliminated, 
severing the will. In turn, this occasions an injury to  the capacity to  act. 
The significance of the injuries brought about in torture might be  put like 
this: To subject a human being to torture means to force him right next to 
death, when in fact the future no longer exists. But death does not actually 
set in, and there is no retreat back to normal life. The tortured individual is 
rendered politically dead, ideologically dead, and thus, in effect, socially 
dead. A crucial aim of rehabilitation is to  reawaken the politically dead 
and to bring life back into ideology. Thus social death may be countered. 

By mutilating individuals physically, in order to harm them psychologically, 
the torturing authorities believe they are subduing the will of the political 
opposition. 

The concept of will extends from the insoluble bonds of the body and the 
mind in individual existence, over interpersonal interactions, to the societal 
processes pertaining to dominance, politics, and power, which is the sub
ject of the following chapter. 

Concluding remarks 

The techniques of torture, inflicting unbearable pain and distorting the 
victim's normal sensory experiences, deforms his intuitive somatic percep
tion. When the somatic aspects of the Ego are alienated, its psychological 
representations become vague, uncertain, and confused. Fundamental self 
knowledge of one's body, of one's personal history, and of the obvious 
place one has in the circle of kin and in society, is the subject to an existen
tial doubt. The future direction of will is paralysed. 

This chapter is an attempt to  shed some light upon the significance of 
bodily existence to will. Indirectly, the attacks upon the body in torture are 
attacks upon the will. But torture has at its disposal the means to  attack 
the will more directly too. Violating man's inviolable integrity is the direct 
attack upon his power of will. Fettering him, overpowering him, making 
him face a superior force, is to disarm him of his spontaneous, unreflective 
defensive actions when facing the imminent threat of death. 



In the  act of will man manifests himself as a whole. H e  merges as an 
animated body and an embodied mind. In his unrestricted power over his 
thoughts, will, and body, his deepest sense of integrity is embedded. 

Torture is the direct and concrete attack upon the body, will, and integrity. 
Torture differs from assault and battery in general and from the inevitable 
violence directed against human lives in war. It differs by its studied 
methods, its deliberateness, and by the fact that it is exercised by officials 
enjoying the ruling government's full, but sometimes discrete, support. 
Torture differs from physical attacks upon the individual in yet another 
way. Torture is indeed a concrete attack, but it is a symbolic one too. 
Concretely it is an attack staged against the victim's body. Symbolically it is 
an attack upon a collective, political movement, a people, a nation. Sym
bolically it is an attack directed against humanity. It is not by pure chance 
that the concepts we employ to understand how torture affects the victim -
his body, will, and integrity - also are basic concepts employed to describe 
political relations in, and between, the nations of the world. This topic will 
be dealt with in the following chapter. 



POWER 

Introduction 

A society, an organisation, or an institution can not function if decisions 
are not made that affect the life circumstances of its members, whether 
they like it or not. Questions of power deal with how decisions are made, 
who makes them and which interests they represent, the range of effects, 
legitimacy, and how decisions a re  enacted and enforced. Social science 
research analyzes questions concerning the execution of power in society. 

Power is the  subject of numerous studies within various social science 
disciplines. Studies in social psychology are also relevant to  the analysis of 
power relations. Power is an essential concept in the social sciences, and, 
moreover, a controversial one. It belongs to  the same class of concepts as 
democracy, freedom, justice, and equality. All these terms are ambiguous. 
They pertain to essential governing functions of society, being at the same 
time scientific and ideological. 

The concept of power is controversial for a number of reasons. Different 
political and ideological beliefs exist about how power should be exercised. 
Opinions differ as to what instruments those in power may resort to. They 
differ too  on the issue of whether crucial political decisions should b e  
concentrated to  a select few decision-makers, or be decentralised involving 
many people, to mention another example of divergent ideological convic
tions. 

The ideological aspects of the power concept can not  b e  distinguished 
from those other general ideological and, simultaneously, theoretical 
concepts of democracy, freedom, justice, and equality. However, whereas 
the latter seem to  have positive connotations attached to  them, the con
cept of power is usually associated with less positive values. The struggle 
for power is often thought of as something rather objectionable. A wide
spread belief is that power corrupts. Another idea is that power alienates 
people from each other. Power seems to be  "etic" (external, theoretical, 
and objective) as well as "emic" (internal, popular, and subjective). It is a 
concept employed by social scientists in descriptions of societal conditions, 
and, at  the same time, it is a concept people use to understand, and per
haps even to change, their societal conditions. 

I l l  



Questions about the  nature and importance of power have probably 
preoccupied people's minds as long as societies have existed. Enquiries 
into the rule of society are found in the works of philosophers and critics 
ever since Plato and Aristotle. Machiavelli, in the sixteenth century, and 
Hobbes, in the seventeenth century, analysed the mechanisms of power for 
the political purpose of counteracting impending civil wars. A point of 
interest is that Machiavelli wrote "The Prince" shortly after having been 
released from imprisonment and torture. Until the full emergence of 
modern democracy, and the birth of the modern social sciences, analyses 
of power were almost without exception presented to the ruler, or to the 
ruling classes of society. These analyses were often put in terms of proposi
tions or recommendations. During the Enlightenment, as a consequence of 
the societal changes preceding it and affected by it, questions concerning 
the nature of power were beginning to be stated in novel ways. One lead
ing analyst of power - Montesquieu - made the point that the only effective 
means to counter-balance the ruler's power was to establish another paral
lel power in society. Thus the idea of a division of power was born, gradu
ally crystallising into the concept of dividing power into the legislative, 
executive, and judging offices, a conception upon which the development 
of modern democracy is founded. 

Contemporary social science research on power enquires into the problem 
mainly from the angle of those who are the subjects of the societal execu
tion of power. At first sight this perspective might seem to depart from the 
Machiavellian one. However, that is but an illusion. Societally subsidised 
research into questions of power in democratic states, in which power 
ultimately belongs to the people, is bound to  assume this approach. In 
other words, predominant political and ideological beliefs about the nature 
of power are, essential to  the very opportunities of analysing power. 
Basically, we find in democratic societies that knowledge, and the spread 
of knowledge, is believed to be the principal asset of power. In totalitarian 
states, correspondingly, the ignorance of the people is its most reliable 
asset. 

This chapter will treat the concept of power setting out from the perspec
tive of society and the social sciences. I will dwell upon the concepts of 
"force" and "coercion". One basic question is about how power relates to  
violence. 

One specific topic of this volume as a whole concerns the symbolic mutual-



ity of the two bodies - the human body and the societal body. The implica
tion is not that society should be  regarded as an  enlarged human body, 
analytically or  theoretically, nor that  the human body should b e  under
stood in terms of a condensed societal body. I do  not have in mind the 
scientist's theories about man and society, but rather folk conceptions and 
symbols pertaining to  man's basic understanding of society. We need to  
consider the symbolic way in which the two bodies are reflected in each 
other, back and forth. This symbolism is drastically brought to the fore and 
worked upon in torture. Torture is an ostensible business. The intense pain 
and the annihilating violations to  integrity suffered by the victim, and the 
indignation of those combating torture, in short, the inhumanity of it all, 
easily obscures the  fact that  tor ture  is a n  act  saturated with symbolic 
meaning. 

In the chapters on pain, violation, and will our point of departure is the 
human body. This chapter departs from the societal body - the state. The 
phrase "the body politic" refers in fact to  "the state". This metaphor of the 
body politic indicates our point of departure. Setting out from here  the 
discussion will be brought around to the human body and how it is exploit
ed in the execution of power. Michel Foucault deals thoroughly with this 
question. From Foucault it is merely a short step to  analyses of the body's 
symbolic meaning when it comes to understanding societal power relations. 
The work by Mary Douglas has been a great source of inspiration. 

Some facets of the power concept 

There are numerous definitions of the concept of power. Max Weber's is 
probably the most influential one: "Power is the probability that one actor 
within a social relationship will be  in a position to carry out his will despite 
resistance, regardless of the basis on which this probability rests" (Weber, 
1947). A number of crucial aspects are captured by Weber. Power is 
having one's way. Here we find an obvious link to our deliberations on the 
will in the preceding chapter. Power is a relationship between at  least two 
actors. By definition, then, power is characterised by relativity. The fact 
that power always must pertain to social relations does not imply, however, 
that all social relations are characterised by power. The power relation is 
one particular type of social relation, though, admittedly, latent aspects of 
power are frequently involved in everyday interpersonal interactions. 



Everyday vernacular may lead us astray. We  say: A is in possession of 
power. This way of putting it suggests that power is a property. We should 
actually say: A has power over B. The relativity of the relationship is then 
restored. Now, power over is not the same thing as power to. The  latter 
case pertains t o  the  opportunities of effecting one's will. Whereas power 
over alludes t o  relationships, power to is about positions in this very rela
tionship. In most cases when we speak of power to we refer to  formal posi
tions in an  organisation or in a decision-making hierarchy. The organisa
tion assigns actors to  various positions of power over others, and power to  
make decisions concerning them. In a formal power relationship, and even 
more so in an informal one, a crucial factor is how this position of power is 
viewed by the actors themselves. If one actor is seen as enjoying power, if 
h e  is aware that others hold this opinion, if he  lives u p  to  these expecta
tions and has his way against the will of others, then the ascribed position 
of power is a real  one. Essentially, then,  the  position of power depends 
upon the attributions of others. However, if the actor in question is una
ware of the power others ascribe t o  him, or if he  disregards their attribu
tions, then he does not hold power over them. 

Power relations are  usually explained in terms of interrelations between 
two actors, A and B, be they individuals, organisations, or states. Evidently, 
one of the actors may be  an individual, the other one (a representative of) 
an  organisation. A t  the  one  extreme the  relationship of power is repre
sented by the case in which one is in complete command of the  other. His 
power over the  other is, then, all-inclusive. As a rule, this case applies t o  
torture. The other extreme is represented by the case in which the parties 
are in possession of a mutually and symmetrically equal power over each 
other, but in different dimensions or spheres. This may be  the  case when 
equally strong parties negotiate. The typical power relation, however, is 
asymmetrical. One party - the power holder - has an advantage in relation 
t o  the power subject. The power holder exerts a greater control over the  
power subject than the latter is capable of countering. 

Intuitively we feel that  t he  asymmetry of power can not b e  more pro
nounced than it is in torture. In some cases, however, it is conceivable that 
tor ture victims a re  in possession of information which is, in fact, vitally 
important to  the torturing authorities. In one sense, then, the  victim does 
hold a certain amount  of "power" - counter-power - in relat ion t o  his 
tormentors. His power over them may represent a chance of survival as 
long as the  interrogators a r e  not  given the  information they demand. 



Psychologically, at least, it is not inconceivable that torture in some circles 
may serve as a confirmation of identity, however absurd and contrary to 
reason it may sound. To me, however, this is a rather questionable way of 
representing torture. Objectively it is dubious because the general scene is 
not like this. A majority of those tortured seldom possess information of 
any real significance. They were arrested more or less at random. The real 
aim of torture is to terrorise. Morally it is dubious because torture - even in 
exceptional cases in democratic states - may be justified on the grounds 
that some information is of such vital importance that just any means may 
be employed to exact it. Human rights are set aside. Special regulations are 
permitted. The police and the military are equipped with special provisions 
to be employed in exceptional circumstances. Torture is legitimised. 

The exercise of power is an act and an event, and, moreover, a demonstra
tion. In other words, a manifest side exists to power. To the one whose will 
is disregarded the power holder most obviously has his way. Torture is 
about crushing the victim's will. It is an extreme demonstration of power. 
On the other hand, holding power may imply that the power relationship is 
latent in nature. The opportunity to  exercise power exists but may not 
necessarily be brought out in manifest action. 

A system of power relations adds up to  a power structure. The power 
structure in society is extremely complex. Certain aspects of it are manifest, 
obvious, and comprehensible, whereas others are exceptionally difficult to 
grasp. By their vast numbers systems of administrative rules and regula
tions conceal rather than bring out the course of power from decisions to 
execution. In democratic societies, enjoying a complex social structure, the 
societal execution of power is carried out by networks of concurrent 
hierarchies of command. Power is delegated and spread. Subordinate 
centres of power arise, responsible for different tasks and interests. Evi
dently, society needs to bring about some kind of coordination. Further
more, in the very nature of an open society contest between different 
centres of power are manifested and upheld. Conflicts of interest, competi
tion, and freedom in consideration of responsibility, are the very makings 
of an open society. Resolving these conflicts is a matter of legislation, 
negotiations, and the market mechanisms. In totalitarian states these 
processes of coordination are controlled by other means. One single centre 
of power may control the entire society. 

The very nature of democratic societies seems to imply that power rela-



tions are less asymmetrical than in totalitarian states. For  this reason tor
ture would seem t o  b e  alien to  democratic conceptions, at least in princi
ple. We do know, however, that even democratic states do in fact resort to 
tor ture in some instances. Conversely, t he  ruling factions in totalitarian 
states depend upon the asymmetry of power. Were this asymmetry to  b e  
reduced, the power holders would run the  risk of confronting competing 
centres of power. So tor ture is one  instrument t o  which totalitarian re
gimes resort in order to  defend their position when it is challenged, on real 
or  imaginary grounds. The  origins of legal torture in ancient Greece is a 
reminder, however, that the relations of democracy to  torture are ambigu
ous indeed. 

The forms of power 

Dennis Wrong presents a classification of concepts referring t o  power 
relations. His point of departure is the  following broad definition: "Power 
is the  capacity of some persons t o  produce intended and foreseen effects 
on others, regardless of the physical or psychological factors on which the  
capacity rests" (Wrong 1979). 

Influence is the most general concept. Influence may b e  intended or unin
tended.  Unintended influence is most certainly a phenomenon worth 
considering. The  aggregated outcome of people's acts and decisions, their 
preferences and performances, constituting essential parts of social life, 
spring from unintended influence. A considerable part of the events taking 
place in society are unintended consequences of decisions and acts relating 
to  quite different matters. However, the concept of power denotes intend
ed influence. 

Wrong distinguishes four  principle methods of accomplishing intended 
(social) influence. It can b e  done by means of persuasion, manipulation, 
force, and the indisputable and absolute command issued by authority. The 
power holder may employ all these methods in various contexts and for 
various purposes. Only authority, however, corresponds t o  a genuine 
power relation. By its very nature the relationship of authority is social. It 
is characterised by a certain mutuality, even when the parties do  not enjoy 
equal opportunities of influencing their respective counterparts. The rela
tionship is asymmetrical. Force and manipulation, on the other hand, imply 
that the  integrity of the other party is disrespected. At  least some kinds of 



persuasion too imply that the mutuality of the relationship is not recog
nised. Persuasion, manipulation, and force are  present only as explicit 
manifestations of power. They exist only as acts and events which actually 
take place. The implicit and latent potentiality of power is found but in a 
relationship of authority. As instruments of power, persuasion, manipula
tion, and force have a frightening significance in our contemporary world. 

Through the media persuasion, in its guise of propaganda, has turned into 
an increasingly subtle and ingenious means by which power holders fashion 
people's conceptions of the world. Persuasion is a tool of political indoc
trination in the  East  as well as in the  West. By the  very extensiveness, 
intensiveness, and authoritative status of the  modern media, persuasion 
affects entire populations. Comparatively, the investments, in terms of staff 
and money, are insignificant. Hardly any resistance worth mentioning is to  
b e  expected. So, although the  immediate results of single messages of 
persuasive intent are negligible, the  long-term effects may well b e  quite 
considerable. 

In states imposing censorship upon news-distribution, the  distinction 
between persuasion and manipulation is not clear-cut. Persuasion includes 
elements of manipulation, and manipulation may employ persuasive tech
niques. In manipulation the power holder conceals his real intentions. The 
effect  h e  is seeking t o  bring about is unknown t o  the  subjects of power. 
The  manipulator's concealed control of the other, then, takes place in a 
communication process in which messages are  disguised. The  intended 
effects are other than what they appear t o  be. Manipulation is carried out 
by controlling the  information t o  which the  receiver has access. It  is a 
formidable task to  counter, oppose, or protest against manipulation. For 
this reason, maybe, manipulation rouses more feelings of discomfort than 
other means of power execution. 

Persuasion and manipulation, separately or  combined, a re  tools a t  the  
disposal of the torturer. In torture they are elements of the  interrogation. 
Interrogation may b e  about promises that are not promises, information 
that is false, contradictory information, absurd demands and requirements, 
all this mingled with fairly credible information, apparently reasonable 
demands, and sometimes, an obliging manner, all to give rise to feelings of 
uncertainty and to distort the prisoner's sense of reality. When absurdities 
become realities, then what is reasonable and sound appears to  be prepos
terous in a dialectics in which all established morals a re  reversed, and 



where what is familiar is turned into its opposite. The  manipulatory tech
niques of torture include, furthermore,  t he  employment of informants 
amongst the prisoners. Insecurity about whom one is able to trust gives rise 
to further strain. 

Persuasion and manipulation are elements of treatment in torture. One  
might wonder, then, whether they are measures of the  public preventive 
aims of tor ture .  Releasing prisoners is in itself pa r t  of t h e  strategy of 
manipulation. Whether  h e  accounts for  his experiences or  not,  t he  re
leased prisoner represents by his very existence a source of information of 
the kind that the regime needs to  communicate, however, without officially 
being able to  pose as the sender. 

First and foremost, however, torture is bound u p  with force as a form of 
power, physical or  psychological force. Physical force may b e  categorised 
according to  the  nature of the instruments employed. Are they violent or 
non-violent? 

Forcing a person means to  restrict, or, in fact, to  annihilate his freedom of 
action. Physical force means to  overpower and break every attempt on his 
part to  resist. The person being forced is faced with the prospects of being 
subjected t o  pain, being deprived of t he  possibilities t o  satisfy his basic 
physical and psychological needs, or submitting to  the will of the other. H e  
is expected t o  give in. That is the aim of force. Force bears upon his will, 
ideas, and beliefs. In those cases in which commands, persuasion, or some
times rewards, do  not  bring about the  intended concessions, the  only 
remaining alternative is to  employ force aimed at the subject's body. Physi
cal force is always employed against the other's body. Psychological force is 
employed against his mind, language, identity, and his profound beliefs and 
symbols. Indirectly it is an attack directed against his body, just as physical 
force attacks his self conceptions, dignity, and mind. Violence is the ex
pression of force. Torture is the most extreme example of societal violence. 
It works on the  human body. In order t o  understand its mechanisms we 
need to  uncover the body's societal symbolism and society's bodily symbol
ism. 

Direct physical or psychological force is not the  expressed threat of being 
subjected t o  forceful means. Coercion is another category in Wrong's 
system of classification. It  is subordinate  t o  t h e  concept  of authority.  
Coercion, the  threat  t o  employ force, may well characterise a genuine 



power relationship. 

If the means of force are used only to a restricted extent, perhaps on single 
"strategic" occasions, the authority of the ruling regime may be  fortified. 
Referring t o  appropriate  examples, t h e  power holder may b e  able t o  
convince the power subjects that his authority subsists and will be  defend
ed if necessary. In this case, the position of authority is founded upon 
people's unwillingness, and certainly in many cases upon their fear, of 
being exposed to force. However, employing forceful means all too fre
quently undermines authority. Power holders, who regularly resort to force 
in order t o  secure their position, have not succeeded to  establish or main
tain their position of authority. Whereas force is a manifest event, coercion 
is an indefinite, latent possibility. In its pure form, force is the physical 
disregard of "social responsivity". Coercion, in its pure form, implies the 
linguistic and psychological disregard of "social responsivity". 

Force as such is not  an  efficient means t o  achieve productive results. 
Destruction and havoc can be accomplished for sure, but employing force
ful means to  promote creative activities is self-contradictory. Acts can be 
restricted and stopped by the use of force but hardly elicited. Yet penal 
servitude and forced labour in the Nazi concentration camps was not only 
a matter of utter and complete destruction. Factories in Nazi Germany 
were dependent upon this man-power. In the long run, however, it does 
seem unfeasible to  run a society upon the use of physical force. Coercion 
entices people to  act in accordance with the intentions of the power hold
er, not force itself. 

Authority 

A n  authority decides, orders, commands, prescribes, and expects to  be  
obeyed. If the power holder's authority is obvious the contents of his deci
sions will not  b e  questioned. The contents of these decisions and com
mands are  not the determining factors of authority. Rather  the  status, 
resources, and qualifications of the authority determine whether decisions 
will be obeyed and commands executed. Wrong, following Weber, distin
guishes four categories of authority, relating to  the nature and character of 
t he  source. Authority may b e  founded upon legitimacy, competence, 
personal qualifications, and coercion. I will not deal with the first three 
categories. 



Authority based on coercion may seem efficient. It has been part of the 
political execution of power in practically every society throughout history. 
But problems are involved. Efficiency may be  delusive. It boils down to  the 
problem of visibility and credibility. If A by means of coercion is to  induce 
B t o  make concessions, then B must b e  convinced that A is prepared to, 
and also capable of carrying out his threats. B's conviction may be  founded 
by the coercive measures A has given proof of in previous action. Society's 
recourse t o  force on certain occasions may be  viewed as part of the  pre
ventive measures of making threats credible. If these coercive measures 
are  believed to  b e  realistic authority will not be  contested. However, new 
problems arise. If the authority is not challenged for some period of time, 
then the power holder's credibility will gradually erode and be  questioned. 
An authority basing its power upon coercion needs challengers, dissidents, 
deviates, and rebels. 

In preindustrial societies coercion was always at the foundation of political 
power. The  other  principal approach, that  is t o  say, founding authority 
upon rewards, is typical, rather, of economic power. In modern complex 
societies the distinctions between the political and economic spheres of 
power are not distinct. Political authority may be  founded upon the prom
ise of rewards. Economic power certainly employs some coercive measures, 
such as lock-outs, closing down, and laying off workers. Some quarters 
maintain that the close cooperation of the  political and economic centres 
of power within t he  so called military-industrial complex is a threat  t o  
democracy. For  reasons of national security certain important sectors of 
society are  made inaccessible t o  public control. Characteristic of totalitar
ian states is the concentration of political, military, and economic power to  
a small select circle of officials. 

One  significant difference between authority founded upon coercion and 
authority operating with rewards deserves to  b e  mentioned. Coercive 
threats do  not have t o  be  executed continuously. Nor is it feasible t o  en
slave an entire population by the  use of force. Setting distinct examples is 
sufficient. On the other hand, promised rewards, be  they economic, educa
tional, or  social, must be  fulfilled if the power holder's authority is not t o  
b e  eroded in the  eyes of the  people. The  means of force, turning into 
terror and torture in the  hands of some regimes, are employed by many 
power holders in Third World states t o  defend their positions. In nations 
where the interest on foreign loans erodes the national product, and where 
small bu t  prosperous layers of the  population defend their positions by 



every possible means, democratic governments encounter great problems, 
in practice, to fulfil promises of land reforms, social or educational im
provements, or to raise the standard of living for large, more or less desti
tute, layers of the population. 

A regime, whose position of power is maintained by coercive measures, 
depends upon the executioners and administrators of force. What makes 
some willing to render active service as the executioners of societal force? 
Special rewards and privileges do undoubtedly serve as incentives. More 
important, however, is the fact that the holders of these instruments of 
force are convinced of the legitimacy of the regime, and of the political 
system it has established. Some might regard themselves as a select group, 
however cruel and repulsive their tasks initially might have seemed to  
them. It has to do with indoctrination and subtle forms of social control. A 
system of terror is less a matter of the instruments in themselves and more 
a question of social control. 

Ultimately, even these administrators of force are affected by the fear 
produced within the system. A social order emerges in which each and 
every one avoids talking about personal views and experiences. People 
avoid speaking about these matters, out of fear to distinguish themselves, 
out of unwillingness to be deprived of their privileges, and out of fear to be 
punished for their views. Criticism and discussion about principles and 
ideas are suppressed. Instead, people retire into their shells. A dynamic 
process is brought about in which the terror, administered by the collabo
rators of regime, inevitably turns back upon themselves. They are already 
compromised and their only alternative is to  accept the legitimacy of the 
system. 

Violence 

Basically the instruments of force are of two kinds, violent and non-violent. 
The distinction between violence and non-violence is far from clear. Cer
tain non-violent means such as strikes are intended to paralyse vital socie
tal organs, and, in some instances at least, they indirectly put human lives 
in jeopardy. Moreover, how are we to conceive of economic constraints 
enforced by the government? In what sense do they reflect violence or 
non-violence? Normally we associate non-violent methods with liberation 
and civil rights movements debarred from, or lacking recognition within, 



the established political system. Non-violent methods bring popular leaders 
to mind, such as Mahatma Gandhi, Martin Luther King, and Albert Luthu-
li. 

Civilian resistance to unjust and freedom restricting political systems, or to 
unjust and undemocratic decisions, requires a well organised, ideologically 
vigilant, and determined opposition. It must not yield in the face of vio
lence. Civilian resistance challenges the instruments of violence at the 
disposal of the political centres of power. Its very aim is to uncover these 
means by emphasising moral arguments. One of its suppositions is that 
the adversary, if only for tactical reasons, will not entirely disregard the 
political strength of moral right. Apart from the ideological awareness of 
its supporters and a well functioning organisation, a non-violent movement 
needs to muster large numbers of active and passive supporters in order to 
achieve the intended political results. In the eyes of the power holder the 
number of opponents is the strongest argument. The strength forcing the 
holders of political power to concessions lies in the numbers the non-vio
lent movement is able to bring out. 

Dennis Wrong's analysis of the power concept is clear and deserves credit. 
It is qualified by its intellectual distance to  the subject. In spite of its 
obvious merits my impression is nevertheless that it is slightly cool, in a 
sense perhaps even technocratic. On the other hand I feel that Hannah 
Arendt's writing is in a more critical and committed vein. Consequently, 
her concept of power differs from Wrong's who seems to take the estab
lished power structure for granted. Wrong's perspective is indeed the one 
of an outsider, but it tends to be  one viewing the state of affairs from 
above. To my mind Arendt's ideas rather represent the critical opponent. 
Her perspective is one of the academic outsider too, but with an obvious 
tinge of coming from a point beneath the power structure. Her thoughts 
are in some ways akin to  Gandhi's analyses of satyagraha - the people's 
power by civil disobedience and civilian resistance. 

In her book "On violence" Arendt discusses the  concepts of power, 
strength, force, authority, and violence. But she puts these concepts in a 
perspective differing from Wrong's. To  some extent the concepts are 
rendered other meanings. Above all, she says, it is essential to distinguish 
between force and violence. Then, how does Arendt define her concepts? 

Power is conceived of as man's ability to  act in concert and as a group. 



Power is always bound to the group. It is there as long as the group exists. 
When the group dissolves the power generated by it is lost. In other words, 
an individual is in the possession of power solely in his capacity of repre
senting a group, an organisation, a state, or some other collective. Strength 
differs from power. Strength is a genuine individual attribute. An individu
al's physical and mental strength emerges in competition with other indi
viduals. However, even the strongest individual is subdued by the power a 
group collectively is able to muster. The authority of a decision-maker is 
characterised by the fact that all those affected recognise his right without 
questioning it. Arendt's rendering of power, strength, and authority, all too 
briefly accounted for here, puts the particular characteristics of force and 
violence in perspective. 

In many analyses of the mechanisms of power the concept of force is 
employed in a misleading sense, Arendt maintains. Imperative physical and 
social circumstances do exist, that is true. On these occasions it may be 
appropriate speak of force. However, in most analyses of power force is 
usually a paraphrase for violence. The instrumental nature of violence is 
then concealed. Power is about numbers. Violence is about instruments. 
The most extreme case of power superiority is all against one. The most 
extreme form of violence is when one (Doctor Strangelove) has the in
struments at his disposal to destroy everybody. 

In relations between the states of the world community, and likewise in 
cases of state control of society, the instruments of violence in the hands of 
the military and the police are always used to shield the structure of power. 
The regime has a considerably larger arsenal of violent instruments at its 
disposal than any domestic opposition. Popular resistance turns into a 
revolutionary situation only when the power holder no longer is in control 
of the societal instruments of violence. 

Thus, violence might be conceived of as the real basis of power. This view 
is maintained by numerous works on societal power. However, Arendt 
believes otherwise. No regime, whose rule depends upon violence aimed at 
its adversaries, is likely to  survive in the long run. The millennial Nazi 
Reich lasted for twelve years only. No dictatorship, however cruel or 
tyrannical, can operate devoid of organisation and infrastructure, networks 
and regulatory systems. The slave societies known to history were in exist
ence for hundreds of years, and sometimes even longer, without being torn 
apart by internal conflict. These slave societies, like the European coloni-



sation of Africa, Asia, and America in modern times, cannot be explained 
by the fact that the rulers and colonisers had superior instruments of vio
lence at their disposal. Rather, it was a question of organisational efficien
cy, that is, power. Arendt insists that power can never be maintained by 
violence. Then, what does this imply for the principle of self-defence? 
What does it imply with respect to an understanding of the aims of tor
ture? 

In self-defence, Arendt states, it is not morally unjust to  direct violence 
back at the assailant. The danger is obvious. It is manifestly present and 
imminent. Defending oneself against an attack must be done immediately. 
Otherwise it may be too late. However, it should not be done too soon 
either. Then "defence" turns into an attack. The more distant in time and 
space the impending danger is, the less justified it is to  resort to violence 
aimed at the other, whether the objective is to defend personal integrity, 
or, at the societal level, to maintain the present structure of power. Thus, 
totalitarian regimes need to justify the violence to which they subject 
domestic populations. Sometimes this is achieved by pointing out particu
lar minorities, events, or political beliefs as the tumours of the societal 
body. The regime attributes subversive intentions to them. The regime 
portrays them as impending threats to the subsistence of society, culture, 
and civilisation. 

According to  Arendt, then, violence can never be the prerequisite of 
power. Rather, power is eroded by the violence to which a regime may feel 
itself forced to  resort. Violence destroys power. Regimes of violence 
appear only when authority, real power by the people, is lost. Temporarily, 
perhaps, power may be held by means of violence. However, the stakes are 
high. When the ruling authorities no longer are able to prevent the spread 
of violence an occasion is brought about in whith the ends no longer justify 
the means. Instead the means justify the ends. When this situation arises 
true power has definitely disintegrated. 

The social nature of power, with its roots in the collectivity of the group, 
makes it a linguistic phenomenon. Political power is the power of the word. 
Violence is the use of instruments. In rules of terror the instruments of 
violence replace political arguments. Nevertheless, there still is a commu
nicative aspect to violence. Silence, the absence of discussion and debate, 
in short, the absence of communication, perhaps even straight-out anti-
communication, is communication too. 



Terror administered by the regime is aimed at implanting fear in the minds 
of the people. In what way is fear spread and increased? One idea is that 
the mental splintering of the individual occasioned in torture corresponds 
to the rupture of different groups in society. Breaches of the social rela
tions in society are maintained and intensified by the fact that nobody feels 
safe to  trust his neighbour. Virtually anybody could be an informer. The 
social atmosphere is one of collective distrust, thus constituting an effective 
impediment to organised political resistance. Political discussions cease. A 
social reticence is spread throughout society. Not only is the spoken politi
cal word n o  longer heard, discussions and arguments one man to  another 
are  reduced t o  silence. The  power of the  written word is weakened by 
censorship, black-lists, and, ultimately, by the burning of books. The rule of 
terror intimidates the entire population. 

How do rules of terror arise? Arendt suggests that terror exists in societies 
where political power, in the real sense of the word, is already lost. Terror 
is the rule that  comes into office when violence, already having eroded 
power, rules unrestrictedly. As a means of rule, terror operates only as 
long as organised resistance is wanting. Only when every trace of organised 
resistance has ceased to  exist, has been eliminated, or has vanished, is the 
full destructiveness of terror let loose. 

The rule of terror differs from other kinds of totalitarian rule maintained 
by violence inasmuch as the rule of terror not only attacks its enemies. It 
directs its attacks against its supporters too. When the hangman of yester
day is the victim of today, when the police state devours its own children, 
then every trace of power is eliminated. 

Power over the body 

The  principle of terror is indistinguishable violence - violence aimed at  
enemies of the regime as well as at  its supporters and sponsors. Violence 
merges in many guises. It may be  physical or mental. As a rule it is both. 
Violence may be  concrete, but symbolic as well. It may be  the explosive 
discharge of force for destructive purposes. And it may be a prolonged and 
tenacious encroachment. The destructive potentials of violence may be  
aimed a t  objects, and  first of all we probably envisage objects having 
symbolic significance to  us, in other words, objects or things invested with 
emotional meaning. Frequently they are artifacts of human toil. A hurri-



cane or an earth-quake is indeed said to be violent, but this is a figure of 
speech. Violence in itself always brings in man and is aimed at the living, 
or, at objects having emotional significance for the living. Ultimately, the 
object of violence is the living body. 

At this point I intend to make a breakneck transition from Arendt's ideas 
to an important book by Michel Foucault about society's power over the 
human body. His book concerns the extreme violence aimed at the body in 
public branding, mutilation, and torture of criminals. How does this ap
proach link up with Arendt's power concept? Well, my contention is that 
Foucault too is treating a communicative approach to power. Language is 
not the medium. The medium of political discourse is the human body. 

Foucault's study concerns the changes of the penal system during a hun
dred year period from the middle of the eighteenth century to  the middle 
of the nineteenth century. His book treats the advent of the modern prison 
and the concurrent changes of penal conceptions. I will confine myself to 
his analyses of public torture during l'ancien régime. During this period 
public torture was replaced by penal models that were to  deprive the 
criminal of his liberty. Torture ceased to be the principal punishment for 
crimes of thef t  and violence, or for other offences within the  general 
criminal code. Foucault's penetrating analysis does not bear upon the fact 
that certain legal provisions were left unaffected by the changes of the 
penal system. Torture was not abolished for political crimes. The means of 
executing torture still remained, not as a punishment awarded for criminal 
offences, but as a means to support the political offence. Foucault deals 
with the symbolic significance of torture, and his analyses are most relevant 
when it comes to uncovering its meaning even in relation to contemporary 
oppressive political systems. 

France during the eighteenth century does not compare to the oppressive 
states of our own times, at least not in political, economic, technological, or 
militarily respects. If power is not primarily a technological or military 
phenomenon but a social and organisational one, then the recreation and 
reproduction of oppression is essentially a cultural phenomenon. The 
culture of oppression during l'ancien régime as well as in contemporary 
Latin America, must be related to the long duration and survival of collec
tive representations - mentalities - generation upon generation 

In one particular respect, then, there is a resemblance, namely in the atti-



tudes of the individual. Conceptions of human rights were (on the whole) 
unknown in eighteenth century society. Human rights is a twentieth cen
tury conception. The similarity lies in the fact that human rights in our own 
times are not recognised by many states belonging to the world community. 
If these rights are not in force, they do not exist as normative political 
principles anymore here than they did in eighteenth century French socie
ty-

Foucault maintains that a moderation in the application of the penal code 
took place during the latter part of the eighteenth century. The physical 
semblance of the human body was no longer the focus of penal conse
quences. Instead principles of imprisonment, isolation, restriction of 
movement, forced Jabour, and expulsion were developed. Even these 
penalties did, of course, have physical consequences. But they were not 
attacks directed against the body, not in the way that floggings, branding, 
and amputations were. Penalties implying restrictions of liberty refer to the 
essential value that  liberty and individuality, individual freedom, are 
endowed with in modern society, the society which began to shape as a 
result of the Enlightenment, industrialisation, and, ultimately, the break
through of political democracy. In other words, liberty restricting penalties 
accord with the conception of the rights and duties constituting the indi
vidual's societal existence. It might be put that the principle of liberty re
stricting penalties did not arise as penal consequences until the concept of 
individual human rights and duties emerged. 

During l'ancien régime the penal consequences were literally carved into 
the flesh of the punished. Penalties of this kind refer to conceptions about 
man and society very different to our own. In a general sense contempo
rary Western ideas about the human body might be put as follows: The 
human body is the materialisation of identity and individuality. To  the 
eighteenth century mind the human body was a collective concern to  a 
much greater extent. Cutting both ways, the human body belonged to the 
family, the village, the sheriff, and the Crown. A society in which the "indi
vidual" yet did not exist, the human body was regarded as an organ of 
reproduction, man-power, an economic utility, and cannon fodder. 

Exacting corporal punishments in the presence of spectators was part of 
this conceptional province. The gallows-hill was a place of public meeting. 
Punishments were a public amusement. Corporal punishment meant 
employing the principle of retribution from time immemorial - an eye for 



an eye, a tooth for a tooth. It referred to  a world in which the "individual" 
did not exist, a physical world, a world of hard labour, a world in which 
human beings were snatched away from life in wars, violence, and epidem
ics, a world in which infant mortality was immense, a world in which 
women gave birth throughout their fertile lives. In short, it referred to a 
world in which the individual did not count. 

The history of penal measurements should be related to  the history of 
moral conceptions. Without doubt it is fruitful to relate it to the develop
ment of legal and judicial conceptions. Furthermore, the history of penal 
measurements must be written in relation to  the processes of political, 
social, and economic development in society. Besides that, Foucault claims, 
it must be  written in relation t o  the  history of the  conceptions of the  
human body. 

Political power in eighteenth century society was founded upon power 
over the body. Branding, mutilating, and torturing a human body meant 
taking possession of it, driving in political power into it and onto it. The 
essential factor of production during this period was the muscular force of 
man and beast. For this reason power invested itself in the body. The penal 
procedures implied that the ruler appropriated the body. Imprisonment, 
on the other hand, implies that the mind is appropriated. 

As a means of punishment torture was meticulously regulated. It followed 
well-defined procedures. The quality, intensity, and duration of the inflict
ed pain was devised according to the nature of the crime, its gravity, and to 
the identity and social status of the penalised one. These procedures were 
not a question of extracting information through interrogation. They were 
not a matter of sadistic excess. Public torture was a ritual in which the 
punished one was branded. He  was to be marked in his very flesh by the 
irons, knifes, and other implements. He  was branded in order to attract 
attention and create a stir. The Crown stamped its mark upon the human 
body itself. These measures were symbolic inasmuch as certain modes of 
procedure would correspond to  specific categories of crime. Blasphemers 
had their tongues cut off. Murderers lost their right hand. The execution of 
penalties was an art, as Foucault puts it, a poetics. The crime was imprint
ed upon the body of the perpetrator. 

The ordeals of torture were believed to indicate the truth. If the accused 
proved to be guilty of the crime, the pain he was subjected to was a just 



retribution. On the other hand, if he was found to be innocent, the pain 
he suffered implied that he was exonerated from the accusation. Whatever 
the outcome, there was every reason for the accused to be subjected to the 
ordeals of torture. Torture, pain, and truth were bound to the body of the 
offender. 

Public torture was a legal ritual. At the same time it was a political one. It 
was a ceremony in which power manifested itself. Ultimately, the right to 
impose penalties was the due of the Crown. Holding power over life and 
death is the most inclusive form of power conceivable. In eighteenth 
century France the criminal offence was thought of as an attack directed 
against the power of the Crown. Public executions were not the administer
ing of justice. The penalty of torture implied that power was re-established. 
By penal measurements the Crown made its presence known. 

Disdain for the human body in public torture, as we envisage it in relation 
to contemporary values and beliefs, must be understood in terms of atti
tudes towards death in eighteenth century society. Death, like the Crown, 
was present at every place and at every time. Life was burdened by disease, 
hunger, epidemics, infant mortality, and recurrent massacres in wars. 
Death was familiar to each and everyone. Death was a permanent compan
ion. Rituals, religious as well as profane, were the routines of everyday life, 
rituals the meaning of which were to  make death acceptable, to integrate 
death as a naturally present component of life, rituals, in short, aimed at 
making sense out of death. 

Public torture, then, was one element of these rituals. It was a manifesta
tion of power and an indicator of the truth. The offender's body was the 
arena upon which power was enacted. Public torture was one channel 
through which power was communicated to the general public, a power 
asserting itself by arguments on the very body of the offender. Public tor
ture required the presence of onlookers. The spectators served a dual 
function. They gathered to witness. Frequently the corpse of the executed 
was displayed in the immediate vicinity of the scene of the crime. People 
witnessed and they feared. Their presence served to confirm power. Not 
only was to witness a right. It was a duty. 

What are the similarities and differences, then, between torture during 
l'ancien régime and torture instigated by contemporary oppressive re
gimes? One obvious difference is that the former was a means of handling 



common criminals, whereas the latter is an instrument of persecuting polit
ical dissenters, "political criminals" in the eyes of oppressive regimes. How 
should we conceive of this difference? The criminal offence during l'ancien 
régime was what the political "offence" is today. In other words, the crimi
nal offence during l'ancien régime was a political offence. This is one way 
of interpreting Foucault. 

Another obvious difference is that torture in those times was a punish
ment, not part of an interrogation. However, might not political torture 
today be seen as a punishment too? Is it not a myth, maintained by the 
torturing authorities, that torture is employed in the "public" interest to 
elicit vital information from uncooperative dissenters to the regime? 

Foucault outlines torture in terms of a public ritual. In our contemporary 
world people are not tortured in the presence of crowds of spectators. The 
operations are performed in secret premises banned to the public view. 
But yet, I would argue, it is done in the presence of a public. Torture of 
political antagonists is a public operation. It is a secret publicity and a 
public secrecy. 

Theft and crimes of property were graver challenges to  the established 
ideology in eighteenth century France than rape, murder, and beatings of 
commoners. For totalitarian regimes today, political opposition is a greater 
challenge to official ideology and power structure than crimes of property 
and acts of interpersonal violence. During l'ancien régime power estab
lished itself upon the body of the tortured person. Punishments were to 
reflect the crimes of the offender on his very body. The institutions respon
sible for torture today have devised methods of tormenting people far 
beyond endurance. The sophistication of it all is that somatic defences are 
turned into weapons aimed at the body itself. The oppressive regime does 
indeed employ the body for its purposes, but it does not primarily establish 
itself upon the surface layers of the body. It avoids leaving traces upon the 
external appearance of the body. The oppressive regime establishes itself 
in the minds of people, and, accordingly, in the depth dimensions of the 
body. It is the mind that is to  be  branded, mutilated, and subdued. The 
political "offence" relates to the mind, as offences of property during l'an
cien régime related to the external appearance of the body. 

The body is involved in contemporary political torture, but on different 
conditions than the case was in the times Foucault deals with. The system 



of symbols towards which contemporary torture directs its energies per
tains to  profound conceptions of man and society. If torture during l'anci-
en régime was concrete, expressive, and, in a distorted sense, educational, 
then political torture in the world of today is subtle, elusive, and psychiat
ric. 

In the analysis of societal violence we easily reduce the issue to the ques
tion of totalitarian versus democratic government. Extreme political vio
lence prevails in a number of states in Latin America and the Middle East. 
Human rights are hardly recognised at all. Almost every family knows of 
somebody belonging t o  their social network who has been executed or  
tortured, or who has disappeared without a trace. In these nations political 
violence is widespread and extensive. We find it in many states in a formal 
sense regarded as democracies almost as frequently as in notorious dicta
torships. Many instances exist of democratic constitutions more or less 
enforced from above, and sometimes from abroad, which do not in them
selves guarantee the  recognition of human rights. States adopting a 
democratic constitution are not always able to  get the better of political 
violence. In shifts of government the democratic forces coming into power 
inherit the machinery that previously served a totalitarian regime. This is 
one explanation of the difficulties to  set up  working and stable democra
cies in Latin America, t he  Middle East,  Southeast Asia, and Africa. 
Another essential explanation is about a culture of oppression that  is 
continuously reproduced. In the last resort it is about people's expectations 
and conceptions, their symbols and strategies of survival. 

Foucault's study of the relationship of power to the human body deals with 
the bygone. Yet it is germane to  an understanding of the widespread cul
ture of oppression today. 

Body and society 

I exist in and through my body. In one sense my body is my prison. I cannot 
possibly leave it. In another sense it is my freedom, my conditions, and my 
opportunities. My body ties me down in time and space. But this bondage 
in itself serves as the very point of departure for the flight of my thoughts, 
for imagination and creativity. I am my body. And my body is me. 

More exactly, what is man's body? What are its essential characteristics? 



How are we to  understand it? Obviously, many answers exist to  these 
questions depending upon the point of departure. The following sugges
tions are routine. However, at times we need to voice that which is well-
known. It is a question of qualifying essential viewpoints bearing upon later 
arguments. A book by John O'Niell (1985) entitled "Five Bodies. The 
Human Shape of Modern Society" is one source of inspiration. 

The human body exists as a physical being. This state of existence is 
beyond doubt. Like all other objects the human body is subject to  the 
physical condit ions of existence.  Like o the r  mater ia l  objects  t h e  
human body can be deformed, injured, or destroyed completely by external 
physical forces. When it comes to minor injuries the body can be restored 
to its normal functioning conditions, partly or entirely. A lot more is to be 
said about the body in its capacity as a material object. However relevant 
and inevitable this point of view is in order to comprehend the factors 
determining somatic existence, this is not how we basically think of the 
body. 

The human body is an organic whole. It is an organism hosting biological 
and physiological life processes. Like other life subsisting organisms the 
body is subjected to the conditions of life. It has a beginning at one point in 
time and an end at another one. In the period between birth and death -
the measured span of time - the genes of the body can be transmitted to 
new individuals in the service of reproduction. Organic threats to the 
body's biological state of existence are diseases, to say, that is, the on
slaughts of factors of various kinds and origins upon the physiological 
processes of the body. Disease may lead to the definite collapse of critical 
processes because vital organs cease to function. Physiological death is 
inevitable. This is an inexorable reality which can strike the body at any 
moment. The body can suffer illness, but it can also recover if the destruc
tive progress of the disease is checked and overcome. However, the body is 
far more than merely a physiological organism. 

The human body is a mental and existential medium. Somatic being is a 
necessary precondition for the existence of the processes of consciousness; 
thoughts, emotions, and will. The body is always there as a focal point in 
time and space. It determines the possible points of view in which con
sciousness directs itself to the surrounding world. The body is a moulder of 
that world and a procurer of knowledge about it. The body is submitted to 
the existential conditions of the mind. Emotions and moods take an active 



part in the body, usually beyond the control of the will. However much I 
wish to stop the flush of shame on my cheeks I am unable to do so. My 
body is paralysed by profound existential anguish. In its capacity as an 
existential medium, my body is seized by despair right down to the marrow 
of the bones. Every movement, every step, is extremely arduous and in
volves great pains. However, my body can also be filled with confidence, 
joy, and exhilaration. In these moods I do what has to be done with ease. It 
is like a game, a dance, almost like flying. 

The human body is a social medium. It is the crucial link to other people, 
being the object of social categorisations and classifications. Its shape, 
appearance, and constitution, and its figures of movement are the founda
tions of these classifications, on the whole determining the individual's 
place in society. The meanings of these classifications may be affected, 
altered, and transcended. Numerous social threats to the body exist. The 
consequences of human activity have repercussions upon somatic exist
ence, directly or indirectly. War implies the destruction of human bodies. 
Indirectly, the long term effects of modern industrial production and 
systems of transport may seriously deteriorate, and, in the long run, even 
undermine the very foundations for human life. In a more limited social 
context, and with a considerably briefer span of time in mind, social cate
gorisations may become insurmountable obstacles to change life situations. 
The extreme is social death, being nobody in the eyes of others. 

Understanding the body as a social medium is most apparent in child-
rearing which to an essential extent is about disciplining the body. It con
cerns things such as cleanliness, table manners, courtesy, and, not in the 
least, controlling physiological occurrences that are held to be offensive. 
The great importance attached to controlling the functions of taking in and 
bringing out reflect deeply rooted social norms. In the final analysis, self 
discipline is about control of the body. 

The human body is all this and more. The physical, biological, mental, and 
social conditions which determine the existential conditions of the body 
serve as constraints. Physical laws cannot be broken. Genetic inheritance 
cannot be altered. Consciousness is inseparably intertwined with the body. 
And history can not be remade. These constraints, however, mean oppor
tunities at  the same time. They determine the scope of creation, tran
scendence, knowledge, and culture. 



Many foundations to social life exist; cultural, linguistic, historical, political, 
and economic. One of these foundations is the physical body. In the most 
profound of human relationships, in love, the physical contact of bodies in 
embraces, kisses, caresses, and coitus, is not only the expression of emo
tional needs. Bodies touching each other is a transcending union, the basic 
precondition of the family, and, accordingly, of society. Two become one. 
The whole range of man's social relationships, from deep love to superfi
cial, and maybe even shallow, interpersonal interactions, are manifested in 
the carriage and attitudes of the body. The body brings out man's sociality. 
It does so in smiles, greetings, and the meeting of eyes. On other occasions 
the carriage and the attitude of the body just as clearly express rejection, 
contempt, and distance. 

We know from everyday experience that emotional life has a close, not to  
say indissoluble, relation to the body's means of expression. Grief and joy, 
shame and anger, are manifested in characteristic ways in the body. Even 
the inmost feelings, suppressed and repressed emotions, guilt burdened 
and shameful feelings, may come forth unintentionally and without warn
ing in the body's specific attitude. The human body may be thought of as 
the anarchistic partner and counter-part of the mind. 

The anarchism of the body, if I may use the expression, implies potentially 
that the body challenges the moral order of society. We find here a link to 
another of Foucault's studies concerning the history of sexuality. From the 
standpoint of power, the body, and especially sexuality, is a necessary 
instrument for production and reproduction, in short, an instrument of the 
social order. Obviously, then, the one who challenges the social order 
exposes his body to great dangers. 

The human body is a source of social information. Most obviously it bears 
witness to the individual's sex and age. Often it reveals his societal posi
tion, and provides information about his life experiences in general. Social 
information of this kind is improved upon by various cultural markers in 
adornment, clothing, and hair-styles. Bringing out certain parts of the 
body, and concealing others, is a subtle process of communication, bringing 
essential aspects of social reality into existence. Again we find this essential 
somatic dimension of social life. 

One person's body is the object of the other one's looks. The body speaks 
to  the eyes. Let me quote from a paper I wrote a number of years ago 



(Westin, 1972). It is about a tattooed man whom I met in rather particular 
circumstances. 

"In the presence of another person's eyes one may feel shame. One 
may also feel fear or pride. The tattooed man attracts the other one's 
eyes at the same time as he  reveals a particular relationship to  his 
body. H e  presents his body as an object  t o  t h e  other  one.  You 
become aware of this person as a body. You look at him, but you do 
so furtively. I can not look at him if he sees that I am doing so. Then I 
just stare past him in an empty gaze. I cannot see him, the tattooed 
man, and both of us are aware of this fact. The tattooed man attracts 
the eyes of the other one, only to disarm them and reject them. In 
other words, his tattoos serve as a sort of clothes. H e  is able to con
ceal himself. 

My friend Freddy was tattooed on the back, and that very tattoo 
confirms the line of thought above. A person's back is a natural point 
of focus if one wants to look at his body in secret. H e  is not able to 
check the situation with his eyes. On Freddy's back there was a por
trait of a comic strip character. In the balloon it said: "What are you 
staring at?" Maybe this is precisely what all tattoos are saying." 

Not only do I passively let others form their opinions of whom I am. I 
participate actively and instrumentally in creating their conceptions, affect
ing them and checking them. My body and the other one's eyes, his body 
and my eyes, are continuously in dialogue with each other. 

How does this relate to power? Not only does violence, carried out in the 
name of power, encroach upon the human body. All exercise of power, 
legitimate authority as well as the irreconcilable violence to which oppres
sive regimes resort, is practically always embodied in somatic metaphors. 
Frequently they are established and ingrained so firmly that we seldom 
give them any further thought. In the  ordeals of torture they are made 
concrete. Torture is an operation of deconstructing symbols, returning 
once more to  Scarry, at the same time as it produces its own symbolic 
language. 



The symbolism of the body 

The living body, in particular the human body, provides us with a rich set 
of symbols permeating language and thought. Mary Douglas calls them 
natural symbols. The masculine and feminine genders is one example. Our 
numeric system is based on the numeral ten. The Maya Indians invented 
an analogous system based on the numeral twenty. It is not by chance that 
ten and twenty are the basic numerals of these systems. We find, moreover, 
ever so many examples in everyday language of bodily symbolism in words 
and concepts referring to  natural and social phenomena. Head, foot, leg, 
arm, hand, neck, back, heart, and blood, as well as left and right, up  and 
down, above and below, front and back, inside and outside are some of the 
bodily parts and bodily orientations - sometimes combined with other 
words - that  are  endowed with symbolic meaning. Social anthropology 
provides countless examples from a wide range of cultures of how classifi
cations of kinship metaphorically serve as classificatory systems applying to 
other phenomena. 

By means of symbols originating in the body we understand the  world, 
nature, and society. The world reveals itself through this understanding of 
the body. In turn the  body is understood in its relations t o  the world. 
Society is reflected in the body, and the body is reflected in society, to and 
fro. These reflections are metaphoric. They deal with conceptions arching 
over individual existence, society, nature, and cosmos. 

Man's  conceptions of the  natural world d o  not affect the essential and 
principal nature of the physical laws, although natural environments, for 
better or for worse, a re  affected by human activities. It is a completely 
different matter when it comes t o  conceptions of society. Conceptions 
about the social world are an essential element of society itself. In other 
words, man's conceptions of society affect its very essence and principal 
nature. These conceptions of society are not abstract rules or arm-chair 
speculations, but, like spoken language, they are sedimentations of collec
tive experience handed down to  the present from the past, generation to  
generation. The social order is an embodiment and an incorporation of the 
communicative structures upon which society is founded (O'Niell, 1985). 
The  categorisations of bodily attitudes are  socially learned and socially 
sanctioned embodiments of the socio-logic of public bodies. 

O'Niell's book traces back to  the work of Mary Douglas on natural sym-



bols. How do we conceive of society? she asks. Society holds power. Socie
ty controls its members. Society induces them to act. This is one aspect of 
the relationship body-society. Another one to bear in mind is that internal 
structure and external boundaries are given to every society. Societal 
boundaries are defended. Uninvited intruders are rejected. 

Douglas argues that each human experience of structure and boundaries 
may serve as symbols of society. The living organism is an efficient symbol 
of complex social structure. The human body is the most powerful one. 
Words such as corporation and corps literally mean body. The human body 
in itself may symbolically represent any system having boundaries. Bodily 
boundaries may represent any boundaries that  need t o  be  defended. 
Furthermore, the structure of the body as a composite whole may repre
sent other totalities with complex structure. The functions of the body, as 
well as the interconnections of its parts, provide poignant symbols of socie
tal functions and relations. 

But what are the inverse symbols? How might society serve as a symbol for 
the human body? Power, politics, order, communication, rules, and laws 
are some concepts brought from the societal realm which, in a figurative 
sense, contribute to our mental grasp of the body. However, this under
standing is not as evident as when our understanding proceeds in the other 
direction, so to  say. Perhaps society as a symbol for the body must be  
viewed in a different perspective. Douglas states that impending dangers to 
the social structure are reproduced in a smaller scale upon the human 
body in ritual. In many rituals an image of society is carved into the human 
flesh. Boundaries and the marking of boundaries are significant elements 
of the ritual. The notion of somatic boundaries, then, may be one instance 
of a symbolism fuelled by an understanding of society and its boundaries. 
Does this also apply to the notion of integrity? 

A thought-provoking and speculative perspective emerges. The arrival of 
the "individual" upon the social scene, in the historical perspective a rela
tively recent event, might be consequential to the rise of conceptions about 
the modern state. These ideas about the nation state crystallised during the 
course of revolutionary and ideological travails. When questions of the  
state's identity arose, whatever the historical, economic, or political origins 
were, questions of man's individuality and identity were brought to  the 
fore. Declarations of human rights were not written until the states of the 
world community realised the importance of establishing rules applying to  



their interrelations. 

Why do the alluvia of the body serve as symbols of power and danger? 
Douglas asks. Why does the art of the medicine man largely consist in 
manipulating powers believed to be associated with the boundary layers of 
the body? One interpretation is that societal boundaries are at constant 
risk of being transgressed by alien powers and alien people. Boundaries 
are vulnerable. In ritual, Douglas suggests, this very fact is transformed 
into manipulations of the bodily orifices. These are regarded as the most 
vulnerable parts of the body. Manipulations of bodily orifices and bound
ary layers symbolically represent the efforts to defend cultural and political 
integrity against intrusion or disintegration. In other words, ritual protec
tion of bodily orifices is a symbolic expression for the concern about en
trances and exits t o  society. Power is required to  transgress societal 
boundaries. One interpretation of ritual is, then, that threats to the vulner
able boundaries of the body are neutralised. Symbolically it means to  
counterbalance societal power. 

In these respects the societal body determines the ways in which the physi
cal body is conceived. Moreover, physical experiences of the body repre
sent a specific point of view having societal implications. These concep
tions are blended and interchanged, affecting and reinforcing each other. 
Mary Douglas has combined ideas from different disciplines giving them a 
genuinely holistic interpretation. Conceptions about caring for the body, its 
development and stages, as well as ideas about what it can endure, are 
closely linked to conceptions about society. Basically, control of the body 
and its functions is a matter of social control. Qualified social control 
requires efficient control of the body. A society particularly concerned 
about control of the human body is one in which social control is extensive, 
consequential, and indispensable. 

Torture is a symptom of the regime's desperate attempts to  control its 
subjects. The government directs its attacks against the human body 
because it is incapable of doing something about its real political tasks. 
Those tasks imply to strive for social and economic justice, to  promote 
public welfare, to defend the freedom of speech, to support human solidar
ity, and to establish social relations founded upon human dignity. Control 
of society by means of torture is performed by states in which the power 
holders have failed to achieve political goals such as these. It is done by 
states in which the holders of power dread the natural and manifest social 



control people exercise in relation to each other. 

The preoccupation with bodily orifices in torture is a symbolic expression 
of the regime's concern about the influence of revolutionary ideas, calls for 
resistance, and political organisation, ideas that in the world of the power 
holders by definition must come from the  outside. Their preoccupation 
with sexual attacks may be  interpreted as their concern about manifesta
tions of solidarity and intimacy between people. The  fact that victims 
frequently are tortured naked, and that torture always involves interroga
tion expresses t he  power holders '  fear  t o  know t h e  bare  t ruth.  Mock 
executions, and executions actually carried through, may be interpreted as 
attempts of the regime to declare the death of the living ideas of democra
cy, freedom, justice, and equality. 

The dimensions of power 

We have come a long way from our point of departure in this chapter. Let 
us return to  the question of the nature of power relations. Political scien
tists explain power in society in terms of three distinctive dimensions. 

The one-dimensional view suggests that power, in principle, is a matter of 
decisional processes within the established political quarters and arenas of 
debate. According to this approach, societal power is essentially about the 
doings of the government, parliament, high finance, and the large interest 
organisations. One of its assumptions is that people on the whole are polit
ically rational. Therefore, the essential questions dealing with people's life 
conditions and life situations a re  brought to  political treatment by the 
representatives of power. 

The  two-dimensional approach implies a questioning of this outlook. 
Power is certainly a lot more than matters of decisional processes within 
the established political system. Analyses of power must consider political 
inactivity too, particularly in the deprived and under-privileged strata of 
society. So questions of power must consider the fact that certain issues 
evade coming up on the political agenda. These analyses have to  account 
for the fact that those groups in society especially affected by these issues 
lack the political resources to  make them into subject matter to  be  dealt 
with by the political institutions. 



The three-dimensional approach to  analyses of power represents yet a 
further questioning. Not only does power concern the issues and non-
issues of the political agenda. In addition, power is about the power hold
ers' capacity to influence people's very conceptions about society, the polit
ical system, and social predicaments. The three-dimensional approach to 
analyses of power applies to the fact that A can influence the very basis of 
B's conceptions about his predicament, to say, that is, B's conceptions of 
his wants and opportunities. The first dimension of power is about political 
resources, voice, and influence. The second dimension of power is about 
the lack of decisions, constraints, and inactivity. In a general sense, the 
third dimension of power is about the media, about how myths, language, 
and symbols affect people's view of the world, and, furthermore, it is about 
how these world views are integrated into the power process. 

The third dimension of power is about indoctrination and socialisation. 
Besides this it deals with the fact that people unintentionally, and, in an 
almost primitive instinct of self-preservation, accommodate their lives to 
the conditions of powerlessness. They cherish no illusions of possible 
change. Indeed, the very idea of a change to the better is non-existent. 
Instead of raising their levels of demand, they are prepared to lower them 
still more. Their utter powerlessness makes them susceptible to the judg
ments and conceptions of the power holders, and makes them dependent 
upon their views. A culture of silence materialises, representing an attitude 
that the power holders all too readily interpret as an acquiescence to their 
policies. 

A society ruled by terror, by torture, and by other means of oppressive 
violence must be examined in relation to these three dimensions of power. 
What are the principal issues? What contingencies do the power holders 
avoid? And, above all, how are people's beliefs affected by the rule of 
terror? We realise that the victims of torture are affected. But how are 
others affected by indirect experiences of torture? Which are the myths 
that arise? 

The hold of power over the human body is an image of the hold of power 
over the body politic. Dissociating the body from the mind by means of 
torture, alienating the body from the mind, is a sign of alienation from the 
body politic. It means that political work, the very basic precondition of the 
societal body, has ceased. Mutilations of the body and the mind in torture 
is an appropriation of the profound symbols through which we understand 
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Introduction 

Torture is cruel and inhuman. It is an image of the evil of this world, arous
ing our contempt, indignation, and horror. Counteracting torture is a 
moral obligation requiring courage and strength. It is demanding to accept 
accounts from those who have suffered the ordeals of torture. The cruel
ties they relate, sometimes only fragmentarily and by way of hints, arouse 
feelings of fear, forlornness, and distress in us. An understandable reaction 
is to turn away, to  close one's eyes, and to  turn a deaf ear, however much 
we would like to  sympathise with these victims of torture. 

Ultimately torture is about knowledge, but  in a remarkable way. The  
ordeals of torture impair what might be put down as an individual's given 
existential knowledge of himself, of society, and of the world, an experien
tial understanding acquired throughout the course of his life. This is one 
side of it. What makes torture so special to  us outsiders is the contempt 
and the horror by which we are affected, implying that we are not really 
prepared to  learn more about it. The very evil of torture works against 
knowledge. This chapter will deal with aspects of knowledge as it relates to 
torture. 

Torture is an unmistakable physical treatment and a psychological elabora
tion of conceptions and symbols. It is an attack directed against individual 
as well as social and societal forms of existence. If torture destroys knowl
edge, prevents knowledge, and, in a sense, creates its own, I would like to  
say distorted, secret, and inaccessible forms of knowledge, it may be coun
teracted by genuine knowledge. By genuine knowledge I mean knowledge 
which is accessible, public, and consonant with universal norms, in other 
words, being congruous with established principles of what is right and 
wrong, good and evil. The cruelties of torture need to  be  exposed. They 
need to be reported and verified. Several international voluntary organisa
tions are tackling these problems (Amnesty International, the Red Cross, 
and Save the Children). Their efforts are  an  important element in the 
process of making torture known. 



The anti-theses of torture 

Here I will not treat the eternal philosophical questions concerning the 
essence and nature of knowledge. In this respect, then, the chapter head
ing may be misleading. I am implying something restricted in scope, but, 
still, in this context most essential, namely a basic cognizance of the body, 
the self, and sociality acquired by every human being at an early age. Upon 
this foundation all other knowledge rests. The approach is captured by 
René Descartes' radical formula: "I think, thus I exist". 

I will approach the relation of torture to knowledge indirectly. By depart
ing from what torture is not I hope to shed light upon the specific relation. 
One first idea presents itself in the seemingly contradictory question: What 
does "positive" torture mean? This question directs us to  an extensive 
social anthropological literature on rites of initiation and rites of passage. I 
will return to  this point later. Another related approach takes its point of 
departure in the question: What is the opposite of torture? If we conceive 
of torture as the destruction of personal life experiences and knowledge, 
the deconstruction of language referring once more to  Scarry, then the 
opposite of torture must be something constructive, a creative process, an 
articulation of life experiences, an elucidation of personal and common 
knowledge. The opposite of torture must relate to creative work, to artistic 
creation. 

Torture is related to knowledge in a number of respects. The torturing 
authorities work out their methods and test their techniques. There is no 
reason to  question the fact that this "development work" makes use of 
findings from medical and psychological research. More than twenty-five 
years ago Wächter (1965) argued that the techniques of "brain-washing" 
were applications of research findings from the psychology of learning and 
group dynamics. Experiences of torture are evaluated. Experts are trained 
to plan and organise the work. (Perhaps the most horrendous aspects of 
the Nazi crimes was the bureaucratic efficiency and administrative indif
ference by which the genocides were carried out). Defecting torturers have 
testified that the staff is "well-trained". Organisational know-how is em
ployed. In short, there is no reason to believe that the organisation of this 
concealed sector differs markedly from practice in the public spheres of 
government. 

Torture, on the one hand, is pursued by units under the jurisdiction of the 



national intelligence service. Research, on the other hand, is carried out 
within social strata sometimes referred to as the intelligentsia. It is seldom 
advisable to draw far-reaching conclusions from the fact that words coin
cide. In this case, however, it is probably not a mere coincidence. What are 
the parallels between torture and research? Both cases deal with questions 
and answers, as well as with control and manipulation (of individuals and 
variables respectively). Collecting data and analysing them, empirical expe
rience and theory, are present in the organisation of torture. Both torture 
and research deal with the production of knowledge. However, they do so 
in different respects and for different purposes. Among the shocking 
crimes of which the Nazis were guilty were the unethical, not to say bestial, 
experiments carried out on human beings. 

From another point of view, however, torture is the  very opposite of 
genuine scientific work, the essence of which is the  very freedom of 
thought and the critical appraisal of ideas. Torture does not have the least 
in common with a seminar where ideas are exchanged, discussed, and 
developed into new insights. During the torture sessions ideas are not 
exchanged. Texts are not reviewed. Phrasings of language are not im
proved. Any discussion or questioning whatsoever is banned. Torture 
sessions are destruction, not only of language but of the values and ethical 
principles without which no culture or civilisation can exist. One distin
guishing characteristic of genuine research is that its findings are public. 
They belong to everyone. For this reason they are capable of being mis
used for evil purposes. This state of affairs, however, is true of practically 
every human activity. It is not specific to research, although the application 
of research findings for evil purposes may easily give rise to the most 
malignant consequences. If torture is seen to resemble research, then it is 
an evil and distorted research, or even, anti-research. 

The Swedish psychologist Hartmut Apitzsch (1986) notes that one symbol
ic theme around which the violence in torture revolves is the attack direct
ed against man's intellectual faculties. As long as people are able to ex
press their free thoughts, criticism will be aimed at the regime. Thought is 
one sphere of freedom which is inaccessible to  those oppressive instru
ments employed to  subdue the freedom of movement, the freedom of 
assembly, and the freedom of the press. In the criticisms raised by intellec
tuals, the regime apprehends dangerous thoughts, sick ideas, and unsound 
and depraved conceptions. Blows aimed at the head and the smashing of 
spectacles are the counter-arguments presented by the torturing authori-



ties. One's head is the location, so to  say, of these critical ideas. For this 
reason the physical violence in torture is aimed at the head. It is aimed at 
the reproductive organs as well. This, however, represents other symbolic 
dimensions. 

With regard to its ideals and its spirit, research represents, of course, an 
activity which is the opposite of torture. In principle, research is a creative 
business, whereas torture is destructive. Even though the torturer may 
prove some "ingenuity" in elaborating his techniques and methods, it does 
seem out of place to regard his endeavours as creative work. Neither does 
the fact that a lot of scientific work is routine, unimaginative, and limited in 
scope with regard to ideas contradict the argument. At best, the findings of 
research are revolutionary, providing deep insights into the nature of the 
world. 

Research as well as therapeutic treatment are opposites to torture from 
the practiser's point of view. From the victim's point of view we will have 
to imagine other kinds of opposites. I believe artistic creation might be one 
such polar opposite. The creation of art is an act involving man's entire 
experiences, requiring his complete physical and mental concentration. It 
implies erecting an inclusive context ranging from the most intimate per
sonal experiences to  the social, cultural, and historic totalities of which 
man is part. It means to express oneself, to articulate not only the intimate 
and private dimensions of life, but, furthermore, universal experiences of 
mankind. 

Artifacts, be they pictorial images, written words, or music, are like projec
tion screens for the receiver's interpretations. Artifacts may be interpreted 
in terms of the artist's intentions. But once the work of art is completed, 
the text fixed in print, the painting set on canvas, or the piece of music 
recorded, it achieves a mode of existence which is independent of the art
ist's intentions. Once it is produced, the work of art is endowed with a life 
of its own. For this reason the text, the painting, or the piece of music may 
be interpreted as testimonies of culture, society, or the times. What cha
racterises the great masterpieces of art is that they transcend even their 
own times. They portray man's universal predicaments, independent of 
time and space. They express something essential to each and everyone. A 
demanding interpretative task is, then, to  find out what we can learn from 
the text, the painting, or the piece of music, maybe created in another 
historical time than our own, or in another society than our own. This 



humanistic ideal is in the starkest contrast to  the cruelties of political 
oppression. 

Bearing this in mind I will introduce yet another theme, relating to  the 
rehabilitation of those subjected to torture. By definition rehabilitation is 
something constructive. It is about giving voice to feelings and experiences. 
Relationships and contexts of the patient's internal life need to be made 
apparent. Ultimately, the task of rehabilitation is to  reconstruct his self 
understanding and to promote his self-confidence. 

Western psychotherapy depends mainly upon verbal methods. These are 
well tested. There is no doubt whatsoever that psychotherapy is vitally 
important to  the rehabilitation of torture victims, especially in the later 
stages of recovery. However, certain problems do exist. They apply to  
every school of psychotherapy. One quandary is that psychodynamic theo
ries are culturally conditioned. The symbolic world focussed upon in 
treatment is culturally biased, at least in principle. This does not necessari
ly imply an insurmountable obstacle to progress, but it is a problem that 
must be tackled. Another quandary is that the conditions suffered by the 
victims of torture should not out of sheer routine be placed on an equal 
footing with the syndromes (neurotic or otherwise) usually treated in 
psychotherapy. Even this problem can be mastered. However, we must be 
aware of the risk that theories may lead our thoughts astray. One of the 
problems is that as yet the psychological sequelae of torture are not fully 
known. The concepts and the symbols required to understand the afteref
fects are insufficiently developed, although, in all justice, I must add that 
certain crucial insights into the nature of the problems have been reached. 

In my opinion it is essential that those involved with rehabilitation are 
susceptible to novel ideas of treatment. I believe that various artistic modes 
of expression, and particularly those based in the body, might well be 
supplementary to the traditional verbal methods. Obviously some patients 
do find it easier to  express their experiences in drawings rather than in 
words. Others find that the movements of the body are more suitable 
modes of expression. I am not in the position to  tell how methods such as 
these might be employed most beneficially. I am convinced, however, that 
a susceptibility in these respects is desirable. Evidently it is essential to  
bring about the close cooperation of different treatment disciplines and 
therapeutic approaches. 



Now let me return to the issue of the anti-theses of torture. I would con
tend that artistic creation is the essential opposite of torture. An approach 
to treatment is thus implied. Any artistic medium may be considered when 
it comes to reconstructing the self in rehabilitation. Since torture is largely 
about manipulative attacks directed against the body it makes good sense 
that one particular form of art holds an exceptional position, the form of 
art in which the body itself is the mode of expression. I am referring the art 
of dance. I am not acquainted with dance therapy myself. I am not in the 
position to judge whether it might be employed beneficially in the particu
lar treatment we are concerned with here. What follows are some general 
reflections about dance as a phenomenon. At  times these deliberations 
may seem to depart from the subject matter of this volume. However, I am 
convinced that the answer, or some part of the answer, to  the question of 
what the anti-thesis of torture might be, does tell us something essential 
about torture as well. 

The origins of dance and the movements of the body 

As I was writing the chapter on violation, the question gradually began to  
emerge as to what the anti-thesis of torture might be. At the time I hap
pened to read an article by the Swedish art critic Horace Engdahl with the 
puzzling title "The movements of dance have some peculiar properties". 
Not until months later did it occur t o  me that the phenomenon of dance 
might be regarded as an anti-thesis to torture. Books on the subject did not 
contradict the  idea. Remarkable points of contact with themes of this 
volume appeared. 

What is dance? How are we to understand dance? Let me quote an ambi
tious qualification. Judith Lynne Hanna (1979) defines dance as "human 
behaviour composed from the dancer's perspective, of (1) purposeful, (2) 
intentionally rhythmical, and (3) culturally patterned sequences of (4a) 
nonverbal body movements (4b) other than ordinary motor activities, (4c) 
the motion having inherent and aesthetic value". The definition is cumber
some, almost incomprehensible. It proves how difficult it is to define ana
lytically such a composite but at  the same time evident and familiar phe
nomenon as dance. The definition refers to the complex field of the human 
body, society, culture, and history, which models dance as a phenomenon. 

Like drama artistic dance traces its origins back to  religious ceremonies 



and performances. However, as a universal human phenomenon the roots 
of dance are found a lot further back in time in the primeval social experi
ences of human kind. The history of dance took place in prehistoric time, 
Suzanne Langer (1953) points out. The medium of dance enabled man to 
express symbolic ideas about a world beyond the immediate realities of 
existence. According to Langer's theory dance served important communi
cative and intellectual purposes. The circle dance might well be one of the 
most ancient forms of dancing. The universal prevalence of circle dances 
points towards such an interpretation, although understandably the hy
pothesis can not be validated. In any case, the structure of the circle dance 
implies that the "world" is divided into two categories, the world inside the 
circle and the world outside of it. The world inside is one the participants 
are able to control. For this reason forces, demonic forces even, may be let 
loose inside the circle, always being watched carefully. This very meaning 
of circle dances still exists in a watered down fashion in children's games. 

The Swedish dancer and choreographer Birgit Åkesson (1983), who stud
ied African dance, states that the profound popular roots of dance and its 
intrinsic value have survived in Africa more distinctly than elsewhere. 
African cultures are in touch with the origins of dance, she states, because 
dance is the principal medium of making existential conditions apparent. 
Louise Steinman (1986), another dancer and choreographer, has written 
about modern experimental dance. She touches upon similar ideas when 
she points out that many schools of modern experimental dance are trying 
to find ways of expressing the animality of their human existence. Repre
sentatives of these schools contend that their art is related to  ritual dance 
in which the impersonation of animals is not an uncommon theme. What 
are these writers trying to tell us about dance? 

John Blacking (1977), a British social anthropologist, has a long-standing 
interest in the ethnography of dance and music. Some years ago he out
lined a research programme directed towards the anthropology of the 
body, aimed in particular to the study of the cultural conditions of bodily 
existence. Human action and human behaviour are culturally determined. 
This we know, and many anthropologists restrict themselves to stating this 
assertion. Blacking seeks to go further. His point of departure is in those 
special physiological and physical conditions of bodily existence which are 
elaborated upon by the cultural codes of action and behaviour. 

Few will contest that the development of the human linguistic capacity way 



back in prehistoric times has modelled man as a cultural and social being. 
But might language itself be founded in some other means of communica
tion? In all cultures certain transcending somatic states are recognised, 
implying that man experiences sociality in his very body. Blacking's specu
lative idea is that certain universal somatic states must have preceded 
verbal language as the original medium of communication. The body 
operates under the influence of various natural rhythms; breathing, the 
pulse, the degree of arousal, the menstrual cycle, and so on. These somatic 
rhythms serve not only as physiological steering mechanisms. They also 
give rise to various emotional moods, having immediate repercussions in 
social interaction. Internal psychic sensations, universal in nature, can be 
made manifest in particular patterns of movement and gesture, involving 
the somatic structures and rhythms. Blacking's hypothesis is, then, that 
body language was essential to the development of verbal language and 
culture. The somatic patterns of expression and bodily interactions are, as 
we all know, definitely of great consequence in the early development of 
the infant child. At this stage the essentials of personality are moulded 
emotionally, cognitively, and conatively. The bodily interactions of the 
infant child and its mother affect the physical and psychological well-being 
of both of them. 

Theoretically, and research-wise, the mind cannot be divorced from the 
body. This is where music and dance come into it. To the performer there 
is a very definite physical aspect to the performance of music and dance. 
But the effects of music and dance are social. Music and dance seize the 
performers themselves as well as the audience. The patterns of movement 
and rhythm in dance and in music are intriguing since they give us an ink
ling of what is going on in the mind, at least in some respects. But how they 
do so is by no means evident. It is all too easy to oversimplify. Sometimes 
music is compared to "language", but it is not a language of discourse. If 
anything, music gives voice to emotions and moods in a metaphoric sense. 
Musical performance implies bodily movements, but the medium of music 
is sound. Music addresses one's hearing. The artistic representation of 
emotional life is salient to  the sense of sight primarily in dance, which 
involves of the body's movements as a whole. What do the movements of 
the body mean? 

Successful athletes contend that one essential driving force is to accom
plish the perfect race or jump, the outstanding goal or pass. The whole 
idea of sports is to win, but at the same time aesthetic qualities of the very 



patterns of movement are highly appreciated by the performers and public 
alike. In the decisive moment the sprinter, the high-jumper, the football-
player, and the tennis-player do not have the time to reflect upon what is 
to be done. To  be sure, it is said of prominent sportsmen that they are able 
to  read the game, an ability often brought forward as an explanation as to  
why they find themselves at  the right spot when it comes to  it. However, 
judging the situation in this respect is not the outcome of conscious reflec
tion. Rather it must be  regarded as the intuitive, immediate, and more or 
less automatic understanding of the  situation as a whole. The athlete 
moves without thinking about the fact that he is moving. 

Performing music means t o  master one's instrument without having t o  
think about the movements of the  fingers on the keyboard. In musical 
improvisation, moreover, all bonds t o  written music or t o  the predeter
mined sequences of melody in memory are dropped. The performer him
self is the instrument of the flow of music. Music arises in the movements 
of the hands and fingers on the instrument. The improvisation cannot be  
thought  out .  It jus t  happens .  I t  is a f igure  of tones,  harmonies,  and  
rhythms, maybe reflecting a mood or an intuitively felt notion of form. 

To  dance is to  move within the framework of given patterns and sequences 
of movement without giving conscious thought t o  the form of these pat
terns. T o  dance is "to be  danced" as Blacking puts it. And he  continues 
with the following idea: Maybe the ultimate aim of thinking is to be  moved 
to think, to  be  "thought". Call it inspiration, brilliance, or genius. It has to  
do with the subconscious movement of thought, a movement originating 
and reverberating in the body. 

The symbolic world of dance 

Dance embraces a number of categories and kinds. Someone who on the 
whole is rather ignorant about dance is usually quite capable of distinguish
ing such categories as folk-dance, ball-room dance, classical ballet, modern 
experimental dance, and ritual dance. Undoubtedly a number of other 
categories exist, mixed kinds, and more precise designations. The social 
contexts in which dance take place, the occasions when dance is per
formed, time devoted to  pursue it, its meaning, significance, forms, rules, 
and degree of complication vary enormously. Some observers find the 
turns  and  rules  unpredictable ,  or ,  a t  least ,  difficult  t o  comprehend.  



However, one can hardly be  mistaken about the  fact that  rhythmical 
movement, apparently without any other aim than referring to  itself, is 
dance. The fact that dance holds an exceptional position among the arts 
was, of course, the main point in Engdahl's article. 

The written word, the painted picture, and the chiselled sculpture may be 
regarded as materialised signs of something in the artist's internal world of 
experience. The act of creating a text or a work of art is a process involving 
the artist in a personal, not to say completely physical way. To paint and to 
sculpture requires the precision of the hand in employing the paint-brush 
or the chisel. There is a physical side to writing too. Hand-writing repre
sents the remaining traces of a unique motion of the hand. The signifi
cance of calligraphy is the spiritual relationship between the movements of 
the hand (and of the body) and the meaning of the written words. 

In pictorial art, sculpture, music, and writing the artifact is produced in 
material of some kind. Utensils, implements, and instruments, moreover, 
serve as the tools or the means of the creative act. Once completed the 
work is rendered a material status distinctly separate from its originator as 
an individual, although, of course, he has given it his personal touch. 

Dance is ruled by a number of conventions, but at the same time, it is free. 
In dance, as in the performance of literary works and music, there is scope 
for personal interpretations of the choreographic notation. This does not 
distinguish dance from other arts. Not only do the movements of body 
compare to the movements of the fingers on the key-board. In one respect, 
then, dance corresponds to  hand-writing, or to  the stroke of the paint
brush. What makes dance so special, however, is that the body itself is the 
very instrument by means of which the work of art is created. And, fur
thermore, the body is its actual material. The movement of the body is the 
work of art. Dance differs from other arts inasmuch as the subject express
es himself in the very movements of his body. Dance is the dancing body's 
expressive part. Dance is dynamically vital. It changes continuously. Yet it 
takes on a distinct configuration. The moving body is the designated and 
the one designating at the same time. 

It is not by pure chance, then, that the symbolism of collective dance is so 
highly significant in many cultures. In the language of dance ideas are put 
forth about individual and society, about body and mind, about continuity 
and change, about time and eternity. Dance fashions identity, time, and 



rhythm. It is a flowing. Dancing involves the entire body in movement. 
Dancing is the body and the mind in perfect harmony. Giving expression to 
feelings of unity, pleasure, sensuality, movement, coordination, interaction, 
rhythm, freedom, agency, and life, means that dance might be conceived of 
as the very anti-thesis of torture. The mind expresses itself in the move
ments of the body. In these symbolic gestures emotions and will-power are 
vented. Putting it differently, dance represents the remarkable duality of 
being pure bodily existence, and, at the same time, the body as a symbol of 
bodily existence. 

The movements of the body as a mirror of the mind, is this really the 
essence of dance? A lot may be  said in defence of this interpretation, but 
yet I believe it is not quite as simple as that. At any rate this is what Su
zanne Langer contends. She argues that if dance is to be regarded as an 
independent art, it must be able to elicit its own unique primary illusion as 
other arts do. Rhythmical movement, so characteristic of dance, is not, 
however, its illusion. Langer suggests that the primary illusion of dance is 
gesture. The movements of dance are gesture, or part of the performance 
of gesture. Gesture is the basic abstraction pertaining to the creation and 
organisation of the illusions brought forth in dance. The gesture is subjec
tive to the dancer and objective to the spectator, personal and public, will-
determined and perceived. Gesture is spontaneous expression. 

In the world of artistic dance it is about the performance of gesture. In the 
interactions of everyday life natural gestures are an obvious ingredient in 
the communication of meaning, feeling, and will. The expressive move
ments of gesture are perceived by others as signs of will. Gesture points to 
the vital forces of life. However, in the realm of artistic dance gesture is 
not a sign. If anything, it is a symbol of a represented will. The "spontane
ous" gesture in dance performance is illusory. Likewise the vital forces are 
illusory to which the gesture points. 

Dance does not give expression to physical energies but to the subjective 
experience of will and agency. The emotions of which artistic dance pro
fesses to  express are not the true emotions the dancer is feeling at that 
very moment of his performance. The emotions expressed in the gestures 
of dance refer to the dancer's notion of what it means to express particular 
emotions or feelings. The representation of feeling is what directs the 
performance, not the emotion itself as actually experienced then and 
there. 



In other words, the gestures in artistic dance are not real gestures. They 
are only seemingly real gestures. The actual movements are real. Dance is 
real, but the internal life conveyed by dance is illusory. Gestures performed 
by the dancer are suggestive of expressions of the mind. In real life ges
tures spring forth out of physical or psychological feelings. In the expres
sive movements of dance the virtual gestures are meant to seem is though 
they originate from the same source. To  make the illusion artistically 
credible the dancer must really master the emotional means of expression. 

Dance is not an art of form. Neither is it music or narration, although 
music and narrative en ter  t he  illusion tha t  is created in dance.  The  
essence of dance, Langer tells us, is the interplay of powers and forces. 

Reflections of power, will, and knowledge 

How does this link up with our principal questions? What does dance tells 
us about power, will, and knowledge? 

A number of writers deal with these questions, however, in different ways 
and from different angles. In her book "To Dance is Human" Judith Lynne 
Hanna presents a broad survey of the societal significance of dance. De
spite the abundance of perspectives I feel that her book rather misses the 
point. Hanna attempts to prove the significance of dance psychologically, 
sociologically, anthropologically, politically etc., but somehow she loses the 
essence of dance en route. She claims that dance is a weaving together of a 
number of aspects of human life, but when it comes to it she has surprising
ly little to say about dance itself. Be that as it may, Hanna does treat the 
relationship of dance to power in society. 

In almost every society dance is a cultural code with which specific person
al and social experiences are organised. Dance may give expression to the 
structural similarities of phenomena which apparently seem opposed to 
each other. Ordinary movements of the body in everyday life tend to be 
diffuse and fragmentary. They are not self conscious in comparison to the 
movements in dance. In dance movements are more collected, assembled, 
fused, and ordered. These movements constitute a flowing. One movement 
gives rise to the following one. In this way the configurations of dance are 
formed, weaving together affective and cognitive communication. 



We must recognise that movement is one of the most distinguishing char
acteristics of life. In this respect, then, dance may serve as a potent symbol 
of power. Hanna mentions that classical ballet developed at the European 
courts hundreds of years ago, but she does not expound upon what this 
historical origin might have meant as regards its relationship to power. 

The body is subject to political power as Foucault maintains. But it serves 
as a symbol, too, of the simplest forms of power, power over one's bodily 
movements. The apparent suspension of the laws of gravity in dance is a 
most effective illusion. 

Langer is more pronounced about the relations of dance to  power. She 
maintains that dance not only creates illusions of power and force. In 
themselves the dancing movements bestow the dancer with a feeling of 
personal power and will over his body. Dancing serves as a primary sym
bolic representation of the powers (divine or otherwise). It gives voice to 
conceptions about the powers and forces of human existence. Irrespective 
of its dramatic or ritual purposes, dance creates an image of inherent 
force. Ecstasy is to  enter into this domain. Spinning, circling, gliding, leap
ing, and balancing are fundamental gestures emanating from the very 
rhythms of physical life, as Langer puts it. They are materialisations of the 
vital forces themselves. 

A number of dance elements establish, preserve, and articulate the play of 
powers. The rhythmic image is supported by hearing and kinetics to such a 
degree that the dance illusions seems real to the dancer and to the audi
ence alike. Primarily, however, dance is an art intended for the eyes. The 
movements and gestures in dance are experienced by the performer but 
they are directed to  the spectator. The primary illusion of dance is the 
salience of power, and gesture is its basic abstraction. 

In dance every volitional muscle is at work. Thus dance inspires a feeling of 
virtuosity. The body is prepared for the rhythms of dancing, rhythms turn
ing every movement into gesture, and seemingly liberating the dancer from 
the inertia of the muscles and the hold of gravity over the body. 

From the earliest beginnings of life man experiences individuality by means 
of his movements Louise Steinman maintains. Moving is to  assert oneself, 
to make oneself known, and it is a basic drive. In the primitive movements, 
seen in the infant child, the body and the mind are one. In these early 



stages, before the onset of speech, a rudimentary but very fundamental 
knowledge of the body evolves. The dancing arts Steinman is concerned 
with seek to find their way back to this core of experienced bodily knowl
edge. 

It is about the profound awareness of how different bodily parts relate to 
each other, that is to say, how the forearm depends upon the upper arm, 
how the thigh affects the calf, how the position and movements of the body 
as a whole moulds the perspectives in which the sensory organs take in the 
world. In experimental dancing the rhythms of the body play an important 
part, echoing bodily structures, and, in a metaphysical sense, the experi
ences of all living creatures. 

In its essence dance is of the present. It takes place here and now, at this 
very instant. However, memory does play a crucial part. As a means of 
therapy, dance, emphasising bodily movements as it does, seems to  have 
almost unlimited possibilities to arouse memories of primitive patterns of 
movement, patterns abandoned and forgotten in conscious memory. 
Awareness of structures and patterns of movement and bringing them to 
conscious reflection implies an opportunity to change them. Changing pat
terns of movement affects not only physical well-being but also the emo
tional life of mind. 

Steinman captures aspects of dance that I find missing in Hanna's book. 
The title of Steinman's book is most suggestive, "The Knowing Body". This 
is what dance is all about. The dancers, whose art Steinman portrays, 
intend to create stories for our own times. Their art is based on the convic
tion that the body as a whole of is an instrument of knowledge. Dance is a 
story, a text, not in words or writing, but in the literal sense of the word, a 
woven fabric. These dancers profess their relationship in spirit to the ritual 
dancers amongst the Aborigines, the American Indians, and African tribes. 

It was not surprising, then, that Birgit Åkesson journeyed to  Africa to 
study dance. Her unparalleled book on African dance consists of detailed 
notes about the ritual dances she witnessed among various peoples in 
several African states. The first section of her book presents her notes on 
the dances performed at ceremonies of initiation. She describes the scene, 
the actors, the course of events, and the meanings of the various dances. 
However, Åkesson refrains from interpreting what she witnessed in terms 
social anthropological or sociological theory. Neither does she provide any 



choreographic interpretations or comments. Explanations are sparse. How 
is it possible t o  comment, she seems to  think, upon the  primitive force 
inherent in African dance? 

"Nature is perpetually moving. Nature, violent, eruptive. It changes 
and is changed. Language is continuously on the move. Verbs are on 
their way. What I am witnessing is on its way. There are no words for 
cult or rite. There is no  word for religion. Words for rhythm are not 
needed. Nature is being, what is there. I am. Existing is entering into 
the two parts of being, the one above the earth and the one beneath. 
Being what nature conditions. Existing, not replacing, never imitating 
or imagining. Seeing and hearing. Repeating in order to  remember 
and to  store as ancestors in the earth. Securing and weighing even. It 
goes without saying that Africa dances. Existence is quite a sufficient 
reason." (My translation). 

Dancing is bodily existence, the conditions and interplay of the natural 
forces. However, Åkesson also mentions that dancing is only performed 
where the earth is cultivated, in places of settlement, in the village. Dances 
are never performed in the wilds. 

Birgit Åkesson outlines the relationship of dance to life and existence. Her 
understanding is much broader than the themes I have chosen to  concen
trate upon. In the final pages of her book, however, she does give some 
examples from different parts of the world of how existing and original 
forms of dance have been exploited by the ruling strata of society. She 
gives examples of how dance has been eroded, simplified, and solidified 
into given forms and norms, as power subdued the primitive forces of 
dance. Here we find a link to the theme of dance and power. My argument 
is that if dance represents these links to  will, power, and knowledge, tor
ture does so to. Dance is about articulating them, torture about breaking 
them. In the following sections I will do  what Åkesson has refrained from 
doing, that is, to  discuss the meanings of some of those contexts in which 
ritual dancing takes place. 

Rites of passage 

Classics of social anthropology such as Durkheim, Frazer, Levy-Bruhl, 
Malinowski, Mauss, and a number of others, provide detailed ethnograph-



ic descriptions of rites and ritual behaviour. Material of this kind is often 
analysed in relation to magical and religious beliefs prevailing in the cul
ture being studied. In this literature rites and rituals are classified in a 
number of ways. These classifications may deal with the purposes or func
tions of the rite, its performance or effects. However, I will not survey the 
extensive literature. Instead I intend to exploit two books treating rites and 
ritual behaviour in a comparative perspective. One of them is a classic, 
Arnold van Gennep's "Les Rites de Passage" from 1909. The other book 
was published only a few years ago, J.S. la Fontaine's "Initiation - Ritual 
Drama and Secret Knowledge across the World", la Fontaine's study of 
rites of initiation does have certain points in common with the attempts in 
this volume to capture the essence of torture. Her point of departure is 
van Gennep's study, and so is mine. 

Every society classifies people into groups and categories. In turn, a 
number of these groups are classified into, or related to  one another in 
terms of different stages or ranks through which the individual must pass 
during the course of his life. The most obvious examples of such groups are 
those based upon age. But even groups relating to  profession, status, 
knowledge, training, power, and authority have this same structure. The 
point van Gennep makes is that the individual life course may be regarded 
as a series of transitions - passages - from one stage to the following one in 
various socially demarcated segments of society. Every transition from one 
stage to the following one means that a social boundary is crossed. Transi
tions of this kind, practically without exception, are the object of ceremo
nials which symbolically enact the crossing of borders and bring out its 
social implications. 

van Gennep's observed that rites of passage are composed of three phases. 
Each phase is characterised by clearly distinguished and typical rituals 
serving special purposes and effects. These phases are separation, transi
tion, and incorporation. They may be more or less elaborated in various 
ritual contexts. Amongst different people their importance, intensity, and 
duration vary, van Gennep maintains that this pattern is universal. H e  
seeks to  validate the hypothesis by providing numerous examples from 
various cultures. H e  deals with rites in conjunction with territorial pas
sages, pregnancy and childbirth, marriage and funerals. In one long chap
ter he treats the rites of initiation taking place at social puberty, that is, in 
relation to  the transition from the social position as a child to being ac
cepted into the community of adults as a man or a woman. 



The first phase - separation - includes a series of rites coming into effect 
when the initiate must depart from his childhood existence. At  certain 
recurring points in time all youths of an age group are forced away from 
their families. These rites of separation are the symbolic enactments of 
death. The child disappears and "dies" to the world. 

During the second phase - transition - the initiates are isolated outside of 
society in secret places somewhere midway between the village, the female 
domain, and the hunting grounds, the male domain. In some tribes the 
initiates are deprived of their clothing and are forced to  provide them
selves with whatever food they can steal. They are outside of society and 
are not under the jurisdiction of societal laws. As a rule, the transitional 
phase implies an ordination into the laws and myths of society. In numer
ous cultures initiation is accompanied by various physical operations upon 
the initiate's body such as circumcision, scarring, tattooing, the knocking 
out of teeth, or amputations of lowest joint of the little finger. The purpose 
of these operations is to imprint lasting marks upon the body. They symbo
lise the fact that there is no return to  the social existence of childhood. 
These operations literally imply that the initiate is physically shaped into 
an adult man or woman. Bodily markers not only represent adulthood but 
ethnic and tribal affiliation as well. In other words, these mutilations are a 
means of lasting social differentiation between children and adults, and 
between different tribes and ethnic groups. Rites during this phase may be 
understood as symbolic enactments of purification. 

The process of initiation is concluded by rites and ceremonies, the essen
tial purpose of which is to  re-incorporate the initiate into society. The 
essential contents of these rites may be understood as the symbolic repre
sentation of birth and resurrection. Sacrifice, communal eating, and sexual 
intercourse are some of the elements of incorporation rites. Touching, 
sprinkling, and sacrament are other elements. 

In one place van Gennep mentions that the counterpart of initiation rites 
are the rites of banishment, exclusion, and expulsion. In many respects 
both kinds of ritual are founded upon similar themes, and are, in principle, 
enactments of the very same world of symbols. Some elements of initiation 
and banishment may plainly be identical. However, whereas rites of initia
tion are aimed at including and incorporating individuals in society after 
the phase of separation, the rites of banishment and exclusion concentrate 
upon separation and partition. 



Certain similarities are  t o  b e  found in t he  treatment of those who a re  
imprisoned and tortured on the  one hand, and the dramatic elements in 
rites of passage on the other hand. People are arrested and detained. They 
are separated from their families and from their social environment for 
indefinite periods of time. Their  bodies a re  subjected t o  painful opera
tions. If rites of initiation in one particular sense might b e  seen as "positive" 
torture, the aim of which is to  incorporate the initiate into society, political 
torture may be  on a par with rites of banishment, exclusion, and expulsion. 
The  settings differ. Legitimacy differs as does social acceptance. Yet, 
several elements in t h e  s t ructure of political to r tu re  compare  t o  t h e  
ceremonies and rituals in which the symbolic significance, psychological 
preparation, and existential effects a re  t o  partition t he  initiate from his 
previous life. In the  following section I will elaborate upon this lead. It is 
about outlining structures that may shed some light upon the phenomenon 
of torture. 

Initiation, power, and knowledge 

A ritual is a social act requiring organisation, cooperation and leadership. 
It is normative, meaning, in principle, that only one proper way of carrying 
it out is recognised, although allowing for some variation of performance 
and interpretation. In this sense it resembles drama. However, in distinc
tion to  drama, ritual is prescriptive. It must b e  carried through because its 
aim is the  realisation of specific societal goals. In other words, the acts of 
ritual a re  neither aimless nor  irrational. But t he  effects that  ritual is in
tended to  bring about are not rational in terms of Western reason. The rite 
is a symbolic enactment of fundamental values and conceptions in society. 
The  participants d o  not  act in terms of individual selves. They take on 
roles prescribed by the ritual. Relations between the performers are social
ly defined, not individually determined. 

In the actions of ritual societal roles and social relations are made known. 
Ideas brought out in the performance are enactments of traditional knowl
edge about society. The symbolic acts refer to  mythic conceptions of ori
gins, order, and power. 

la Fontaine points t o  the similarities that are found in rites of admittance 
t o  exclusive - and as a rule secret - societies on the  one hand, and in rites 
of transitions from one age category to  the next on the other hand. In both 



cases death and rebirth are symbolic themes of the performance. One 
essential aim of initiation rites is to  impart knowledge t o  the initiate. 
Another aim is to provide him with strength. Knowledge and strength are 
essential conditions of power. Initiation implies that boundaries are estab
lished between the initiated and the uninitiated, between knowledge and 
ignorance, between members and outsiders. Initiation at  social puberty is 
but the first step in a hierarchy of status relating to  increasing knowledge 
of the traditional mythological inheritance. This knowledge is linked to  
authority and power. Knowledge is required to perform the ritual correct
ly. Thus ritual serves to legitimise power in society, and to regulate individ
ual events. It points to the foundations of social order and determines the 
place of individuals within this order. 

Ritual symbolism consolidates meanings and condenses them. The mean
ing of the ritual itself is always ambiguous. The order in which the se
quence of events are enacted is not crucial to the logic of the rite. As Levi-
Strauss puts it, the essential concern is the series of contradictions that are 
enacted. 

Rites of initiation are practically always exclusive of sex. The male youth is 
initiated into a man's world, the female youth into a woman's world. This 
exclusiveness of sex and the acts of secrecy pertaining to these rituals are 
different aspects of one and the same process of social definition. Secret 
knowledge is imparted to the initiate. For outsiders it is dangerous to take 
part of it. In themselves these secrets may seem trivial. They might consist 
in knowledge of how the ritual is to be performed and by whom. Secrecy in 
itself binds people to a power structure and it affects their conceptions and 
actions. In short, secret knowledge is power. 

The infliction of physical pain in many rites of initiation serves a number of 
purposes. One objective of these physical operations upon the initiate's 
body is to  mark the lasting nature of the change. At the same time, the 
pain brought about in these operations is seen as a trial of strength and a 
test of courage. The painful particulars of the initiation are meant to be a 
foretaste of what befalls upon those who disclose the secrets. Primarily, 
however, the pain to  which the initiate is subjected is interpreted as a 
means of making him susceptible to the impending change of social status. 

Initiation is irreversible. Once an individual is initiated he can never return 
to  the band of outsiders. Once knowledge is acquired it can never be  



erased. Withdrawal or resignation is outlawed so as not to endanger the 
foundations of the social order. Offenders may be expelled from society. 
The implication of expulsion is that of social death. There is no longer any 
place for the expelled one in society. 

Male circumcision is practised in many cultures. Female circumcision on 
the other hand is confined to certain African tribes. One interpretation of 
the symbolic meaning of circumcision is that of bringing out masculinity 
and femininity by the removal of those anatomical features of the repro
ductive organs of the one sex bearing certain resemblances to the repro
ductive organs of the other sex. Circumcision means that the specific 
nature of the sexes is emphasised. At the same time lasting somatic differ
ences between socially mature and socially immature individuals are estab
lished. Social roles are carved into the body. These somatic changes are 
the materialisations of those psychological changes in the individual which 
initiation ultimately is intended to achieve. In every society sexual identity 
is a constituent of adult status. A fundamental division of labour between 
the sexes is found in all societies. This division is particularly significant in 
societies lacking complex hierarchies of stratification according to class or 
cast. 

Social anthropological literature abounds with examples of the important 
purposes of dance in the rites of initiation. The intensity, duration, and 
forms of dance vary. To the Gisu dancing is a most essential element of the 
ritual. It is believed to furnish the initiate with the willpower to overcome 
his fear of the painful operations upon his body. Dancing is believed to be 
associated with a positive aggressiveness, competitiveness, and independ
ence. Cardinal societal contrarieties are represented - men and women, 
strength and weakness, independence and dependence, knowledge and 
ignorance, self-control and emotionality. During the course of the ritual 
dancing increases in intensity. The uninhibited emotionality let loose is 
contrasted to  the self-control of which the initiate is expected to give 
proof. 

The ritual manifests a series of abstract concepts upon which social order 
is founded. In the collective act the participants are the performers and the 
audience. Ritual is understood as the social counterpart of the natural 
transition from childhood into adulthood. At the same time, it is a power
ful confirmation of the social order. The recurrence of these rites at regu
lar intervals, and, in many societies, later tests imposed upon those who are 



due to  receive deeper insights into traditional knowledge and authority, 
establishes a social calender. The individual life cycle is related to  social 
time. 

Another aspect of initiation concerns purification. In some cultures the 
flow of blood caused by circumcision is resembled to the polluted men
strual bleedings. Pain is part of the purification process. The injurious 
effects of pollution are literally removed by the operation. In some socie
ties this conception of purification is linked to conceptions of honour and 
shame. If the initiate recoils before the painful ordeal of circumcision this 
fact is consequential to judgments of family honour. 
Most rites which are detailed in the literature pertain to  male initiation. 
Rites relating to female initiation seem to be less widespread. They are, 
moreover, of a different nature. Variations of age relating to the onset of 
menstruation explains why the incorporation of the young girl into the 
world of women is staged as an individual act, and not, as in the case with 
males, a collective ceremony. This interpretation, however, does not rule 
out the fact that the initiation of boys largely concerns matters of authority 
and power in society. The collective ceremonies applying to boys, and the 
individual incorporation applying to girls, reflect basic conceptions of male 
and female roles, production and reproduction, society and individual. 
Whereas male groups frequently are responsible for those fundamentals of 
social structure relating to power and knowledge, female groups are fur
nished with the responsibility of reproduction. 

The identities of the sexes are carved into the body, not only as counter
parts to childhood, but also as contrasts to each other. Childhood exist
ence, common to both sexes, is the point of departure for rituals, in some 
respects similar in content but different in form, intended to produce 
women and men respectively out of children, la Fontaine mentions exam
ples in which girls are permitted to exhibit a sexual license, a derision of 
the men, and a privileged obscenity during the transitory stage, contrasting 
profoundly t o  the sexual chastity expected of them in "normal" circum
stances of life. Oppositions and inversions of role patterns are implied by 
the rites of initiation. Male initiates do not enjoy any corresponding sexual 
license permitted to the female initiates. One interpretation of this differ
ence is in terms of a reduction of the tensions generated by the social 
system. Another interpretation suggests that the enactment of these con
flicts serves to strengthen male authority in society. 



la Fontaine posits female initiation as a counterpoint to the corresponding 
rituals intended for males. For the latter initiation implies the ranking of 
age groups, the importance of ancestors, and, ultimately, the enactment of 
myths relating to  the common origins of descent. The rites to  which girls 
are  subjected focus upon ideas dealing with marital relations, societal 
development, and the  continuity of the  generations. These rituals are  
aimed at the future. Emphasising marital relations and maternity, however, 
is not merely a matter of reproduction. The initiation rituals of boys as well 
as those of girls are  enactments of the  social order upon which society 
rests. Ritual releases the participants from the realities of individual exist
ence. It furnishes them with symbolic roles they are expected to  perform. 
The object is transformation and transformation is achieved. Thus, ritual 
uncovers knowledge as a source of power. It is a legitimisation of the social 
order. 

Initiation and torture 

Individuals are arrested in the streets or at night in their homes. They are 
arrested at work although perhaps less frequently. They are arrested by 
the police or the military. They are arrested as suspects of belonging to the 
political opposition or of associating with somebody belonging to  the 
opposition, or, maybe, to a foreign power, or they are arrested without any 
reason or explanation whatsoever. They are  taken t o  secret detention 
centres where they are examined and interrogated, beaten and tortured. 
Numerous reports indicate that victims are tortured the very first night in 
detention. Torture is repeated at regular intervals. One can never know in 
advance how frequently. Many political prisoners are kept in isolation for 
m o n t h s  o n  e n d ,  somet imes  f o r  years .  W h e n  government  sh i f t s  
political amnesty may be issued and some prisoners are released. At other 
times they are released without any explanation just as unexpectedly as 
they once were arrested. 

Certain similitudes do seem to  exist between initial torture and the abduc
tion, disappearance, and "death" to the world in rites of initiation or the 
separational stage of expulsion rites. Being held in isolation in prison, and 
after that exile, does in some respects resemble the transitional stage of 
initiation. It means to  be  outside society. It means to  be  unable to  influ
ence personal conditions or to take part in communal life. Whereas rites of 
initiation are concluded by symbolic resurrection, new life, and incorpora-



tion into society, the corresponding processes seldom apply to  torture 
victims. The victim of torture is hurled into an existential vacuum resem
bling the transitory stage of initiation, but devoid of any prospects of 
return. 

These similarities are significant in themselves. However, I would like to 
draw attention to some other essential similarities and differences between 
initiation and torture. Both set off psychological processes in the individu
al, essentially implying redefinitions of self-conceptions. Initiation is aimed 
at an internal transformation. Obviously torture too gives rise to an inter
nal psychological change. Whether this change is intended or rather should 
be regarded as a side-effect is worth considering. The internal transforma
tion resulting from initiation is desired and expected. It is appreciated. 
And, more importantly, corresponding to these internal changes there is 
social response in new ways of being recognised. The internal psychologi
cal change is in tune with and congruous to societal relations. The internal 
changes caused by torture do not accord with normal social relations. No 
social correspondences, niches, or given roles in society accord with these 
changes. These changes may not be noticed by others in the victim's sur
roundings. They are not apprehended because they are not expected. 

Finding words for the internal changes suffered by the victim of torture is 
an essential but demanding task of rehabilitation. The wordless, unspeaka
ble experiences of torture touch upon profound existential phenomena. 
Religion, magic, and mysticism involve the very same domains. Shamans 
are believed to  master the forces associated with experiences of these 
kinds. The fact that modern torture employs methods not necessarily 
leaving any traces on the tissues of the body may be contrasted to the fact 
that the rites of initiation strive to imprint social markers upon the body. 
These markers are there in the place of language. I am not suggesting that 
visible traces of torture upon the body would ease the psychological pain. 
Carvings upon the body in initiation do, however, serve communicative 
purposes of an existential nature where verbal language seems to be insuf
ficient. 

Given these similarities, the structure of initiatory rites should be able to 
provide us with some perspectives on the nature of torture, and possibly, 
too, an understanding of these internal changes. But they do so, I believe, 
in what torture is not as compared to initiation. 



One overall understanding of the operations upon the body and the mind 
in initiation is in terms of purification. In torture the very opposite seems 
to apply. The attacks upon the individual practically always include ele
ments, the effects of which are to mar the victim's mind. Mary Douglas 
maintains that pollution pertains to things thought of as being outside a 
given order. Purification, then, means to order, sort, categorise, and place 
things according to some sort of internal system. If initiation is aimed to 
bring about an internal cognitive and an external social order, an internal 
psychological chaos is one sequela of torture. Internal chaos is in a sense 
functional to the political order upheld by the oppressive regime. The 
humiliating defamation in torture has its internal counterpart in a chaotic 
mind, in this special sense, a "tarnished" mind. Whereas initiation relates to 
values of independence and dignity, pride and honour, the ordeals of 
torture are associated with their opposites. In short, initiation is an upgrad
ing, torture is a degrading. 

Both initiation and torture are irreversible phenomena. Once experienced 
they cannot be undone. Whereas this is one of the premises and accepted 
consequences of initiation, the after-effects of torture are not regarded 
this way. Physical and mental suffering as a consequence of torture is not 
the foundation of an active re-orientation. In the social environment, to 
which the victim of torture returns upon release, people seldom fathom 
the conditions of change. Understandably social relations and social inter
course are reestablished more or less as if nothing ever happened. Those, 
who nevertheless feel that  things are  not quite as normal, lack social 
models or patterns to resort to. The model "as if nothing has happened" is 
not due to a lack of compassion or a lack of judgment. Rather, it is a sign 
of compassion not finding its expression. This model does not tally with the 
atrocities that actually have occurred. Uncertainty, doubt, and insecurity 
are sown. 

In one overall sense, the body and the mind are treated as one inseparable 
whole in initiation. The ceremony takes place in a public context. In other 
words, body, mind, and society are related at a new level of integration. 
One experience of rehabilitating torture victims is that many contradictory 
symptoms point to the dissociation of the body from the mind. In torture 
this is a drastic defence. It is an extreme strategy when facing annihilation. 
Precisely this capacity of the mind, once more switching context, is associ
ated with the magical powers of the shaman over life and death. H e  is 
believed to  possess the power to  separate his body from his soul. H e  is 



believed to  be capable of leaving his body and returning to it. This whole 
set of beliefs relates to man's insignificance in the face of the mighty forces 
of nature, the incessant passage of time, and veneration face to face with 
the unknown. The victim of torture lacks access to this kind of cultural 
symbolism upon which he might attach his traumatic experiences. 

One decisive difference between initiation and torture pertains to  the 
question as to how the situations are defined socially. Traces on the body 
from the trials of torture, such as lesions of the skin, fractures, swellings, 
and lost teeth are not positively evaluated markers. Rather they are seen 
as individual deviations and negative stigmas. Marks upon the  body 
brought about in initiation may be a source of pride and self-esteem. 
Similar somatic traces from torture give rise to shame, however misdirect
ed this feeling is. 

Rites of initiation are enactments of abstract concepts and contradictions 
characterising the social order. These rites condense meaning. They are 
ambiguous. Torture operates in a similar way, but also differently. The 
ambiguity of meaning, deepening insights of the total context of time and 
space, spirit and matter in the context of initiation, sows, in the context of 
torture, a state of mind referred to by Ronald Laing as "ontological insecu
rity". During interrogation abstract and ideological concepts are scourged 
and counterpoised, loyalty versus betrayal, hope versus despair, strength 
versus weakness, ideology versus cynicism, knowledge versus ignorance, 
being versus nothingness, ends versus means, power versus frailty, life 
versus death, conviction versus concession. As in initiation societal roles 
are defined, roles in a production directed by the torture regime itself. 
Loyalty of the political dissident to his comrades is defined as a betrayal, 
his hopes are turned into despair, his strength is turned into weakness. 
These demonstrations are an exhibition of the torturer's self-ascribed 
omnipotence. An imagined omnipotence, constantly requiring confirma
tion in acts, is no real omnipotence. Rather it is a sign of infirmity. These 
manifestations of power express, then, the embarrassment of the regime. 
Whereas the fulfilment of the initiation rites is a legitimation of the real 
power structure of society, the corresponding processes in torture are 
semblances only. No real power is legitimised by torture. 

Rites of initiation exist because social boundaries must be crossed in the 
constant reproduction of society. Each generation moves and is moved 
from one socially defined category to the next one. Initiation is about 



crossing external and internal boundaries. Torture, too, is a matter of 
crossing boundaries. Most obvious is the  border between liberty and 
bondage, between normal everyday life with its contacts and social net
works on the one hand and isolation in detention on the other hand. Flight 
and exile imply that territorial, cultural, and language boundaries are 
crossed. At a different level of analysis the thresholds of tolerance for pain 
are crossed. Rites are consequential to the legitimate and societally neces
sary crossing of boundaries. In torture the very opposite applies. Bound
aries are crossed as a consequence of torture. 

The rites of initiation are exclusive of sex. They apply specifically for each 
sex. Men as well as women are subjected to torture, changing context once 
again. The methods are pretty much the same. Victims of either sex are 
tortured by the same authorities, probably even by the same officials. As a 
rule the torturers are males, although some female torturers apparently do 
exist. We do know, however, that predominantly male organisations are 
mainly responsible for the treatment. Exclusiveness of sex in rites of initia
tion is related to the social processes of categorisation, that is to say, boys 
are redefined into men and girls are redefined into women. These catego
ries must never be mingled. Every definition of something in terms of 
something else implies restrictions of the ways in which this something is 
conceived. It implies a narrowing of the alternatives. Similar processes of 
definition apply to torture. Exclusiveness becomes exclusion. The victim of 
torture is excluded from each and every category. He  is isolated and dif
ferentiated from others. 

Introduction to traditional knowledge is one most essential dimension of 
initiation. Essentially this knowledge is secret and banned to outsiders. 
Secret knowledge binds people to each other and to power structures. In 
torture we find that the parts are more or less reversed. The victim is 
defined as being in possession of vital information. His knowledge is what 
the torturing party wants to extort. It is of no real importance whether the 
victim actually does possess this information or not. He  is interrogated 
anyway. Once again we find one of these strange reversals of conceptions. 
The act of torture is that which is inaccessible to public control, taking 
place as it does in secrecy. It is a remarkable secrecy. Victims of torture 
bring with them first hand knowledge of the operations once they are re
leased. But knowledge of this kind is seldom recognised when torturers are 
tried in court on the occasion of a shift to democratic government. 



If initiation in its deepest sense is an introduction to  myths about society's 
origins and order, then torture may be seen as a demolition step by step of 
that particular category of myths which is represented by ideology, myths 
directed towards the future. Torture is about extinguishing the power of 
people's ideas and political actions, especially the ones provided for by an 
ideology of resistance. Torture is intended to  fragment ideas, to obliterate 
any complex and critical understanding of political relations and contexts. 
It does so by techniques devised t o  shatter the victim's basic self under
standing. Torture is meant to  destroy individual knowledge about human 
kind and society. Torture brings about an epistemological vacuum. 

What understanding of society d o  those have who lack words for their 
experiences, who encounter great difficulties of explaining what they feel, 
who can not escape their constant and elusive pain, who sense that they no 
longer are what they once were, who feel that they no longer master things 
they once did, who feel  tha t  they lack the  strength t o  cope with t he  
demands of normal everyday life and normal family relations. Torture is an 
attack directed against one's intuitive sense of bodily form and boundaries, 
movements and functions. If this basic self understanding is impaired, if 
the links between the body and the mind are shrouded in a diffuse haze, 
then the foundations of resistance, of political and ideological work, and of 
social analysis are temporarily put out of action. This self-image contrasts 
t o  the self-image of strength, force, and a positive self understanding 
imparted to  the initiate in rites of passage. 

Concluding remarks 

This chapter approaches the question of how torture is related to  knowl
edge. It does so by discussing what the opposites of torture might be, and 
how we might conceive of "positive" torture. 

I believe creative work in the arts is the  essential anti-thesis of torture. 
Dance seems to  be particularly significant, artistic dance as well as popular 
dance. Various writers deal with the question of how dance is related to  
basic knowledge of the body, or, to put it differently, how dance relates to 
man's physical, psychological, and social existence. They point to  how the 
act of dancing gives expression to will and agency, individual and collective 
identity. They point to  how dance is related to power. If dance does have 
this profound link to knowledge of the body and its movements, its modes 



of expression and its deep pre-verbal modes of experience, individually 
and collectively, then torture must have these very same links. Whereas 
dance is about articulating this knowledge, the aims of torture are to break 
it. 

The second part of the chapter treats rites of initiation. In the work of 
Birgit Åkesson we find a link to the purposes of ritual dancing. The ritual 
ceremonies of initiation pertain to social processes in which traditional 
knowledge about the order and structure of society is handed over to  
those who are about to be admitted into the adult world. It is about power 
and its legitimisation. If initiation - "positive torture" - is about these mat
ters, then political torture - negative torture - is so too. But it is not about 
incorporating individuals into society but about separating them, not 
merely from their social and political world, but from their basic self 
understanding developed through personal experience throughout the 
course of their lives. 



FINAL WORDS 

Detailed descriptions of torture treatment are not presented in this vol
ume. Neither does it deal with matters of substantiation. Instead I have 
tried to  represent some views on political torture as a societal phenome
non.  That  too  is par t  of t he  process of generating knowledge. I have 
concentrated upon interpretations of conceptions and symbols that are 
mangled in torture. I believe that torture touches upon some of our very 
primordial understanding of the  self and society, that is, the  reciprocal 
reflections of the human body and the body politic. 

Here is a brief summary of some themes from the preceding chapters. The 
encroachments in torture are always violations of individual integrity. The 
word violation does have another area of applicability as well. It also 
denotes the unlawful transgression into the geographical territory of the 
state. The suggestion is, then, that parallels exist between the geography of 
the state and the geography of the human body. The counterpart to  the 
concept of violation is integrity. Our notion of the person is linked to  the 
notion of integrity. The same thing applies to  primeval conceptions of the 
state. Plato's famous dialogue, "The Republic" may b e  interpreted as a 
treatise on the human being, the mind and the body (von Wright, 1948). 
Integrity, relating to  the individual as well as to  the state, is in turn indis-
solubly linked to  notions of self-determination and the command of re
spect. In one sense violation means t o  transgress boundaries - individual 
boundaries determined by the human body, and state boundaries pro
claimed by historical tradition and right. Another instance of violating the 
integrity of the state relates to what is viewed as the undue intervention of 
a foreign power into the internal affairs of the state. If we bring back this 
instance of violation to the human being, the metaphor provides us with 
words for the psychological attack directed against the individual, literally 
the undue intervention of another into the internal affairs of the individu
al. 

This understanding is far  from being exhausted. Identity is yet another 
concept referring both to the individual and to  the state. The identity of 
the nation state is linked to  the collective ethnic identity of the nation of 
people founding the state. Another example. Individual will refers to  
agency and action. At  the same time, however, will is a political concept. 
"Politics is a matter of will" is an expression coined by Olof Palme, the late 



Swedish prime minister. Here we find links to fundamental questions of 
freedom, the individual's freedom of will, and the societal freedoms and 
rights upon which the state has to decide constitutionally. At the individual 
level of analysis the freedom of will pertains to conceptions of an indeter
minate, or open, future, all the possible but not yet realised events. At the 
societal level of analysis we find corresponding ideas about the open socie
ty, reformism, and the democratic process. 

When it comes to pain the symbolic interreflections of the human body 
and the societal body seem obscure at first. This may be so because the 
human experience of pain in itself defies symbolic representation. It is 
neither of anything nor for anything, and, as such, it is inaccessible to  
others. In the essential sense of the word it is private. Yet there is a reflec
tion pointed out by Elaine Scarry. One person's pain relates to  the other 
person's power. And power is indeed an essential political issue. 

Finally, knowledge, in a most elementary and down-to-earth sense, is 
about our acquaintance with our own body. It is about our intuitive feeling 
for the shape and delineation of our body, its movements and its functions. 
At the same time, however, knowledge is an essential political instrument. 
Knowledge is power. 

The significance of these reciprocal reflections of the human body and the 
societal body should not be  misinterpreted. Society is not an enlarged 
human body. Nor is the human body a diminished societal body. The issue 
is about fundamental symbols and ways of understanding. The original 
meaning of these symbols is easily lost when we use them in a figurative 
sense. However, language is revealing. The human voice is our most signif
icant means of communicating with others. We do not always bear this in 
mind when we talk about voting, or voice, as instruments by which political 
decisions are made and ratified. Another example pertains to the word 
state. This word refers to  the condition of things. Citizens of a state are 
those who enjoy the unconditional right to belong to it. But the body is a 
state as well, in the sense of being a condition, a physical, biological, exis
tential, and social condition. We refer to  the state of the body in various 
senses. 

Each chapter focuses upon one concept indicated by the chapter-heading. 
But in the shade of these concepts several others are related to it. Torture 
is related to democracy, pain t o  language, violation t o  identity, will to  



perception, and power to the symbolism of the body. Each chapter may be 
read independently of the others, although I have tried to link the argu
ments from one chapter to the subject matter of the following one. The 
chapters relate to each other because the various themes are intermingled. 
Pain also relates to power, violation to boundaries, and will to knowledge. 
Through the course of this volume I have attempted to render the dialec
tics between the somatics and the political power structure of society. 

Hopefully this volume might outline some ideas about how torture affects 
man and society. In my attempts to fathom the psychological, existential, 
and social suffering of those subjected to torture I draw upon social analy
ses presented by philosophers, social anthropologists, sociologists, and 
political scientists. This is one aim of the book. How is the supplementary 
aim fulfilled? What does an analysis of torture imply with regards to a 
deeper understanding of society? That question is far more difficult to 
answer. Torture is an established institution in a large number of states. 
There is no reason to doubt the fact that torture has a long history in many 
of those Western societies which today regard themselves as democracies. 
The fact that torture is kept up or may be reinstituted if necessary in many 
democracies governed by law, although denied officially, does point to 
some essential social psychological conditions of the formation of society. I 
can only hint at some perspectives. 

As an institution torture sheds light not only upon the asymmetry of power 
but furthermore upon its unconditional and uncompromising nature when 
the existence of the government in office is threatened on real or imagi
nary grounds. Here we come up against the question of societal means and 
ends. As a means torture points to values which quite frequently are at
tributed to traditional male roles. Values attributed to female roles are dis
tinctly incompatible with torture. The existence of torture refers to the 
basic foundations of society in, and the control of, the human body. It 
refers to  actors, or preferably, agents partaking in the complex web of 
aggregated actions and counteractions which result in society as we under
stand it. More specifically, it is about the human body as a scene for socie
tal relations. The existence of torture casts some light upon the importance 
of knowledge, especially secret and covert knowledge, to our conceptions 
about the  continued existence of society. Maybe this is an  important 
element of the motives directing the actions of the actors/agents. 

The five concepts focused upon in this book do not coincide with Kenneth 



Burke's five essential social psychological concepts: act, scene, agent, 
agency, and purpose. At closer scrutiny, however, they do seem to refer to 
them. Burke introduced these concepts in his major work "A Grammar of 
Motives". His book treats the question of what is insolubly associated with 
statements about motives. The concepts correspond to the questions of 
what? when and where? who? how? and why? The importance of motives 
t o  understand societal actions and events is quite obvious. The fact 
that social life essentially is a question of statements about motives and 
beliefs about motives is Burke's main point. It might be put like this: An 
understanding of society to  which the institution of torture ultimately 
refers must be  sought in analyses of statements about political motives 
presented by the representatives of power as well by its challengers and 
opponents. Once again we seem to return to the power of language raised 
by Elaine Scarry. 

Finally, let me summarise how the five essential themes of this volume -
pain, violation, will, power, and knowledge relate to each other. 

Physical pain is in itself psychologically violating (somato-psychically). 
Physical pain strikes at the will and at the agency of the individual. One 
person's physical pain is the other one's power (Scarry). Physical pain is an 
experience whereby fundamental knowledge of the body - the body image 
- is formed, but also deformed. 

Violation of individual integrity frequently gives rise to physical pain 
(psycho-somatically). Violating individual integrity is the complete disre
gard of the victim's will and agency. Psychological violation consolidates 
the unequal distribution of power the parties involved have in relation to 
each other. Psychological violation is an attack directed against man's self 
conception, that is to  say, his basic knowledge of himself as a societal 
being. 

By efforts of will physical pain can be  endured, at  least to  some extent. 
Conversely, if the will to  endure is lacking, then the experienced pain is 
intensified. Will is a psychological category basically related to man's integ
rity, to say, that is, the category at which the psychological violation is 
aimed. Moreover, will is a political category related to questions of power -
the will to  power (Nietzsche). Will represents the "way out" in the ac
quirement of fundamental knowledge about the body and of the world 
(O'Shaugnessy). 



The instruments of power, once authority is lost, is violence, that is to  say, 
the deliberate infliction of physical pain on adversaries (Arendt). Power is 
required to transgress and violate boundaries, the individual's as well as 
the  state's. Power is to  have one's own way against the  will of others 
(Weber). Of the three dimensions of power, one explicitly pertains to 
influencing people's conceptions and their knowledge. 

The special processes of knowledge applying to rites of initiation imply 
painful ordeals. They imply violating ordeals. Knowledge of the world 
"outside" affects the will to  express oneself, creatively, artistically, and 
politically. Knowledge, finally, is probably one of the greatest assets of 
power, or, conversely, the greatest threat to it. 

This entire complex of conceptual relationships, individually and societally, 
are brought to the fore by the attacks in torture. This outline brings me to 
a close. Torture in the world continues and the efforts to counter it must 
be kept up untiringly. 
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